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Abstract
The growth of the free software movement from the mid-1980s to the present day has
contributed vast amounts of creative labour and technical innovation to what has become
known as the digital commons. In many instances it has been 'the greater good' rather than
commercial gain which has driven this research and production. Artists have played a
significant role in the research, development, creative application and socialisation of
various technologies, yet their recent contributions to cultural software have not been
widely documented and critically examined outside of the media arts field. This thesis
focuses on the recent work of the leading art group Mongrel, and their development of a
powerful software platform called Netmonster. By drawing on current theoretical ideas
from sociology including the qualities of immaterial labour in advanced capitalism, and the
social and power dynamics of network society, I have built a framework to consider the
social role and potential of cultural software. My research begins by outlining early
developments in the history of computing, emphasising social and political factors shaping
the technologies, and the ideas and goals of their inventors. This is followed by a
discussion of the creative power of the digital commons, the collaborative labour
processes involved in the free software movement, examples of innovative social
technologies which are being produced, and the kinds of opportunities which can be
opened up through the adoption of these tools and processes. The research concludes with
an in-depth study of the Netmonster software. Netmonster is a ’poetic structure for
producing network visualisations'. I draw upon my own participant-observer experiences of
using Netmonster as a research and art-making tool in 2005 to explain and illustrate its
features. According to Mongrel, Netmonster was created for 'the online resourcing and
collaborative construction of the networked image’. A responsive, immediate and
sensuous space for projects based on networked collaboration — the future of generative
social software'. My research concludes that the digital commons is a thriving site of
creative and affective production which flows through and animates the networks of
'informational capitalism'. Although the digital commons is increasingly a site of
contestation as attempts are made by various forces to restrict, commodify or enclose it,
it continues to grow and diversify, adding new nodes of generative activity to itself, and in
the process transforming the nature of network society itself.
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Prologue - Remember the Mud
7

January 2005, Grainger Road light industrial estate, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, England, Empire,

£ Sterling

"Southend-on-Sea! - why are you going there?" my Uncle Frank queries, as we re sitting
around the table in the little kitchen after one of Aunty Teresa's delicious lunches. Peasant
food' my son Simon calls it when I make my home style versions, and he's spot on, this way
of cooking always makes me imagine gathering wood and gleaning mushrooms in the hills,
to build a fire, to fuel an oven, to cook some pasta, to feed my family. I was raised with
my mother, Anna-Maria, occasionally screaming at me, "Don't ever forget you're a peasant!"
so I guess some ancestral memory of village routines had been summonsed back then which
stays with me through life like a beloved familiar. (There was the alternative periodic
admonition, "Don't ever forget you're an aristocrat!" which was somehow connected to the
seal ring of my grandfather which had been gambled away, so who really knows what that
signified). Minestrone, spaghetti con polpette (stuffed with garlic and Parmesan), and
salad with rucchetta picked from the garden, my all time favourites at number 26 Berkeley
Avenue, Cranford, near Heathrow Airport, West London. Smack bang under the flight path.
It's better now the Concorde doesn't fly over, but the house still shakes deliriously, jumbos
piercing the curfew from

4am

every morning.

Uncle Frank bemusedly calls Southend 'the Cockneys' retreat', remembering the old days
in Brixton, after his father - the oddly-named Spero in Dio (literally, Hope in God) - had
disappeared following a 'day trip to Brighton'. As it turned out, to evade being interned as
an enemy alien, he had scarpered off to Italy to fight for II Duce. He later died in a German
POW camp. Spero in Dio had been a member of the notorious Casa Littoria, the fascist club
in Soho, London. Uncle Frank tells me that the club had three thousand members, whose
names were recorded in a big black register book. Some members were Mussolini's true
believers, and there was a big room upstairs where the men wore their uniforms and did
whatever it is that men do in these situations, but many others were there simply for the
good piatto di pasta, according to my uncle, who, as a young teenager, had visited the
club with a friend to see what the old man and his gambling mates got up to. He tells me
that he was mortified when his friend, an English lad, made the fascist salute in solidarity
with the others.
After Mussolini declared war on 10 June 1940, Britain began to intern enemy aliens of
Italian origin. Under Defence Regulation 18b, the government also interned fascist
sympathisers of British origin, fearing they might become a 'fifth column'. The British
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National Archives record that 'approximately eight thousand enemy aliens were temporarily
interned in British camps prior to being deported to the colonies and the dominions'. Many
of the 717 Italian civilian internees aboard perished during one of these deportation
journeys, after the sinking of the SS Arandora Star in July 1940, a tragedy that prompted a
change to interning people in domestic, rather than offshore, camps.
My uncle is still scratching his head as to why Casa Littoria had not not destroyed their
membership records. When they subsequently handed over the membership register to the
British authorities, the club members were duly identified from the data contained
therein, rounded up, and interned in camps. This had been the experience of one of my
maternal grand-uncles, who reassured his family that he was well-fed (possibly the most
important thing in life for an Italian - and I say this after having lived with the Romans for
some years), in contrast to the near-starvation experienced by many in England.
Spero in Dio was buried in Vercana, a bleak, stony village in the hills above Lago di
Como. Francesca, my grandmother after whom I am named, refused to believe the old man
had left her without a word. She was inconsolable, lamenting, tearing her hair out. Her
next twenty-five years were paced out in an English asylum - a huge price to pay for
escaping the crushing poverty in her village near Molfasso in the Emilia Romagna region,
after the First World War. One of the few stories my mother tells me of her childhood is of
her and her brother, little Franco, poor and hungry, begging for croste, crusts, from the
deep pockets of their maternal nonna's apron.
The family cafe on Atlantic Avenue (our legend is that it was the first Italian cafe in
London, and we always pronounce it cafe and not caff), just next to the capacious railway
arches by the Brixton tube and the fresh produce market in curvy Coldharbour Lane, had
fallen into creditors' hands to pay off the old man's substantial gambling debts. The cafe
for years has been a Jamaican hat shop, The People's Weatherman Store - Brixton Style,
lots of peaked cloth caps and roots music, and I’m wondering if it's named after the famous
song, Weatherman Skank. Now there are lawyers' offices upstairs, where once all four kids
used to sleep in one bed, and my grandmother had climbed out of the narrow window and
was found walking along the train overpass, by someone never identified in the family
story.
Filippo and Gian Carlo, the youngest of the children, for some reason still not clear to
me, were sent to an orphanage in Italy, where they stayed for a few years. My mother, a
feisty Italian beauty, was taken in by relatives. Franco boarded in a little box room in the
home of one of the local Italians; he was only fourteen, but was then kicked out. More
time on the streets, a series of jobs waiting tables and washing dishes, walking home to
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Brixton on the last night of the German Blitz, sheltering in doorways, narrowly missing the
bombs dropping. His mate whom he was with that night was never seen again. Frank
assumes a bomb took him. The stories of the old days are always grim, and Aunty Teresa is
well sick of hearing them (Basta! Enough!) but I am hungry for my history, being a £5 boat
baby and cut off from all of that, and anyway, the tales are shot though with moments of
light, and we always have a glass of wine or two during our sessions. Uncle Frank recalls his
teenage brother, Philip, a few years later nicking off to Southend by train on his day off
from waiting tables. To enjoy some salty marsh air and a cheap meal of cockles and whelks
was a highlight, and Philip, a real New Yorker in Queens since the 1950s, still talks of it.
Southend. The arse-end of the Thames, others call this place disdainfully, and it is true,
you have to look a little harder to appreciate the melancholic beauty of the estuary, all
marshes and mud. Due east of Southend are the ancient woods at Belfair, with their mossy
rambles, oak and yew trees, sliced through by a golf course. A young local shares his
knowledge of the local practice of copsing the woods, a centuries-old rural tradition
involving the strategic cutting of branches and felling of trees, in order to stimulate new
growth. This ensured increased yields of fruits and seeds which would sustain the locals
(and their animals), who depended on these rights, enshrined under common law, to
gather and glean. Rights trampled by a state regime of massive felling that accompanied
the spread of industrialisation. Increased timber yields were required by the engines of the
power-hungry glass works and iron furnaces, and for the burgeoning shipping industry.
Ships made of wood, bound for the New World. Apparently, just one 'third rate, 74-gun,
ship of the line could take up to 3800 trees which meant about 75 acres of woodland.'
The ancient, witchy hawthorn trees shot through with mistletoe, providing shelter for a
clandestine pash on New Years Eve; the wild roses that offer sweet, curving hips on the hill
above the train station at Old Leigh. A fox crossing the street at night, tomorrow's special
at the roadkill caff. The old man and his barn owls. "Talons that can crush a man's head!"
he warns me proudly. The promise of finding the elusive badger set in Pound Woods.
Centuries-old walking paths through the salt marshes, and the ducks and waterfowl nesting
in a few reeds where they can carve out some nests in amidst the rotting barges. The dog’s
going mad, lots of medium-sized feathered things to chase and stinky sludge to roll in.
Mud and power. The cruel silt, soft as silk. The little ghost doll yoko knows about the
mud. Born in a pond in Kyoto - Midori-Gaike - whose name translates as 'deep mud pond'. A
pond where legend still remembers the countless baby girls who were drowned at birth.
The crime of being born female. A bit like the crime of being born black. Still, as doll yoko
declares, "All women are ghosts and should rightly be feared!"
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The mud. The Thames estuary down here is rumoured to be filled with ghosts of
hundreds of souls, and you can feel it at dusk, when the mud turns silver for an hour before
the stars vie with the lights at rocking horse Canvey over the water. "Costa del Canvey",
the waitress announces, and it is surprisingly pretty, until you turn a corner and see yet
another bay of mud, overlooked by an oil refinery. The great maritime insurance firm, the
rock solid Lloyds of London, arising from the grounds of Edward Lloyd's seventeenth
century coffee house on the wharves, was involved with some dirty dealings in the mud.
The story down here goes that Lloyds colluded with a ship owner cum slave trader to sink a
boatload of African slaves. In fact, Lloyds made a large part of its wealth through
underwriting slave ships. An estimated ten million people were traded as slaves between
the old and new worlds, the largest number being sent to Jamaica. Xaymaca - 'land of
wood and water’ in the tongue of the indigenous Arawak people who greeted Christopher
Columbus in 1494. In 2004, descendants of black American slaves commenced legal action
against Lloyd's of London for insuring slaving ships, claiming these commercial transactions
played a role in depriving generations of their liberty and cultural heritage.
Rough trade in the slave triangle. A new breed of ships built from the massive
deforestation program of public lands. Raiding expeditions to West Africa to capture
people. The captive is automatically enslaved, and shipped to England, a market
commodity to be sold to the highest bidders, the new class of merchants, respectable men
all. The enslaved and the co-opted (England's neat adjunct to its policy of criminalising the
poor; the growing numbers of dispossessed people in London and other swelling urban
centres, displaced by two centuries of systematic enclosures of the common lands) shipped
to the plantations in the New World. Jamaica, Bermuda, Virginia. The ships themselves
manned (but let us remember the luminary pirates Anne Bonny and Mary Reade who most
likely started on trading ships) by motley crews - white, black, brown - often kidnapped
by those whose job it was to collect by any means the requisite number of deckhands. Out
in the fields, hard labour, hunger, sickness, death. Sugar and tobacco shipped back to
England. Sold at a handsome profit to English and European markets. Money which will
finance the Industrial Revolution in the following centuries. The first signs of the
globalisation to come, cheap (free) labour, integrated markets. Lloyds of London, the
venerable Isaac Newton who enjoyed drinking at the Grecian Coffee House, one of the
'penny universities', was one of the directors. Or perhaps it was the Bank of England. I
haven't heard these stories as often as my Uncle's tales so the details become woven
together. One way or another, it was all dirty money.
Mud, yes, the mud. In the 1700s there was a swag of ships berthed in the estuary. Hulks
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they were called. Big rotting hulks, retired from active service against the French, Spanish,
Portuguese, now krill-grazing on the mud, their sea-swollen bellies filled to capacity with
more of the poor and the dirty, nearly four hundred years of enclosures creates a lot of
hungry people on the move. Conveniently Australia was 'discovered' not long after the
American War of Independence put a stop to off-shore prisons there. As the British had
declared Terra Australis Incognita to be terra nullius, land of no-one, it made a useful
place to dump the poor. Convenient too; no ownership rights to cede, no treaties to
negotiate, no official war to declare, and the Thames was becoming somewhat crowded.
There goes the neighbourhood!
The last great hulk of any repute was the Bellorophon. Along with eight other civilian
floating prisons housing over four thousand prisoners in the mid 1800s it was moored in the
mud. The man o' war had done its duty in the battle between Bonaparte and Nelson, and
after carrying the defeated emperor part of the way to his exile on St Helena, it too was
turned out, becoming retrofitted home to hundreds of boy urchins at nearby Sheerness.
What you might call a sea change for the lads. We see these ragamuffin kids again, one
hundred years later, on the infamous Kersall housing estate in Southend. Aged ten or
eleven (but looking much smaller and younger) they are already branded 'at risk' and
'socially excluded', already marked on the Social Services database as trouble. A file can
stick like mud you know.
I leave the mud and make my way to an Industrial Estate a few blocks back from the
Southend train station. Sixty or so neat sheds, housing a mixture of traditional light
industry and newcomers on the block, animators, sound engineers, clothing designers. I
enter Shed 23, a large sparsely furnished space with two comfy black couches around a
wooden shipping crate, grubby white walls with harsh green accenting, grey concrete floor,
a couple of partitioned areas emanating a mix down of machinic hum and early Jamaican
dub, a mezzanine crammed with histories and bits and bobs, a galley kitchen, bathroom. A
bull terrier snores on his velveteen armchair. Periodically a person emerges and ambles
across the space on tea or toilet or fag missions. The mood is a mixture of quiet individual
concentration broken up by bursts of amiable interaction. Hard to know who is here at any
one moment, everyone is so quiet and focussed. This is the Jelliedeel Shed, current base of
the art group Mongrel. I am welcomed home, to the realm of monsters, spectres and
angels. Let the journey begin!
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Chapter One, Introduction
Who can calculate to what it might lead; if we look beyond the present condition especially?
Ada Lovelace

Part One: Aims, Outline and Methodology

1.1

Aims

The evolution of computing, and the 'merciless precision of machine memory' — from
pretty predecessors of cog-and-gear gadgets for star charting, to brave new biometrics
implanted in the criminalised poor — is woven through with histories of power, capital and
social control (Agar 2001, Black 2001, Essinger 2004). Perhaps if he had been born in the
twentieth century, Descartes would have been a software artist. It's a thinking thing.
Software as culture, is culture. Theorist Matthew Fuller proposes that software creates
sensoriums, 'ways of seeing, knowing and doing in the world that at once contain a model
of that part of the world it ostensibly pertains to, and that also shape it every time it is
used’ (Fuller 2003, p. 19).
My primary aim in this thesis is to present a technical exposition and critical discussion
of a new cultural software project, created by the internationally acclaimed artist group,
Mongrel. My case study is Netmonster, a 'poetic structure' in code which enables the
construction of networked visualisations. I have employed the participant-observer
approach to visually document Netmonster, and explain it in operational terms. My
research centres on a series of art works entitled Rough Trade, which were created in
close collaboration with Mongrel throughout 2005, using their Netmonster software and
computing resources.
My secondary aim is to develop a theoretical and historical context for discussing the
general notion of software as culture, and the specific case of Netmonster as an example
of 'social software'.1 To achieve this aim, I have firstly focussed on key moments in the
early history of computing, and have then made a temporal leap to examine the emergent
phenomenon of distributed creativity and knowledge sharing - the 'digital commons', and
its relation with contemporary ideas around 'information society', 'network society',
'immaterial labour' and the 'new enclosures’.
Three main factors determined the collaboration with Mongrel as my primary research
partner. Firstly, their work is consistently of an exceptional standard. Since their
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formation in London in 1995-96, Mongrel’s projects have demonstrated outstanding
qualities, in conceptual, aesthetic and technical terms.2 The well-documented and lauded
place in the history of media art that the group has attained attests to their vision and
artistic prowess (Deseriis 2003, Medosch 2003, Greene 2004). Mongrel's software projects
interrogate the social relations of information technologies; their media platforms and
software systems offer innovative 'democratic alternative^] to proprietary control over
code' (Mongrel 2004 a).
Secondly, when I witnessed the world premiere launch of Netmonster at Brown
University in Providence in 2004, I was instantly captivated by the creative possibilities and
social dimensions of the software. I felt drawn to use the software myself to make an art
project, even though I understood the software was still in development and it would not
be a smooth ride. If I could creatively engage with Netmonster, to understand and
document it thoroughly, I considered that a valuable contribution to the nascent field of
software studies might be made. I was also aware that such a study could be useful to
Mongrel, as both a way to test the software, and to provide a comprehensive record of one
of their most ambitious projects to date.
Thirdly, Mongrel agreed to my request to build a Netmonster project, requiring a
significant commitment from the group, especially from artist Graham Harwood, Mongrel's
primary software programmer. Software in development is notoriously unstable, and
requires tending. As it happened, I pushed the software to places where it had never been
intended to go, consequently increasing the amount of technical labour Harwood had to
undertake to support my research project. Fortunately both the software and our
friendship survived.
The Mongrel patch is one of many fertile allotments on the new commons. The labour
of artists, programmers, writers and cultural activists bears strange, delicious fruits,
Netmonster being just one. Fruits for all to freely enjoy, containing seeds which can be
replanted, hybridised,stored, given away, or swapped. The digital commons is a highly
social space, with its reticulated systems of participatory media ecologies (Lovink 2002,
Medosch 2003, Lessig 2004, Terranova 2004). It is a flourishing site of production, despite
efforts by powerful corporations, and their obliging governments, to contain, constrain and
privatise the circulation of ideas, information and knowledge. The commons collectively
resists the onslaught of information society's 'new enclosures', and creates a new global
phenomenon as it does so (Midnight Notes 1990; Moglen 1999, 2003; Bollier 2002; Boyle
2002; Federici 2004).
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1.2

Chapter Outline

Chapter One presents the aims and methodological approach of the thesis. The
theoretical framework outlines ideas about information society, from sociologists including
Frank Webster (2002), Manuel Castells (2000), Maurizio Lazzarato (1996) and Tiziana
Terranova (2004). Concepts discussed include the transition from industrial society through
to information and network society (Webster, Castells), the notion of communication as
the central productive element (Terranova), and immaterial labour which acts to produce
the informational and cultural content of commodities (Lazzarato). I will introduce Alberto
Melucci's (1996) theoretical proposition of 'master codes' which organise information flows
and regulate human subjectivity, in a reality which is culturally constructed.
This will lead into an elaboration of the global digital commons, noting its defining
features — the creation and exchange of knowledge, ideas and ephemeral goods,
facilitated by digital communications technologies, and labour contributions (often both
free and immaterial). I will propose that the digital commons is a communicative and co
operative space for creative production. New systems of appropriation and enclosures by
capital will be noted, and historically contextualised with reference to earlier
manifestations of the enclosures in England and Western Europe.
In Chapter Two I will prepare the contextual ground for the Netmonster case study by
examining three notable developments in the pre-history and early modern periods of
computing. Firstly, I will sketch the development of the automated punch card loom,
focussing on the work of the inventors Jacques de Vaucanson and Joseph-Marie Jacquard in
France. Secondly, I will highlight the conceptual and engineering breakthroughs by Charles
Babbage and Ada Lovelace in England, in relation to two mechanical systems for
automated calculation - the Difference Engine and the Analytical Engine. Thirdly, I will
outline the development of the electro-mechanical punch card calculating machines
developed by Herman Hollerith in the late nineteenth century, and further refined by IBM
in the twentieth century. I will note the subsequent application of this technology by the
Nazi regime to realise their political vision via the 'informatics of genocide' (Parenti 2003).
Chapter Two will conclude that the contexts in which information technologies evolve have
never been politically neutral, with wider societal forces, ideological beliefs and political
imperatives influencing development trajectories.
As advanced capital's globalisation of labour, markets, finance and corporations has
proceeded apace over the past thirty years, so have globalised, networked-based forms of
communication, creative expression, political organising and technological development
arisen. Chapter Three examines the history of the free software movement, as the leading
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exemplar of co-operative and communication-based immaterial labour in the 'information
age’ (Hauben 1995, Moglen 1999, Moody 2001, Bollier 2002; Boyle 2002, Stallman 2002a,
Williams 2002). Netmonster has been built using a host of free software tools. The
evolution of the open source software development model, and the arising tensions from
the split of one community into two distinct movements, will be summarised (Raymond
2001, Stallman 2002 b). Critiques of the movements' open content licenses will be
presented. The chapter will conclude by noting the proliferation of free software projects
flourishing in Africa and Latin America, as a sign of a diversified and 'mongrelised' digital
commons.
Netmonster was created for 'the online resourcing and collaborative construction of the
“networked image”. A responsive, immediate and sensuous space for projects based on
networked collaboration - the future of generative social software' (Mongrel 2004 a). In
Chapter Four, Netmonster will be examined in detail as an example of an artist-driven
effort to re-code the social imaginary, drawing out Mongrel's more esoteric aim to provoke
small perturbations in the ’CODE_OF_WAR'3 that runs through informatised society. The
notion of 'software as culture’ will be explored (Bosma 2002 b, Broeckmann 2003, Fuller
2003, Medosch). Drawing upon my own experiences of using Netmonster I will explain and
illustrate its technical and network visualisation features. The creative potential of
Netmonster will be discussed in general terms, linking it to critiques of earlier Mongrel
software art projects (Bosma 2002 a, Broeckmann 2003, Fuller 2003, Medosch 2005).
My research will conclude that the digital commons is a thriving site of creative and
affective production which seems to simultaneously sit inside of, and hovers over, or
perhaps underneath, the networks of 'informational capitalism'. The digital commons is an
active site of contestation as attempts are made by powerful forces to restrict and enclose
it. However, it is flexible, adaptive and (code wise) 'genetically-diverse' enough, to repel
such efforts. The commons is gaining ground, as each new attack on one of its allotments
spurs the development of new tools and strategies to protect and extend the territory.
Additionally, many governments (especially those representing large 'Fourth World'
constituencies), and some corporations, have been adopting the principles and processes of
creative production using the commons model. Perhaps this is one sign of transforming the
enemy, some of those big daddy mainframes, from within.

1.3

Significance of the research

As Netmonster is still in development,4 it has never before been subjected to a
thorough, critical examination. Traditionally artists have played a strategic role in the
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research, development, creative application and socialisation of various technologies
(Medosch 2003, Chandler & Neumark 2005, Tofts 2005). However, a literature search
reveals that the contributions of software artists have not been consistently documented
or analysed outside of the media arts sphere, rendering their innovations almost invisible
to researchers and practitioners working in other disciplines. In the emerging field of
software studies, the culturally-based approach of my critique, combining technical,
historical and theoretical perspectives, could make a valuable contribution to
interdisciplinary exchange.
It seemed timely to conduct a detailed preliminary study of the two working elements
of Netmonster (search engine and network visualisation functions), whilst the software was
conceptually and technically malleable. I view Netmonster as software in the process of
'becoming', in the Deleuzian sense - becoming code, becoming monster. In two years time
it probably will be quite a different beast, perhaps more of a collaborative writing
machine, and or a different kind of poetic structure for building visualisations. Perhaps it
will have completely new functions, such as data interpretation or a capacity to interface
with other search engine tools. In 2005 Netmonster talked to Google's image search 'bots',
and transformed these conversations into complex and sharply rendered collages. In the
future, Netmonster might be able to have very different dialogues with Google Earth, the
satellite image repository, or Google Flight, the recently-announced travel search and
booking system. Like a child, each time Netmonster 'learns' a new capability, it will
become something different to what it was before. In my experience, human toddlers are
sometimes annoying, but always fetching. I hope to share my sense of intrigue and
excitement at being with Netmonster in its toddler days, when it can stumble, not fly.
Finally, my research has allowed me to take an initial look at a much bigger picture,
the digital commons, and the shadow cast on it by the new enclosures. My perspective
differs from the more common industry or legal positions within which these developments
are typically discussed (Lessig, Moglen, Raymond et al.). Cultural critique can help
illuminate current theory about information society, power relations and immaterial
labour. Perhaps this thesis will cast its own tiny glow on a little patch of the commons.

1.4

Future plans for continuation of the research

I plan to undertake a future study of Netmonster's collaborative writing machine
function, following the full activation of this component of the software system. As this
software module is being developed to provide a networked platform for distributed
writing, so that it can be properly trialled a suitable social or community context must be
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established. In such a setting, participants would use the software to co-operate and
collaborate on the production of a new textual skin for Netmonster based on thematic
subjects chosen by the participants. I have been investigating the possibility of
documenting this stage through a second research partnership with Mongrel, possibly
involving the Container Project in Jamaica, a community media hub initiated by artist and
Mongrel member, Mervin Jarman. The textual function of the software could make explicit
some of the salient features of immaterial labour, and therefore it offers a unique
analytical framework in which to discuss this contemporary sociological concept.

1.5

Methodology

The methodological approach of my thesis combined the use of primary and secondary
sources. A prologue written in the ficto-critical literary style collaged personal and
historical vignettes in a comparable way to Netmonster's montages of network images,
foreshadowing some of the main themes of the research. In Chapter One I engaged with
secondary theoretical sources to discuss advanced capitalism, network society and
immaterial labour. I relied on secondary historical sources in the account of critical
moments within the history of computing in Chapter Two. Chapter Three reflects
secondary theoretical and historical sources on the subject of free software and related
issues. Chapter Three was also informed by primary sources, specifically a series of
interviews I conducted over 2005 with artists and cultural activists in England, Italy and
Jamaica — all of whom were developer/users of specific softwares. I regret that space
limitations did not permit the inclusion of most of this material. However, I intend to
incorporate and extend these critical observations in a future extension of the research I
began with this Masters thesis.
The case study of Netmonster in Chapter Four was entirely primary research, using the
participant-observer method. This entailed learning the software, then using it to research
and create a series of artworks in various media, which were subsequently exhibited.
My research was approved by the Research Ethics Committee at the University of
Technology, Sydney, in September 2005.
A note on spelling conventions used: I have used Australian-English spelling throughout
this thesis. This has necessitated altering some words included in direct quotations.
Americanised spellings of words such as ’labor' have been Anglicised.
My literature review is not a discrete chapter in itself, but rather is woven through each
chapter of this thesis. In addition, I have chosen to write extensive end notes. Each note
either functions to expand upon a subject specifically mentioned in the main text, or it
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illuminates other conceptual pathways which I have related by processes of mental
association. Both forms of these end notes mirror the operations of the search and collage
functions of Netmonster, and it is primarily for this reason that I have chosen to devote a
substantial amount of labour to their crafting. This said, it is my belief that the core
chapters of the thesis together function as a coherent body of research, and thus a reader
may choose not to explore the end notes without fear.
The overall literature review encompassed the following topics: sociological theory on
post-Fordist regimes of capital accumulation, information and network society, and
immaterial labour; the history of the commons and the associated anti-Enclosure
movements in Feudal Europe and revolutionary England; the first and second waves of the
Industrial Revolutions in England; the textile industry in Napoleonic France with specific
focus on the invention of the Jacquard loom; the conceptual foundations laid for software
development by Ada Lovelace in her interpretation of the Analytical Engine designed by
Charles Babbage in the mid-nineteenth century; Herman Hollerith's invention of the
automated punch card tabulating system for the 1890 US Census; the role of IBM in census
data collection in Nazi Germany; computing research to fulfil military objectives in the
United States, Germany and England between 1930s until the 1950s; the history of modern
computing from the 1960s onwards; the genesis of the internet in the 1960s to the present
time; the birth of the Free Software movement in the 1980s; the rise of the Open Source
software development model in the 1990s and its relation to commodification; the
paradigm of the digital commons and its relationship to labour; early manifestations of the
privatisation of knowledge via patent and copyright laws; the contemporary 'New
Enclosures' of intellectual property legal regimes; the concepts of social software, cultural
software and software art; new media art since the 1980s; experimental art practice since
the Dada Movement; and the history of the Mongrel art group.

1.6

Summary of the activities undertaken as a Participant-Observer

My professional background as an artist who has researched and used digital
technologies for over twenty years, underpinned the participant-observer approach that I
employed in my research.51 had first met and befriended members of Mongrel (before the
group had formed) in Helsinki in 1994, at an International Symposium on Electronic Art.
Eleven years later our existing mutual knowledge of, and respect for, each other's artistic
philosophies, working methods and cultural projects, enabled us to begin to work together
immediately, without having to spend time creating a relationship and trust from scratch.
By using the Netmonster software myself to make a real project, I came to understand
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first-hand the creative and research potential of this media platform. As Netmonster was
in the prototype stage of development, I came up against the software's current technical
limitations; the underlying code was unstable, and caused frequent server crashes, losing
hours of work. One beneficial outcome of this software volatility was the daily email
contact that ensued with Graham Harwood, Netmonster's programmer. The deep level of
communication, about not only the technical issues at hand, but also more speculative
ideas around software, offered me many unique insights. I compiled a substantial
document of our email exchanges from November 2004 through to December 2005. As one
of my primary sources, I frequently referred to this transcript when writing Chapter Four.
The participant-observer component of the research took place in discrete stages in
specific locations over a nine month period between January and September 2005.
Following is an outline of the main stages, including details of related public presentations,
talks and exhibitions.

1.7

January - February 2005: Learning Netmonster and initial research with
Mongrel, Southend-on-Sea

Between 2-16 January 2005 I was based at Mongrel's workspace, the Jelliedeel Sheds,
on the Grainger Road Light Industrial Estate in Southend-on-Sea, England. My UK visit had
been enabled by Lisa Haskell and Media Art Projects London, as a prelude to the Softly
from the Ruins project, as detailed Endnote 7. During this time I was introduced to the
administrative back-end of Netmonster, and learnt enough of the software's interface in
order to be able to set up and run searches. The conceptualisation of Rough Trade, an art
project using Netmonster, was rethought and refined through a series of discussions. We
also had a number of opportunities to discuss historical and technical aspects of the
software, and the Mongrel method of making art, and making group dinners. I learnt that
food is the social and cultural glue which underpins all Mongrel activities. As recipes and
software are both series of programmed instructions, perhaps this is not so surprising.6
During this time I was conscripted to contribute to other Mongrel projects, including
two telephony projects in development, Phone Slam and Roundhead (See Appendix B). This
broader involvement, particularly my participation in a series of workshops Mongrel ran
with children 'at risk’, allowed me to experience the group's unique approach to making
media platforms that offer possibilities for self-empowerment; media systems that are
customised for, and with, people living on the very outer social and economic margins. I
consider that I witnessed the Mongrel 'miracle' at least once during this time.
Returning home to Adelaide, I continued creating test visualisations with Netmonster.
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On 28 February 2005 I presented my work-in-progress for the first time in a lecture entitled
Rough Trade - My Own Private Netmonster’ for Colloquium II: Trace, or Spatial Cinematics,
which was a workshop co-ordinated by the Visual Art and Design Research Group at the
Louis Laybourne Smith School of Architecture and Design, University of South Australia (see
Appendix A).

1.8

March - May 2005: Artist Residency at Curtin University, Perth

Between 7 March - 17 April 2005 I undertook an Artist-in-Residency within the Faculty
of Media, Society and Culture at Curtin University in Perth. This residency had been
organised in 2004 by Dr Antonio Traverso, Lecturer in Film and TV in the faculty, and
funded by Curtin University. It enabled me to spend six weeks collaborating over the
internet with Mongrel to make a substantial body of art work. Netmonster was used to
produce a series of online iterations of Rough Trade, along with six large-format digital
prints. During the residency I presented two lecture/workshops to students, and had two
exhibitions at the John Curtin Gallery, including the first public showing of four prints from
the Rough Trade series. At the conclusion of the residency on 14 April 2005, I delivered a
public lecture entitled 'Of Monsters and Meadows: farm tales from the digital commons', at
the Bank West Theatre, Curtin University of Technology (see Appendix A).
On 28 April 2005 I participated in the Other Worlds Conference at the University of
Technology, Sydney, presenting a talk entitled 'Rough Trade - FLOSSing between some
cracks'. On 11 May 2005 I presented another lecture, entitled 'Netmonster as a research
tool', at the School of Art and Design, University of South Australia (see Appendix A).

1.9

June - September 2005: Artist Residency with Mongrel, and public outcomes

Between 20 June - 5 July 2005 I participated in an Artist-in-Residency in Southend,
England. Hosted by Mongrel, the residency had been co-ordinated by Lisa Haskell and
funded by Media Art Projects (MAP),7 and was a collaboration with the art group
ldentity_runners (core members of which are Diane Ludin, Agnese Trocchi and myself).
During the residency ldentity_runners worked on the conceptual development of a
database art project on the subject of precarious work, a project which would ideally use
Netmonster as its research and production platform.
During this time I also worked with Agnese Trocchi and Daniele Salvati to create a video
art work entitled Blood Network. This twelve minute video was comprised of discrete
segments, one of which was an animation of collaged imagery which I had selected from
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the Netmonster visualisations which had been generated for the Rough Trade project.
Identity_runners then re-versioned Blood Network, threading a poem by Diane Ludin
through the video, to make the Exercises in Memory video. This was screened locally at the
Leigh Experimental Film Event in early July 2005. We also presented Exercises in Memory
at the Softly from the Ruins workshops at Furtherfield, an artist-run space in North London
which is a project of Ruth Catlow and Marc Garrett.
On my return to Adelaide I edited two new videos for the Rough Trade body of artwork,
using a different animation technique to build new sequences built with slices of
Netmonster imagery (See Appendix D, and End Pockets 1 and 2). These videos, along with
three digital prints made during the Curtin University residency, were exhibited as Rough
Trade, for the Moving Image Program of the South Australian Living Artists (SALA) Festival
in August 2005. The works were displayed at the Artspace Gallery, Festival Plaza, Adelaide,
and in the Arts SA street frontage window in Hindley Street in the Adelaide CBD.
Between 4 - 7 Sept 2005, Blood Network was installed in the bed of the Todd River as a
mixed media video installation. It was an integral component of the De Quincy Co's dance
performance of Dictionary of Atmospheres, premiering at the 2005 Alice Springs Festival in
Central Australia (see figure 39 and Appendix E).
On 14 October 2005 I presented a summary of my year's research at a Doctoral and
Masters Mini Conference, organised by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences at the
University of Technology, Sydney.

***
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Part Two: Theoretical Overview

1.10

Introduction to Theoretical Overview

Sociologists including Manuel Castells8 and Maurizio Lazzarato argue that new kinds of
immaterial production and distributed networked communications underpin late
capitalism. Some theorists extend these ideas to the realm of cultural production, and the
digital commons. Although my thesis is primarily a cultural critique, a brief discussion of
concepts from sociology, such as Fordist regimes of accumulation, post-Fordism,
information society, immaterial labour, and new forms of appropriation and
commodification, will contribute to building a theoretical context for examining the
generative potential of the digital commons.

1.11

From early Industrial Society to Industrial Revolution

In Western European feudal societies the production of goods was small-scale and often
workshop-based, with workshops being networked within and between crafts via a system
of tightly-controlled and administratively powerful guilds. Some historians have argued
that an Industrial Revolution in Western Europe first occurred during the Medieval period
(between the tenth and fifteenth centuries), with a 'technological boom' which
transformed agricultural and industrial practices, and contributed to unprecedented
industrial capitalist expansion (Gimpel 1988, pp. viii-ix). The invention and implementation
of tools, machinery and industrial processes such as lathes, water and wind-driven mills,9
and blast furnaces fuelled this boom (Gimpel 1988, pp. xiii-xviii). It was also accompanied
by the development of legal systems of knowledge-based property rights (now referred to
as intellectual property rights,). In the Late Middle Ages these rights were seen as
incentives for continued innovation on the part of inventors (especially when the invention
was of benefit - economically, or in terms of prestige or military advantage - to those
who ruled). The world's first patent10 was awarded in 1421 by the Republic of Florence to
architect/inventor Filippo Brunelleschi, for the invention of the Monster (in Italian,
II Badalone), a purpose-built paddle steamer for hauling marble11 (Broich & Condie).
Leaving Brunelleschi's (as it happened, doomed) Monster at the bottom of the River
Arno, and jumping forward three hundred years to England in the mid-eighteenth century,
brings us to what is more generally acknowledged as the first Industrial Revolution. This
period was marked by the invention of ever more powerful mechanical means of increasing
production via automation, and the associated radical changes in the organisation of
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labour (Mantoux 1988). In addition to the technological advances being made in the
production of goods (starting with the textile industry), there were other significant
factors that contributed to the spread of capitalist modes of production. These included
the systematic enclosure of open fields and common lands, accompanied by the practice of
'engrossments’ of farms (discussed in End Note 33); the consequent mass movements of
dispossessed peoples seeking employment; the separation of labour and capital; changes to
and devaluation of the labour of women; division of labour into increasingly specialised
tasks; the colonisation and exploitation of the 'New World' by the 'Old'; the huge
contribution made by enslaved and indentured labour on colonial cotton plantations; and
the role of improved maritime technologies in facilitating the cyclic triangulation of global
trade from England to Africa to the Americas (Mantoux 1988, Szczelkun 1993, Linebaugh Et
Rediker 2001, Federici 2004).
'Cloth capitalism' generated a wealthy and entrepreneurial class of manufacturers
(Plant 1997). The model was as follows. Attract financial investment in England for
maritime journeys. Kidnap or otherwise collect criminalised local poor to both crew ships
and join the plantation workforce.12 Purchase enslaved captives in West Africa. Transport
labour pool to the Caribbean and the Americas. Have enforced and slave labour work the
plantations until they die. Cotton and other raw materials are shipped back to England for
processing in the new industrial centres. Manufactured commodities are sold to local and
foreign markets. Monitor the return of profits to banks and industry. Repeat this cycle for
as long as possible until investment dries up, markets are over saturated, slaves invoke the
Jubilee13 and revolt, or a new, improved model of capitalism emerges (Linebaugh £t
Rediker 2001, Federici 2004, Shiva 2005).
From my reading of various studies of industrialisation in England and France (in
particular, I am indebted to Paul Mantoux's thorough examination of a wide range of
primary sources in The Industrial Revolution in the Eighteenth Century — a book first
published in French in 1905, along with contemporary interpretations of the subject by
Linebaugh and Rediker, and Silvia Federici), I propose that the most pertinent features of
this phase of industrialisation are as follows. Firstly, with the move towards standardised
mass production of material goods (costly machines in large factories making tangible
products for domestic and international markets) the labourer is separated from the means
of production and only has his or her labour to sell (minus their now-superseded traditional
tools). Social demography is radically altered as multitudes of dispossessed are forced to
leave farms, hamlets and towns in search of work. Entire communities are dispersed,
leaving abandoned 'ghost villages' in their wake. For those who do find work, real wages
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drop, and working conditions become more arduous. There is increasing unemployment,
with riots and other forms of social unrest ensuing. Criminalisation of poverty and the poor
occurs - paupers and vagabonds are perceived as a social threat. The new class of
manufacturers implement the economic ideas of moral philosopher Adam Smith, the antimercantile proponent of laissez-faire liberalism. The widespread adoption of Smith's model
of the division of labour results in growing numbers of workers with specialised yet lowlevel skills. This ensures that the new working class stay fixed at the bottom of the capital
pyramid. It also leads to an expansion of the class of clerical and bureaucratic workers, as
the industrial machine increasingly relies on the communication of information to literally
keep things moving (Mantoux 1988, Agar 2001, Linebaugh & Rediker 2001, Parenti 2003,
Federici 2004, Virno 2004).

1.12

From the European Age of Invention through Fordism, to Post-Fordism

The inventions of the nineteenth century, particularly those which automated the
mental tasks of numerical calculation, laid the foundations for modern Western industrial
practice as exemplified by the Fordist model of mass production. Fordism could be
described as 'Adam Smith plus' for the first sixty years or so of the twentieth century - a
silent equation of men and assembly lines of machines, with children and women absent
from the factory floor, unless of course commanded by War.14
The continuation of unpaid and unacknowledged labour of women adds to the periodic
flows of relative prosperity. It was in the 1930s that information technology began the run
up to what became a quantum leap, from increasingly powerful calculating machines to
modern, general purpose computers (Davis 2000, pp. 139-175, Rheingold 2000, Agar 2001).
Technological progress in the nineteenth century, from steam power, railways and
calculating machines, had been linked to the phase of capitalism's need for massproduction of material goods. In the twentieth century it was the relentless global war
machine that drove the development of the universal computing machine for the
specialised production of immaterial, informational products, to be used for war-related,
and then business-other-than-war, purposes (Ceruzzi 2003, pp. 6-12; Swade 2000, Agar
2001, Essinger 2004). The world of Axis and Allies on the eve of World War 2 had an
insatiable thirst for new machines to crunch new sets of numbers. The English and French
needed information to break the encrypted codes of Germany's Enigma machine;15 the
Americans needed information in the form of ballistic firing tables in order to accurately
instruct their gunners which way to point their guns in their new generation of fast war
planes;16 and the Germans needed a machine which could rapidly process stacks of
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simultaneous equations to ensure that the frameworks of their new planes could withstand
the stress of increased speed17 (Rheingold 2000, Agar 2001).
It was the logic and imperatives of this global war machine (currently finding expression
in the American radical conservative ideologues' marketing of 'Perma War'18), which would
play a major role in changing the nature of virtually all industrial production in the second
half of the twentieth century. According to Deleuze and Guattari, the logic of 'total war' is
'closely connected to capitalism: it has to do with the investment of constant capital in
equipment, industry, and the war economy', and in skilling citizens as 'warmakers' (Deleuze
and Guattari 1987, pp. 420-23). Subcomandante Marcos, the masked public face of the
Zapatista movement, puts it this way. 'As a world system, neoliberalism is a new war for
the conquest of territory....The defeat of the ‘evil empire’ has opened up new markets,
and the struggle over them is leading to a new world war - the fourth'19 (Marcos 1997).
Changes in socio-technological assemblages happened slowly at first, with the thirty
year period following World War 2 characterised as still conforming to the FordistKeynesian paradigm of government-assisted mass production and consumption. But change
accelerated, and sociologist Frank Webster points to the growing dependency of
investment-hungry sovereign states (Fordist regimes) on loans from massive, often foreign,
financial institutions, as one sign of that change (Webster 2002, pp. 74-75). In Theories of
the Information Society Webster notes that, due to ideological differences and different
national histories, there is little actual agreement amongst economists and sociologists
about this transitional period.
What is undisputed is that the 'deep recession' of the 1970s either ushered in, or
consolidated, socio-industrial changes in the West so profound that they that could be
viewed as constituting a new regime of accumulation, variously defined as post-Fordism, or
late capitalism, or advanced capitalism. The proliferation of information infrastructures
across industries such as banking, advertising and manufacturing brought about 'growth of
information flows at a quite extraordinary rate' (Webster 2002, p. 73). Globalisation was a
central condition of late capitalism - globalisation of markets, labour, finance and
communications. Such globalisation could only arise out of technological (and informationrelated) developments. It revealed the 'growing interdependence and interpenetration of
human relations alongside the increasing integration of the world's socio-economic life',
assisted by the 'expansion of transnational corporations' (Webster 2002, pp. 68-69).
Under the sign of 'late capitalism', nation states have deregulated markets, organised
labour movements have changed form, and corporations have become transnational
corporations, supersizing their profits through downsizing, outsourcing, off-shore
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production, hostile takeovers and tax minimisation schemes. The continuing automation
and computerisation of production processes, and the growth of networked
communications, are fundamental to globalised production (Castells 2000, pp. 1-2;
Webster 2000, pp. 75-82).
The notions of 'flexibility' and 'flexible accumulation' are central to this model. Firstly,
there is the flexibility of employees (especially casual or 'peripheral labour'), who are
compelled to work the flexible hours of flexi-time, for individually-negotiated flexible
wages and contracts. Secondly, there is flexibility of production ('Toyotism') as typified by
Just-in-Time manufacturing, which responds to customer orders rather than warehousing
stock. Thirdly, there is flexibility of consumption, with customers able to acquire mass
goods characterised by seemingly individualised attributes (Webster 2000, pp. 78-79). The
escalation of information and communicative processes, as a critical element of the new
productive process, is central to the paradigm of post-Fordist production of services in a
post-industrial society, as articulated by Daniel Bell and others (Webster 2000, pp. 39-41).
Global industries as diverse and inter-related as advertising and marketing, finance,
education (increasingly viewed as an industry), the arts (likewise), government
administration, information technology and telecommunications, all rely on the production
and circulation of information.

1.13

From the globalised Information Age to Network Society

The centrality of information and knowledge to the economy, accompanied by the rise
of communication networks, leads Manuel Castells to speak of the emergence of a network
society. Networks and informational flows are highlighted in this 'informational capitalism'.
Castells implies a break with the past, speaking of a 'new social order' arising out of the
'information technology revolution' around the end of the twentieth century (Castells 2000,
p. 508, p. 5). Like earlier technological revolutions, this one is characterised by a quality
of pervasiveness to the extent where 'technology is society' (Castells 2000, p. 5, italics in
original). Citing Kranzberg and Pursell, Castells asserts that technological revolutions
penetrate 'all domains of human activity...as the fabric in which such activity is
woven...they are process-oriented (Castells 2000, pp. 29-30, italics in original).
In the new 'informational' mode of development, the source of productivity, the rules of
appropriation and distribution of surplus, and social organisation Tie[s] in the technology of
knowledge generation, information processing and symbol communication' (Castells 2000,
p. 17). For Castells, the distinguishing feature of the current era is the 'action of
knowledge upon knowledge itself as the main source of productivity', creating a
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'cumulative feedback loop between innovation and the uses of innovation', with 'the human
mind [as] a direct productive force (Castells 2000, p. 17, p. 31). These technological and
cognitive relations constitute network logic, which flows through a range of social
structures and behaviours, which in turn effect power relations and human experience.
Castells defines this global system as 'informational capitalism' (Castells 2000, pp. 18-21,
p. 409, italics in original).
To draw the benefits from the network society, Castells reasons that compromises must
be made. If you are not within the network you are outside of 'real virtuality'20 and your
message cannot be socialised broadly, doomed to remain marginalised in 'face-to-face
subcultures’ (Castells 2000, pp. 404-05). Whilst the new networked system of 'multiple
communication modes' offers 'inclusiveness...of all cultural expressions....the price to pay
for inclusion in the system is to adapt to its logic, to its language, to its points of entry, to
its encoding and decoding’ (Castells 2000, p. 405). Castells offers an ambiguous perspective
on the capitulation to network logic, recalling the character of 'Big Daddy Mainframe’ from
the cyberfeminist computer game All New Gen.2' The 'network of networks’ of capital
structures 'the behaviour of capitalists around their submission to the global network'
(Castells 2000, p. 505). These 'randomly incarnated' capitalists, those inhabiting the upper
stratosphere of informational labour rather than those deep in the data mines or sweating
in chip shops, 'prosper as appendixes to a mighty whirlwind' and are 'ultimately dependent
on the non-human capitalist logic of an electronically operated, random processing of
information' (Castells 2000, p. 505).
Whilst he acknowledges that under informational capitalism local labour is
'disaggregated in its performance, fragmented in its organization, diversified in its
existence, dividing its collective action', Castells claims that people who function as
'switchers’ connecting networks are the real power-holders in a kind of 'meta-network'
(Castells 2000, p. 506, p. 502, p. 508).
'Critical cultural battles for the new society' are played out in this 'new historical
environment' (Castells 2000, p. 405). Network society 'rises on the edge of forever' and
capital operates relentlessly in the 'space of flows' and 'timeless time' (Castells 2000,
p. 499, p. 495). 'Two distinct populations' inhabit network society. Situated in the 'space of
spaces', there are those who interact - active participants in electronic 'communes', or
those who are interacted upon - consuming customised mass cultural products (Castells
2000, p. 402). For Castells, digitised network relations are currents which enable renewed
flows of capital, reveal alternate weavings of the social fabric and productive relations,
and even expand the human mind.
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Like Castells, in Challenging codes: collective action in the information age social
theorist Alberto Melucci (1996) also depicts this era as revolutionary, with both the planet
and human nature 'undergoing radical transformations', and reality itself a 'cultural
construct’ created out of a multiplicity of representations (Melucci 1996, p. 7). Knowledge,
ideas and creativity - the 'cultural dimension of human action' — become the 'core
resource for production and consumption' (Melucci 1996, p. 8). The motors which drive and
sustain this condition are the 'tightly woven networks of high-density information',
comprised of human/machine assemblages 'capable of sending, receiving and processing
information' (Melucci 1996, p. 8). In Melucci's model, 'power operates through the
languages and codes which organize the flow of information' (Melucci 1996, p. 8). This
power produces and reproduces the 'master codes' that organise information society actors
(Melucci 1996, p. 181). Melucci shares Castells' idealistic and Utopian tendencies, arguing
that as these master codes are revealed, challenged and appropriated, space is created for
'negotiating different meanings' and the 'minimum agreement for living together on a
shared planet’ (Melucci 1996, p. 181).
In Chapter Four I will present Netmonster as an example of a harder-edged approach to
challenging the 'master codes' on a symbolic and imaginary level. As an art project and
cultural software, Netmonster seeks not to appropriate, but to overthrow, the codes that
control social assemblages within information society. Melucci’s vision of the antagonistic
forces in late capitalism living together in peace and harmony is not one shared by
Mongrel, nor others in the field of social software. Cultural activists such as Critical Art
Ensemble, Electronic Disturbance Theatre, and Mongrel might hold different political
positions (Liu 2004). But each group creates projects that operate on affective and
imaginative levels, to call for the dismantling and rebuilding of the world order, resonating
with the battle cry of The Cyberfeminist Manifesto for the 21st Century — 'We are the
virus of the new world disorder...rupturing the symbolic from within' (VNS Matrix 1991).

1.14

Immaterial Labour, and the space of flows

In their book Empire, cultural theorists Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri join in the
revolutionary chorus for the brave new era. They make a distinction between earlier
processes of modernisation and industrialisation, and new processes of 'postmodernisation'
and 'informatisation' in varied economies22 which are characterised in part by a blurriness
between manufacturing and services. Postmodernisation and informatisation mark 'a new
mode of becoming human', related to the changes in labour and its communication
processes (Hardt & Negri 2000, pp. 285-88). Labour under Fordism was 'mute', as mass
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production of standardised goods did not require complex feedback circuits. In contrast,
Toyotism requires a more interactive and communicative set of processes, shuttling back
and forth between production and consumption (Hardt & Negri 2000, p. 290). The
centrality of communication becomes even clearer when considering the service sectors
within economies.
For Paolo Virno (2004) in A Grammar of the Multitude, the borders between the
conditions of labour and non-labour are porous, the ’life of the mind', communication and
social cooperation ’preceding] and exceeding] the work process’, resulting in 'hidden
labour' (Virno 2004, p. 103, italics in original). The figure of immaterial labour emerges,
thus, from this 'always spotty' organisation of labour (Virno 2004, p. 105).
In his essay Immaterial Labour, sociologist Maurizio Lazzarato23 (1996) describes a great
transformation', starting in the 1970s which blurred the old manual/mental binary framing
of labour. He defines immaterial labour as 'the labour that produces the informational and
cultural content of the commodity'. For Lazzarato, the informational content of the
commodity indicates 'the changes taking place in workers' labour processes in big
companies in the industrial and tertiary sectors, where the skills involved in direct labour
are increasingly skills involving cybernetics and computer control (and horizontal and
vertical communication)'. Whereas for 'the activity that produces the "cultural content" of
the commodity, immaterial labour involves a series of activities that are not normally
recognized as "work" [...]the kinds of activities involved in defining and fixing cultural and
artistic standards, fashions, tastes, consumer norms, and, more strategically, public
opinion'. Lazzarato contends that these activities are no longer the privilege of the
bourgeoisie but have 'become the domain of what we have come to define as "mass
intellectuality"'. This is labour which is multi-skilled, combining manual, mental and
entrepreneurial skills.
I will return to the figure of immaterial labour, and the trail of associations that flows
behind its spectral body, in Chapter Three. Perhaps because the perspective of Lazzarato
is positioned within the radical praxis of 'Laboratory Italy' and what Sylvere Lotringer refers
to as its 'vibrant collective experiments' (in Virno 2004), his framing of the role of
information, communication and social relations in postindustrial economies differs from
the liberal, pluralist views of Castells and Melucci. Lazzarato proposes that immaterial
labour is constituted 'in forms that are immediately collective', existing 'only in the form of
networks and flows'. Examination might reveal deeper social and affective potentialities
and could indicate '...at a territorial level, a space for a radical autonomy of the
productive synergies of immaterial labour' (Lazzarato 1999, italics in original).
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In Network Culture: Politics for the Information Age, social theorist Tiziana Terranova
(2004) builds on Richard Barbrook's (1999) articulation of the net's gift economy and
Lazzarato's immaterial labour. She examines the productive relations flowing between the
'thriving and hyperactive’ internet, an ’outernet' of social, cultural and economic networks,
the 'digital economy’, and 'free' labour. Terranova argues that the internet 'functions as a
channel through which "human intelligence" renews its capacity to produce' (Terranova
2004, pp. 73-79). The internet 'highlights the existence of networks of immaterial labour
and speeds up their accretion into a collective entity', an 'unfolding of...virtualities' over
which, naturally, 'capital wants to retain control'. Contrary to theories which propose that
capitalism attempts to control the anarchic production of the net by appropriating and
incorporating its 'authentic' cultural products, Terranova asserts that a more subtle
hegemony is in place, a nurturing and exploiting of the net's labour force24 (Terranova
2004, p. 80). Commodities become 'increasingly ephemeral' and turn into 'translucent
objects', a transparency which reveals their 'reliance on the labour which produces and
sustains them'; it is this 'spectacle of labour' - 'creative, continuous, innovative' - that
attracts the users/consumers of these immaterial commodities (Terranova 2004, p. 90). I
will return to Terranova's ideas in my discussion of Netmonster in Chapter Four.
Castells asserts that it is critical to encourage 'different kinds of social effects' so as to
build a decentralised, participatory network system. He notes that business, not
government, drove the multimedia wave in the 1990s (Castells 2000, p. 395). Artists,
cultural activists and programmers beavering away in the 'outernet' and inner nets played a
central productive role during this period. As the dot.com business boom flopped into
dot.bomb around Y2K, media and software artists maintained and expanded their
experimentation and involvement.25 Some of this collective and cooperative immaterial
labour helped to animate the digital commons.
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Part Three: The Digital Commons

1.15

The Earthly Commons

The notion of a 'digital commons', a model which focuses on 'the social dimension of
communication and networking technology, and the shaping of an emerging network
society’ (Kluitenberg 2003) has been gaining in currency over the past ten or so years.26 It is
frequently discussed in terms of the English experience of common land usage from the
Medieval period onwards. Comparable discourses are occurring with reference to similar
cultural and historical experiences in other countries (Federici 2004, Liang 2004 b,
Abraham 2005). In the predominantly rural society that constituted England in the
eighteenth century ('marked by the co-existence and close association between small
agricultural production and small industrial production'), 'the commons’ referred to
bounded parcels of land which were available to be used by the local yeomanry and
tenants (gleaned and gathered, cultivated, hunted, and traversed for reaching other
destinations) under agreed upon protocols (Mantoux 1983, pp. 137-39; Linebaugh Et Rediker
2000, pp. 22-26).
This model of the collective ownership and usage rights of public land was not confined
to England but had a universal quality. This concept underlies 'the clachan, the sept, the
rundale, the West African village, and the indigenous tradition of long-fallow agriculture of
Native Americans — in other words, it encompassed all those parts of the Earth that
remained unprivatised, unenclosed, a noncommodity, a support for the manifold human
values of mutuality' (Linebaugh & Rediker 2000, p. 26).

1.16

The Digital Commons

The digital commons can be imagined as an electronically-networked, shifting set of
territories in which ideas, immaterial goods and services (such as art, music, film, poetry,
software code, recipes, patterns, know-how, activist campaign tactics, war zone blogs,
and so on) can be collectively created and built upon, exchanged, mutated and enjoyed by
all manner of wanderers in the electronic net. Hybridisation is a key quality of 'sovereign
media space' on the digital commons, whereby 'successful mediators]' can draw upon the
practices of subversive artists and DIY media makers to 'cross-connect and rewire all
platforms to find new communication spaces' (Kluitenberg 2003).
The digital commons is created, and its allotments and pathways extended, by the
participation of people adding to its common wealth, using the internet's networked
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communication structures. The net is the defining example of 'participatory media'. This
can be evidenced by the ubiquitous use of search engines,27 the abundant creation of
personal home pages, the flowering of Indymedia and other 'open publishing' channels, and
the unanticipated enthusiasm for sharing cultural commodities such as films and music via
peer-to-peer file exchange softwares. Tiziana Terranova suggests that the internet can
only sustain itself as a viable medium through 'massive amounts of labour' which is often
'free', but not necessarily exploited (Terranova 2004, pp. 90-91).
Such manifestations of eager creativity and information exchange recall the ideas of
radical educator Ivan lllich in his prescient book of 1970, Deschooling Society. Illich
proposed that the 'unhampered participation' of individual active subjects informing and
empowering themselves 'in a meaningful setting' via mechanisms such as autonomously
organised learning webs, skill exchanges and networks of peers was fundamental to
societal transformation, namely, equitable distribution of wealth and resources, access,
hope and dignity (lllich 1996, p. 39, pp. 76-97). Twenty years later, by conceiving, and
then crafting, the ingenious marriage of hypertext and computer networks, Tim BernersLee created the World Wide Web,28 thereby gifting the internet with the possibility to grow
thousands of learning webs. In fact, as early as 1980 Berners-Lee had envisaged a 'single,
global information space', unaware that others had also dreamt similar visions.29
Scalability - the virtually infinite capacity of the internet to add interconnected nodes
of communicable content to itself, means that the digital commons is also potentially
boundless, constrained mainly by technical issues (for example, bandwidth) and economic
factors (for example, cost of internet access). Limits to the constitution of commons are
most likely to be social in nature. Common land was, and still is, bounded by hedges, fence
lines or historical memory, and its resources co-operatively accessed and managed by
agreed upon rules of usage. Similarly the emergent digital system of knowledge creation
and sharing is not a chaotic free-for-all, but typically follows protocols which are 'defined
by the shared values of the community sharing these resources' (Kluitenberg 2003). In other
words, the digital commons is a self-managed system, as are its many allotments. This
management is communication-based, often using softwares which facilitate real-time and
multi-user participation in dialogic flows - softwares such as subscriber-based mailing
lists, internet relay chat (IRC), and open publishing web platforms.
Many features of the software systems built for the digital commons reflect
programmers' and users' interest in using tools that facilitate freedom of expression, whilst
respecting ethical boundaries. Sometimes these boundaries are delineated via language,
such as the on-screen request to all visitors to the virtual community at LambdaMOO30 to
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obtain the informed consent of participants before publicly using transcripts of dialogic
interactions (easily captured electronically as log files). At other times, boundaries are
softwired by a program itself, such as the collaborative authoring systems such as WIKI.31
Content Management Systems (CMS) like WIKI, Dada and Drupal, facilitate the open editing
of web-based documents by small, large, or potentially boundless, communities of users.
At the same time, these softwares offer the possibility to revert to earlier versions of a
document when social boundaries have been transgressed or maliciously disrupted by
troublemaking 'trolls'. These are softwares written with an awareness of the social realities
of the digital commons, and human nature.

1.17

Immaterial Labour and the Digital Commons

The bulk of the labour involved in the creation and circulation of the fruits of the
digital commons is 'immaterial', as defined by Lazzarato. That is, the free software
engineer in Mumbai, the Indymedia reporter in New Orleans, the Iraqi war blogger in
Baghdad,32 and the perpetual teenager 'leeching' software goodies in suburban Adelaide,
are all undertaking work 'involving cybernetics and computer control'. They are also
producing or circulating 'cultural content of the commodity' (Lazzarato 1990). Except that
in this case the 'larger commodity' is the social project of the digital commons itself, a
collective space which actively resists commodification. Thus the immaterial labourers are
producing the cultural content of a 'non-commodity'. The entire internet has been
described as 'one big experiment in distributed cultural production' (Boyle 2002). Moreover,
what most of the 'commons-ers' are doing and making 'involves a series of activities that
are not normally recognised as work' (Lazzarato 1990).
The digital commons today minus the incalculable immaterial labour which has nourished it
since the first sci-fi bulletin boards on the ARPANET system 25 years ago, could imaginably
be nothing more than a few arid strips languishing on the grubby outskirts of the net’s Payfor-Peep. What would all those search engines be searching for? Without the mailing lists,
personal web pages, alternative media and news sites, jenny cams, Wikipedia entries and
electronic ghosts, what else would be hovering above the fading chemtrails by billions of
financial transactions? Immaterial labour gives the net its juice. And like the labour
performed by women since the first waves of land privatisation — the enclosures —
changed the nature of work, this labour is more often than not invisible, and generally
unacknowledged (Federici 2004, pp. 74-75). A comparison could be drawn between the
immaterial labour enlivening the digital commons, and the work of women33 before
privatisation and capitalist regimes of accumulation. That is, much of women's labour was
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social, co-operative and collective; harvesting, gleaning, milling grains, washing, spinning,
weaving and so on (Federici 2004, p. 25). Similarly, as Terranova points out, 'knowledge
work is inherently collective, it is always the result of a collective and social production of
knowledge' (Terranova 2004, p. 80).

1.18

The Digital Commons and the challenge of the New Enclosures

Enclosures make fat beasts, and lean, poor people.
Lupton (1622)

The challenges of appropriation, commodification and enclosure, and the resistance
movements they provoke, are integral to discussions of the commons, digital or earthly.
The 'Old Enclosures' in England were carried out by thousands of Acts of Parliament
between 1702 and 1810.34 Those Acts began with the words, ’An Act for dividing, allotting
and enclosing the open and common fields,35 meadows, pastures and common and waste
lands, in the parish of ...' (Mantoux 1983, pp.141-42). The Midnight Notes Collective draws
a trajectory from the counter-revolutionary processes of the 'Old Enclosures' — by which
new classes of paupers, vagabonds and later, waged factory workers, were wrought from
once-were farmers - to contemporary radical attacks on land and subsistence rights by the
operation of the 'New Enclosures'. This 'large-scale reorganisation of the accumulation
process...underway since the mid-1970s' is 'the largest Enclosure of the worldly Common in
history' (Midnight Notes Collective 1990).
Hunger and terror for the many accompanied the old enclosures, as capital wealth piled
up for a minority. Expropriated peasants, day-labourers and artisans did not capitulate
meekly to the new rule of waged work, with fierce resistance during feudal times and
throughout the Middle Ages across Europe (Federici 2004, pp. 133-38). Silvia Federici
concurs with Midnite Notes that a new set of 'enclosures' are accompanying 'the new global
expansion of capitalist relations'. These new enclosures take many material forms, from
ruthless thefts of agricultural land through expropriation regimes, to the creation of vast
masses of criminalised poor from the newly or generationally dispossessed (Bollier 2002;
Federici 2004, p. 11; Shiva 2005). Privatisation, exploitation and domination are the
shadow of today's shining network societies, the unreconstructed analogue Mr Hyde of
Nicholas Negroponte’s 'Being Digital'.36
Legal and cultural theorists have named the processes through which attempts are
made to enclose the digital commons (and the broader territory of the public domain)
through appropriation, commodification and legislation, as manifestations of a new 'digital
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enclosures'. James Boyle (2002), Professor of Law and one of the founders of the Creative
Commons open content' licensing system, warns of the threat of intellectual property
rights (IPR) to the 'commons of mind', stating that 'things...formerly thought to be
uncommodifiable, essentially common, or outside the market altogether are being turned
into private possessions under a new kind of property regime. But this time the
property...is intangible, existing in databases, business methods, and gene sequences'.
Boyle (2002) notes that, unlike a common tract of land which can be overexploited,37
the 'digitized and networked commons of the mind is not depleted or destroyed by being
mutually shared. Due to the fragmentary nature of information products all fragments 'can
function as raw material for future innovation' (Boyle 2002). Thus an argument can be
made that sharing of knowledge and intellectual goods has beneficial and transformative
social effects.
Creation and maintenance of the commons is not static but 'a product of living social
praxis...[which] evolves over time', as exemplified by English public walking paths which
must be actively used in order to not be privatised (Kluitenberg 2003). The provocation of
the internet’s common digital allotments and pathways being so widely used, and often for
social purposes which are antagonistic to conventional capitalist production and exchange
models, has precipitated a barrage of attempts at enclosure by powerful cultural content
'owners' and distributors. Such attempts range from the recently failed legislative bid by
the European Parliament to impose software patents,38 to the draconian and possibly
unconstitutional impositions of the United States’ Digital Millennium Copyright Act
(DMCA).39
Battles on the contested ground of intellectual property are intensifying as the United
States exerts pressure on its trading partners to 'adopt laws modeled on the DMCA as part
of bilateral and multilateral trade agreements' (von Lohmann 2004). As reported by
Electronic Frontiers Australia,40 the US-Australia Free Trade Agreement ratified in
December 2004 'also requires Australia to implement a range of matters relating to
circumvention of technological protection measures. These changes are due to be in place
by the start of 2007.41

1.19

Social Software on the Digital Commons

It was the imposition of unwelcome proprietary directives at MIT in the early 1980s that
lead hacker Richard Stallman to clearly identify the need, and fight for, the free
circulation of technical knowledge in the field of software. He created the GPL, a licensing
system42 to keep the underlying code of software free in perpetuity (Moody 2001, Williams
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2002). This licensing system was later applied to other kinds of cultural goods, and
provided a framework for related discussions around the role of knowledge in information
society.
In this thesis I will highlight some collaborations between artists (or 'resistant cultural
workers' as they are designated by Critical Art Ensemble) and hackers/software developers.
The new generative realms opened up by these social software projects have been made
possible by the expenditure of untold hours of immaterial labour by cultural activists. A
shared belief is that 'extraction of power from the individual by the state is to be resisted'
and that the social potential of technological tools can be strategically developed and
exploited in order to 'recover or expand individual sovereignty' (Critical Art Ensemble,
1994, p. 130).
I will demonstrate that these collectively-produced projects are driven by their makers'
desires to create situations whereby Melucci's 'master codes' of information society can be
interrogated, and rewritten. For example, Netmonster is a political project, and yet it is
definitely not 'political art'. It is both social software and speculative software, informed
by art, film, popular culture, experimental writing, history, philosophy, the occult, and
geeky things. Netmonster and its companions in the software-as-culture frame are
rhizomatic in nature, existing in flows and networks, material and immaterial.
This chapter began with a quote by Ada Lovelace, mathematician and the first 'software
programmer', which is worth repeating here. Speaking about the calculating machines for
which she had been conceptually crafting mathematical programs, Ada asked in 1840, "Who
can calculate to what it might lead; if we look beyond the present condition especially?"
(Plant 1997, p. 256). The same could be asked of the digital commons. Created by the
'bitch mutants' and mongrels who are inhabiting the cracks, industriously overcoding Big
Daddy's military-industrial machines and its 'CODE_OF_WAR', using tools which offer a
'democratic alternative to proprietary control over code' (Mongrel 2004 a).

*******
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Chapter Two, Selected Moments in the History of Computing
Engineering travels on experimental routes which throw back to the skills of lost shamanic
cultures, the trials and errors of alchemy, and brews condemned for witchcraft...
Sadie Plant

2.1

Chapter Overview

The history of computing43 carries with it an array of ancestral memories from east and
west, north and south, silk routes and star guides, trade winds and gulf streams. Reverse
engineering today's palm pilot as a conceptual exercise could take one of many
development pathways, ending up anywhere from a pokey desk at the US Census Office
circa 1890, to a silk loom in China circa 2000 BC. Each possible route features unique
human agents, social and political forces, slow technological accretion and sudden
breakthroughs, and the resultant cultural transformations brought about by the social
application of new inventions. Like the history of any technology, that of computing is
'subtle and complex' (Ceruzzi 2003, p. 3).
In 1842 Ada Lovelace envisaged that Charles Babbage's Analytical Engine would be
capable of generating a 'new, a vast, and a powerful language ... in which to wield its
truths'.44 By the modern era of computing around 1950, this kind of expansive vision had
contracted so much that only 'heretics' and 'dissenters' suggested that computing might be
used to 'enhance the most creative aspects of human intelligence’, including the
amplification of imagination (Rheingold 2000, pp. 14-16). Yet, as Howard Rheingold (2000)
points out in Tools for Thought, just as the technology of Gutenberg's printing press was
rapidly put to cultural uses beyond pumping out bibles,45 so too has computing generated
unanticipated and interconnected trails and networks of socio-cultural applications, far
beyond numerical calculation.
For centuries, ’computing’ was driven by the need for accurate ways to perform
complex mathematical operations; a need directly linked to the expansion of capitalism
and its projects (Agar 2001, pp. 15-17). Previously the word computer referred to a person
(in the twentieth century almost always a woman), someone in the business of solving
equations, and the term computing46 still carries connotations of the human-machinic mix
(Swade 2000, pp. 15-16; Essinger 2004, pp. 215-16). To demonstrate the historical nexus
between technological innovation and social forces, I will highlight three key examples the Jacquard Loom, the Difference and Analytical Engines, and the Hollerith Machine.47
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2.2

Of mechanical ducks and Jacquard looms - weaving the future from silk

...cloths persist as records of the processes which fed into their production.... the visible pattern is
integral to the process which produced it; the program and the pattern are continuous.
Sadie Plant

The workman's sole capital being his labour and his technical skill, anything that depreciates their
value deprives him of part of his only property.
Paul Mantoux

Machines with evocative names such as the flying shuttle, the Spinning Jenny and the
Spinning Mule, heralded in the Industrial Revolution in England in the eighteenth century,
with the new 'cloth capitalism' causing far-reaching social changes (Mantoux 1983; Plant
1997, p. 64). In France, industrial change was also occurring, albeit on a smaller scale. The
silk weaving centre of Lyon48 generated a series of technological innovations, which, one
hundred years later in England and America, directly inspired the creation of machines that
automated mathematical calculations, the prototypes of modern computers (Essinger 2004,
pp. 13-16).
The tale of the French inventor, Jacques de Vaucanson, is one of the tangled filaments
which together form the history of computing. Remembered mainly for his inventions of
enchanting and mechanically-sophisticated automata, precursors to modern robots,
de Vaucanson’s creations included a life-sized flute-playing shepherd, and a mechanical
duck which was constructed with one thousand component parts. The duck waddled,
quacked, ate grains and mechanically defecated (Ferrell 2005). The apparent
mechanisation of life in de Vaucanson's Enlightenment androids ('I shit therefore I am?')
caused a stir, reaching as far as Goethe's Germany, and prompted Voltaire to comment
"Without the shitting duck, there would be nothing to remind us of the glory of France"
(Wood 2002).
By appointment of the duck-admiring Louis XV, de Vaucanson became Inspector of the
silk industry, applying his talents of invention to the design of revolutionary looms. Like
most artisan-made products, silk production had been regulated for centuries by a network
of guilds. Protective of their craft, the powerful Lyons Weavers' Guild rejected
de Vaucanson’s machines, even though they wanted to speed up production.49 In 1741 he
retaliated with a donkey-operated weaving machine that used a mechanical cam roll for
pattern control, (the sub-text of which was possibly, 'Up you, any ass can do your job!'),
and in 1745 he invented the world’s first fully automated loom (Ferrell 2005). However, his
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machines were clumsy and inflexible in their approach to patterns, and weavers' strikes
and protests followed (Essinger 2004, pp. 17-18). The inventor fleed, abandoning his
radical looms50 (Wood 2002).
Jacques de Vaucanson's automated loom is a striking example of a technological
innovation which was not successfully socialised in its own time, either by force (via a
State decree insisting upon its use), or by voluntary public acceptance. However, de
Vaucanson's invention inspired subsequent technological developments, and the man who
would stand on his shoulders, one Joseph-Marie Jacquard, would later be considered by
many to be the father of computing.
Silken fabrics, heavily patterned with gold and silver threads using manual processes,
were central to the French economy.51 Joseph-Marie Jacquard was born in 1752 to a Lyons
silk weaving family. He reputedly grew to despise the family business, especially the
arduous task of drawing thread, work allocated to the tiny hands of children (Brandlmeier).
This labour practice resonates with capital's contemporary favouring of the smaller,
'nimbler' hands of young females for the assemblage of electronic circuitry (Plant 1997,
p. 74). Following his father's death in 1772, Jacquard worked unenthusiastically in the
workshop, profits fell, and he sold up. In 1787 the French Revolution erupted and Lyons,
unwilling to bite the silken glove of the ancien regime that had fed it, was destroyed in
1793. The pragmatic Jacquard fought for both sides, ending up with the victorious
Revolutionary Army (Essinger 2004, pp. 22-25).
As Napoleon Bonaparte came to power as First Consul in 1799, Jacquard was
experimentally engineering a better silk-weaving loom. In 1800 he patented his first
invention, a treadle-loom 'designed to replace the draw-boy in the manufacture of figured
fabrics' (Essinger 2004, pp. 29-33). Three factors brought the leader and the weaver
together. Firstly, Napoleon believed that deliberate intervention in science and technology
would position France as a serious economic rival to Britain; secondly, he had a mutually
affectionate relationship with the city of Lyons; and thirdly, he harboured an abiding
curiosity in silk production. Napoleon understood the strategic advantage France would
gain should it succeed in revolutionising the production of silk, its leading export - the
chance to finally top-dog the industrial giant England. Jacquard's aim was equally
ambitious. He wanted to create a loom which could weave pictures (rather than patterns)
into silk brocade (Essinger 2004, p. 32).
The Lyonnaise community followed Jacquard's prize-winning prototypes, with some
master weavers and dealers investing cash in his research (Essinger 2004, p. 32). Napoleon
sent Jacquard to the Conservatoire des arts et metiers to make mechanical inventions of
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benefit to France. There Jacquard found one of de Vaucanson's radical looms in bits, which
he reconstructed and improved. Jacquard engineered a radical change in the loom's design
principle, replacing the mechanical cam roll with a punched card control system. He
thereby achieved his aim of the mechanical production of highly complex patterns
(Brandlmeier).52
With Jacquard's loom each line of weaving had a corresponding punched card. Each
punched card represented a specific set of instructions to the machine. The cards
controlled the rods in the loom. By chaining the cards together in a vertical array, a woven
pattern could be infinitely repeated, with the loom continually feeding itself with the next
chunk of information for the rods. It was this self-feeding attribute that made the loom
automatic. The most detailed pattern would use around four thousand cards. The chained
cards could be used over and over again, and the drawer-boy's job no longer existed; the
traditional two-man job became a one-man operation (Essinger 2004, pp. 35-37).
Jacquard patented his automated loom in 1804,53 and at the time it was 'the most
complex mechanism in the world' (Essinger 2004, p. 37). An extremely flexible production
system, the machine/loom (hardware) remained static, whilst the instructions/punch cards
(software)were interchangeable. The same machine could produce an infinite variety of
patterns by swapping libraries of cards. Speed wise it was extraordinary, the loom
outputting two feet of fabric daily, compared to the draw loom's mere one inch.
In April 1805 Napoleon decreed the loom public property, rewarding Jacquard with a
lifetime pension and royalties (Essinger 2004, p. 39). This revolutionary technology entered
the public domain, where it could be purchased. Napoleon sought to enforce the use of the
new loom in Lyons (Brandlmeier). The new machines favoured the profits of the master
weavers, but not the working conditions of the waged labourers. As in de Vaucanson's time,
the weavers rebelled, the resistance peaking in 1831 with protests, strikes, factory
interventions and an armed uprising.54 Word of the Weavers' Revolt spread to other cities in
France and Western Europe, and was a powerful inspiration for many workers who were
similarly experiencing their crafts and traditions crushed. Eventually, as England adopted
and improved the new mechanised looms (by adding steam power), the French weavers
were forced to capitulate, and industrialised mills and mass-produced textiles became the
norm. In 1810 there were three thousand Jacquard looms in Lyon; by 1835 there were
thirty thousand (Demoule). Technological advance cast a dark shadow on many; as
automation spread, pay and working conditions dropped.55 Silk workers were generally
considered to be extremely unhealthy, contemporaries likening their sickly pallor to the
silk worms on whom their livelihoods depended56 (Demoule).
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2.3

The Difference and Analytical Engines of Charles Babbage, and,
the conceptual software of Ada Lovelace, 'Enchantress of Numbers'

As the Lyonnaise weavers were again resisting the radical machines, across the English
Channel the 'Enchantress of Numbers', Lady Augusta Ada Byron, Countess of Lovelace,57 and
Charles Babbage, were contemplating a startlingly different use for punch cards. In the
early 1830s, Ada, a mathematical prodigy, had started working with Charles Babbage, a
prolific inventor, engineer, mathematician and host of renowned salons. Babbage had
spent the past twelve years working on his Difference Engine, a mechanical calculator
comprised of gears, ratchets and mills which would quite literally grind out logarithms and
mathematical tables (Davis 2000, Rheingold 2000, Swade 2000, Essinger 2004).
In an age where navigation was vital to both intercontinental trade and warfare, there
was a vested national interest in producing error-free mathematical calculations for
astronomical tables58 (Swade 2000, pp. 12-16). The engineering requirements of industry
also required 'vast numbers of accurate tables' (Agar 2001, pp. 15-17). Babbage had been
inspired by the work of the French civil engineer, Baron Gaspard Clair Francois Marie Riche
de Prony, who, in the late eighteenth century, had manually produced an outstanding set
of 'cadastral' tables. The goal of de Prony's Bureau de cadastre had been 'to prepare a
detailed map of France to facilitate the accurate measurement of property as a basis of
taxation' (Grattan-Guinness 1990, p. 179).
Gaspard de Prony was profoundly influenced by the ideas of the Enlightenment political
economist and philosopher, Adam Smith, particularly in regards to the division of labour in
production processes59 (Swade 2000, pp. 33-34). In an explicit application of Smith's
principles of task disaggregation and specialisation, de Prony engaged three hierarchical
classes of workers to work on distinct phases of the production of the cadastral tables.60 At
the top were a handful of skilled mathematicians, who selected the mathematical
formulae for calculation and checking. Beneath them were eight human 'calculators',
responsible for some of the guide-post maths, making a template, and checking the results
of the next group. The third group of sixty to eighty 'computers' did the spade work,
calculating all the in-between values. These workers needed only rudimentary skills in
addition and subtraction; their work was mentally the most laborious, if not difficult, per
se. Interestingly, the maths grunts in the third group were mainly unemployed hairdressers,
who had lost their jobs en masse as the ancien regime had lost their well-coiffed heads
(Grattan-Guinness 1990, pp. 179-180; Agar 2001, pp. 18-19).
Babbage had observed Prony's tables in Paris, and made copies of some of his writings.61
He commented to a colleague in 1822 that, had de Prony used a calculating machine, the
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third group of computers would have been unnecessary, and the staffing levels of the two
higher groups themselves would have been lowered (Swade 2000, pp. 32-34; Essinger 2004,
pp. 60-63). Babbage's desire to automate arithmetic calculation for the national good was
the driving force behind his first engine. Although he successfully produced a small working
component of the Difference Engine, for various reasons the larger project was never built
in his lifetime.62
Christian Parenti (2003) asserts that Babbage articulated a system which reflected the
’implicit politics of his world view. Babbage's instruments of measurement and calculation
were conceived and prototyped during the Regency period, a time of invention and
renewed social unrest.63 According to historian Jon Agar, industrial society in Babbage's
England was 'pandemonium, hellish and running amok', and 'organisation' was the answer to
this 'world out of control' (Agar 2001, p. 11). With his research funded by government,64 the
Cambridge-educated mathematician's allegiance was squarely with the elite ruling class.
Like Gaspard de Prony, Babbage was influenced by Adam Smith's ideas, whose work he
explicitly references (Babbage 1832, Chpt 20). Babbage's 1832 treatise On the Economy of
Machinery and Manufactures65 'made an elaborate case for deskilling and fragmenting the
labour process so as to weaken the political power of labour' (Parenti 2003, p. 80). The
'gentleman philosopher' proposed a technological solution to the problem' of labour; the
invention of a machine which would enable the systematic fragmentation of computational
tasks (Babbage 1832). In Das Kapital Marx himself cited Babbage on the division of labour 'the master manufacturer, by dividing the work to be executed into different processes,
each requiring different degrees of skill or of force, can purchase exactly that precise
quantity of both which is necessary for each process (Parenti 2003, p. 80).
When Ada met Babbage he was planning a new ambitious project, the Analytical Engine
(Toole 1992). The Analytical Engine was conceived of as a 'programmable, general-purpose
machine' (Swade 2000, p. 223). During the course of their collaboration Ada translated
from the French Sketch of The Analytical Engine Invented by Charles Babbage,66 a review
by Luigi Federico Menabrea of Babbage's conceptualisation of his proposed Analytical
Engine. In taking on this task, Ada wrote an extensive set of end notes to explain and
amplify Babbage's conceptual prototype (Toole 1992, Plant 1997, Swade 2000).
In these notes Ada expressively interpreted Babbage's functional schemata of what
would later come to be called software. For a Victorian, her use of language seems
extremely contemporary; she distinguishes 'operations' (programs), 'the objects operated
upon' (data), and the 'results of the operations performed upon these objects' (Ada, quoted
in Essinger 2004, p. 122). 'Inventing metaphors for understanding science was second
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nature' for Ada, and her flair for language encouraged broader understanding of Babbage's
machines (Essinger 2004, p. 138). Ada referenced the Jacquard loom,67 explaining:

The distinctive characteristic of the Analytical Engine, and that which has rendered it
possible to endow mechanism with such extensive faculties as bid fair to make this engine
the executive right-hand of abstract algebra, is the introduction into it of the principle
which Jacquard devised for regulating, by means of punched cards, the most complicated
patterns in the fabrication of brocaded stuffs. It is in this that the distinction between the
two engines lies. Nothing of the sort exists in the Difference Engine. We may say most aptly
that the Analytical Engine weaves algebraical patterns just as the Jacquard-loom weaves
flowers and leaves (Ada Lovelace, cited by Toole, 1992).

Babbage knew of Jacquard's revolutionary punch card looms.68 Writing to a French
friend in 1839 he explained he had availed himself of 'the same beautiful invention' to
communicate to his 'Calculating Engine orders to calculate any formula however
complicated' (Babbage, quoted in Essinger, 2001, p. 47). Ada's thoughts on the relationship
between the engine (hardware), sets of instructions (software) and information input
(variable data), gave rise to the idea that the engine could perform incremental sequences
of calculations, each sequence using stored results derived from the previous operation.
Betty Alexandra Toole (1992) is one of a number of researchers who cites Ada's
'prescient comments' to argue that it was Ada, rather than Babbage, who foresaw the
potential of the prototype machine. Ada anticipated its capacity to combine various
media, much like contemporary digital multimedia systems, or indeed, the internet.

Again, it [the Analytical Engine] might act upon other things besides number, were objects
found whose mutual fundamental relations could be expressed by those of the abstract
science of operations, and which should be also susceptible of adaptations to the action of
the operating notation and mechanism of the engine...Supposing, for instance, that the
fundamental relations of pitched sounds in the science of harmony and of musical
composition were susceptible of such expression and adaptations, the engine might
compose elaborate and scientific pieces of music of any degree of complexity or extent
(Ada Lovelace, cited by Toole, 1992).

Whilst Babbage had been attempting to make his Engine work with a control system
based on the decimal numbering system, it was Ada who suggested using the binary base, a
sequencing system of zeroes and ones to represent numerical values. Binary code now
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forms the basis of all computing operations from operating system level to applicationspecific software. Ada and Babbage were working in the pre-electric era, and hence
prototypes of all the engines relied on mechanical components - cogs, gears, mills - to
read the instructions of the cards. The construction of the Analytical Engine never
proceeded beyond a certain point, partly because friction between the moving parts got in
the way. It would not be until the electro-mechanical era of computing that the zeroes and
ones could be translated as on/off switches using electrical diodes. Research reveals that
Ada also suggested writing a plan for how the Analytical Engine might calculate Bernoulli
numbers, a plan now regarded as the first 'computer program' or 'software'69 (Toole 1992).
Plagued by illness Ada died aged thirty-six. In recognition of her contribution to the
foundations of modern computing, in 1979 the US Department of Defence named a
software language it developed, 'Ada' (Plant 1997, p. 60). This language embodies a
number of the fundamental paradigms conceived by Ada, including the indexing of data
and the looping of sub-routines.
How might we see the unique working relationship between Ada Lovelace (lateral
thinker and software geek) and Charles Babbage (maths brain and hardware designer) as
heralding collaborative labour on today’s digital commons? Firstly, in terms of a blend of
skills, they possessed complementary conceptual aptitudes and technical abilities, which
fed into a major project. Assisting the duo were collaborators with additional expertise,
the most important of these peers being the talented engineer, Joseph Clement.
Secondly, significant unpaid work (immaterial labour) was undertaken. Government
assistance aside, Lovelace and Babbage devoted much time and labour to this major
project, with no evidence to suggest that either of them were driven by financial gain.70
Thirdly, the collaboration was nourished by distinct and powerful visions. Charles
Babbage was driven by a social purpose for his Engines: he held Enlightenment-inspired
notions of progress as articulated by Adam Smith, centering on more efficient labour
practices which would supposedly benefit all. Ada Lovelace's vision was more esoteric,
congruent with her self-descriptions as a Prophetess, Angel and Demon. She recognised
that the Analytical Engine held a potential so enormous that it eluded human prediction.
Ada wrote that 'in so distributing and combining the truths and formulae of
analysis...the relations and the nature of many subjects in that science are necessarily
thrown into new lights, and profoundly investigated' (Plant 1997, p. 21). Although the
imagined capacity of the Engine to reveal new truths and interconnections never
materialised in its own time, today's networked immaterial engines and digital commonsing
manifest Ada's prophesies.
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2.4

The tabulating machines of Herman Hollerith, and the 'informatics of genocide'

Across the Atlantic Ocean fifty years later, Herman Hollerith, the son of German
immigrants to the United States, would build upon intellectual and material labours of
Jacquard,71 inventing a series of ever more powerful data calculating machines, a
technological breakthrough which would have profound social consequences across the
world. Hollerith's machines mark the 'real political arrival of computers', with the
emergence of mechanised data storage and retrieval (Parenti 2003, p. 80). The first uses
to which these new inventions would be put related to identifying and monitoring the
American citizenry.
A graduate (Engineer of Mines) of the prestigious Columbia University72 the young
Herman Hollerith was employed in the early 1880s by the United States Census Bureau,73
where he began a personal quest to develop a mechanical system for improved data
processing and retrieval in time for the 1890 Census74 (de Cruz 2005). It was a
'public...crisis of control', brought about by massive population growth in the United
States, that was the driver for the government's interest in funding experimental data
processing machines (Agar 2001, p. 31; Essinger 2004, 154-57).
Hollerith observed the railway system method of fraud-proofing tickets by conductors
punching holes in the tickets next to basic descriptors of physical features of ticketholders, such as colour of eyes, and size of nose. He realised that an automated tabulating
machine performing the same work as these 'punch photographs' could vastly improve and
expand the scope of statistics-gathering. This machine could emulate the Jacquard loom's
punch card system, with individualised cards containing demographic traits of citizens.
These punch cards could then be sorted and tabulated by an automated card reader, which
itself could aggregate the data in various ways depending on the variables selected
(Parenti 2003, pp. 81-82).
Hollerith patented his idea in 1884,75 built a prototype of the ’apparatus for compiling
statistics’, and formed the Tabulating Machine Company in 1896 (Eisenstadt 1998). Being
electrically-driven, Hollerith's machine did not face the problems of the Difference Engine,
which had been laden with numerous friction-generating machined cogs and gears (Russo).
Hollerith had designed not one, but a suite of machines - the card-punch, the counter and
the sorter. At this time 'the punched card became the world's first-ever system for
processing information using a standardised data input device' (Essinger 2004, p. 164).
Various institutions commissioned the use of the machines76 including the United States
Navy, foreshadowing future scenarios of the enormous financial investment by the military
for computing services.
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In 1890 Hollerith was awarded the contract to process the US Census data, a task which
would use one hundred of his machines. As the machines were significantly more powerful
than the old manual method of analysis, more demographic variables could be gathered
(two hundred questions as compared to five), the results tabulated in vastly shortened
times (one estimate puts it at six weeks as compared with seven years), and a range of
complicated tables produced (Knuth 1968, Vol 3, Chpt 5, Sect.5.5; Parenti 2003, p. 82;
Russo; de Cruz).
This new technology (which, according to de Cruz, was 'the first wholly successful
information processing system to replace pen and paper'), gave the United States
government an unprecedented opportunity to transform 'political record keeping' - the
gathering and processing of very detailed personal data on each and every one of its
citizens. Whereas ten years earlier the government had asked just five relatively broad
questions (male/female, white/coloured, etc), the answers to which had taken years to
tabulate, it could now focus on highly specific variables.77 Hollerith (1889) records that
these ranged from detailed race descriptors (’whether white, black, mulatto, Chinese, or
Indian'), to literacy abilities, to bodily disabilities ('Whether blind, deaf and dumb, idiotic,
insane, maimed, crippled, bedridden, or otherwise disabled'). This 'photographic plate' of
its citizenry (today referred to as people's data bodies) enabled the government to make
more complex calculations,78 for example, the number and age of war veterans or their
widows with a view estimating military pensions (Russo). A 'new ‘takeoff in the
‘accumulation of men’ was underway' (Parenti 2003). It would take a couple of generations
for the grim ramifications of the political uses to which Hollerith's calculating machines79
had been put, to enter the public arena.
Following the success of the 1890 Census undertaking, large institutions in a number of
countries80 contracted the services of Hollerith and his 'tabulators', which he was
continually perfecting (Russo, de Cruz). In 1911 Hollerith's company merged with two
others, becoming Computing-Tabulating-Recording Company (C-T-R), with Thomas J.
Watson Sr. joining as General Manager in 1914. Hollerith himself retired in 1921 and in
1924 C-T-R renamed itself International Business Machines, or IBM, with Watson at its helm
as President (Eisenstadt 1998; Parenti 2003, pp. 82-83; IBM website).
As would be the case in the computing industry until the 1980s, IBM clients could lease,
not buy, the calculating machines. These clients would contract IBM to design customised
programs (punch cards) to suit the tasks at hand (Black 2002). This arrangement made for
an extremely close and literally hands-on relationship between supplier and client. In the
first detailed account of IBM's relationship with the National Socialist government of
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Germany, IBM and the Holocaust: The Strategic Alliance Between Nazi Germany and
America's Most Powerful Corporation, Edwin Black describes how IBM produced
technological solutions which 'accelerated and automated’ the systematic identification,
persecution, deportation and execution of Jews, Roma, homosexuals and other
demographic targets in Hitler's Third Reich (Black 2001). Under an exclusive contract with
the Nazi government and via its German subsidiary DEHOMAG81 provided hundreds of
machines, wrote the software and supplied millions of punch cards for the operation of the
census in Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia and Romania (Black 2002, 2004).
The obsessive requirement for racial, religious and other detail that underpinned the
eugenics-driven German census project meant that not only would the punch cards be
custom-designed as usual, but the Hollerith machines themselves would have to be
redesigned and retooled in order to process cards with double the standard number of
demographic variables. Parenti notes that the precision of the resultant ’super detailed
population profiles' enabled the Nazis 'to ramp-up their death machine one gear at a time'
(Parenti 2003, p. 83, italics in original). Black's book reproduces a DEHOMAG poster which
proclaims 'Hollerith illuminates your company, provides surveillance and helps organise’.
This multipurpose 'informational architecture' was also employed in the scheduling of
forced labour in the munitions factories, used extensively in the railway system, and for
processing the final journeys to the gas chambers.82 'Even the infamous ID numbers
tattooed on concentration camp inmates' forearms correlated to each prisoner's Hollerith
card and the census data it contained: the tattoos were death camp barcodes' (Parenti
2003, p. 84). The intimate technological collusion between IBM and the Nazi regime is an
extreme example of the tactical application of information technology to achieve political
goals.

2.5

From universal to networked machines

In the first part of the twentieth century, computing technologies, as exemplified by
the Hollerith machine, didn't change fundamentally, with only incremental improvements
being made rather than radical changes. Notable in these decades was the enthusiastic
adoption of automated calculating machines by business and the military, and the wide
range of uses to which they were put. In 1948, recalling the prominence that the cotton
city of Manchester once held during the Industrial Revolution, a small team of engineers at
Manchester University used insights from radar technology to build the first functioning
computer — 'a mass of wires and valves' — which had an electronically-stored program
(Agar 2001, pp. 117-21). Joined by the brilliant mathematician Alan Turing, and assisted by
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the electrical engineering firm Ferranti, the 'experimental monster' evolved into a series of
'sleek commercial produces]', the first one being the Ferranti Mark 1, affectionately
referred to as the 'Blue Pig'. From hereon in, the vision of a universal machine (which could
be likened to the human mind in its ability to do more complex tasks) began to materialise
as an 'unprecedented multiplication of machines' proliferated in industrial economies (Agar
2001, pp. 120-34). Subsequent advances including spinning disk drives, solid state
transistors, and the continuing miniaturisation of components ensued, with each change
extending the scope of what the machines could do, thereby extending potential markets
for them. From a recent survey of internet usage (Netcraft, October 2005), the
technological motif of our own age, the internet, is currently manifesting a huge growth —
over 74 million sites responded, revealing the addition of 17.5 million new sites to the net
in under one year.83 All of these massive technological changes and their social import are
well beyond the scope of this study, but have been extensively documented.84
In the following chapter, I will explore the social and political landscape of computing
from a contemporary perspective, focussing on the history of the free software movement,
and its relationship to the development of cultural software. As will become clear, some of
the visions which nourish the ground of the digital commons, have much in common with
the dreams of Ada Lovelace (1842), evolving interconnected systems which can 'execute
the conceptions of intelligence'.

* -k -k * * •k -k
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Chapter Three, The Free Software Movement
Humanity's capacity to generate new ideas and knowledge is its greatest asset. It is the source of
art, science, innovation and economic development. Without it, individuals and societies stagnate.
This creative imagination requires access to the ideas, learning and culture of others, past and
present.
Adelphi Charter on creativity, innovation and intellectual property

3.1

Chapter Overview

The breakthroughs made by Jacquard, Babbage and Lovelace, and Hollerith,
demonstrate that 'genius' and inventiveness do not arise out of an historical vacuum. Like
the creative processes in art, design and writing, creative solutions to technical problems
build upon long lineages of human invention, traditions and engineering practices (Boyle
1996, pp. 51-60; Castells 2000, pp. 34-38). During the Enlightenment in eighteenth century
Europe, the application of theoretical knowledge and scientific principles began
contributing to technological innovation (Castells 2000, p. 33).
Innovation requires access to existing bodies of knowledge. History suggests that access
to knowledge, and production of new’ knowledge, is always related to power. This is as
true for nomadic hunter/gatherer societies (think of the deep relations in Australian
Indigenous tradition between lore and law - where rights to cultural knowledge must be
earnt), as it is for the most technologically advanced of societies.85 Knowledge-based
communication and co-operation remain key to technological development, whether this
be the capacity to build smarter bombs or smarter houses. Co-operative communication
keeps labour, investment and power flowing smoothly through the nodes and networks of
advanced capitalism (Terranova 2004, pp. 73-81).
For a technological innovation to generate a social impact, it must enter the public
sphere.86 A spirit of reciprocity - a mutual sharing of ideas, knowledge and expertise - is
critical for the evolution of any field. Yet cultures of scarcity, and the unprecedented
application of intellectual property law to virtually all facets of life, prevail. The authors
of the Vienna Document anticipate ’a silent spring in Information Society when even a bird's
song becomes subject of copyright control'. In a shout-out for reclaiming knowledge in the
interest of the public benefit, they suggest that 'intangible information resources raise the
issue of a digital ecology, the need to understand ecosystems constituted by information
flows through various media’ (World Information Cities 2005).
In the 1980s, the human urge to communicate87 began to creep into an emerging
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ecosystem, the electronic meta-network of networks - the internet. Arising out of a
'unique blending of military strategy, big science co-operation, technological
entrepreneurship, and countercultural innovation' (Castells 2000, p. 45), the 'participatory
global computer network' (Hauben 1995) now known as the internet, or simply 'the net', is
the primary enabling technology for the deepest enactments of advanced capitalism. And
as the slow creep of a few net insiders became the egg and spoon races of the multitudes,
the net also became the enabling technology of one of the broadest enactments of counter
capitalism.
Co-operative communication and collaborative labour across cultures and continents
has birthed and raised one of the most significant bastard children of the net, the free
software movement. The kid's father is clearly Big Daddy Mainframe. But the mother?
Perhaps a mixture of Anarchy, Necessity and Serendipity. This chapter sketches the
histories of free software movement and its city cousin, the open source development
model. The creation of a legal structure to keep information free to circulate, the General
Public License, will be described, followed by a discussion of the nexus between free
software and immaterial labour. I will contextualise these developments in terms of the
generative potential of the digital commons, and the challenges of the new enclosures.
In contrast to Netmonster and other social softwares made by artists and cultural
activists, the first free software and open source projects were made by computer 'geeks'
in universities and research institutions. The second wave of projects were also made by
geeks, but some of them were now working in the burgeoning information technology (IT)
sector. By revealing the drivers and antagonisms of the social-technical pact from which
free software has arisen, a context outside of the framework of art criticism will be
provided for thinking about cultural projects such as Netmonster.
Firstly, a note on terminology. For brevity it would be tempting to use only one of the
common acronyms for the activities under discussion - FLOSS (Free Libre Open Source
Software) or FOSS (Free Open Source Software). However, as I will be arguing that
fundamental differences exist between the underlying philosophies and political positions
of free software and open source, I will generally designate them separately.

3.2

Richard Stallman and the birth of the Free Software movement

Computing histories generally agree that the free software movement — as a social
movement - was initiated and steered by one individual, Richard M. Stallman (Moody
2001, Bolder 2002, Stallman 2002, Williams 2002, Ceruzzi 2003, Mako Hill 2005, Weber
2005). Like his predecessors in computing, Stallman transformed a vision into reality
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through years of dedicated work. His achievements include the seminal GNU Project (Gnu's
Not Unix, the heart of a free operating system), the General Public License (GPL), and the
establishment of the Free Software Foundation (FSF).88
Stallman hung out and worked as as a hacker89 in the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory
(Al Lab) at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in Boston from 1971 until
1984.90 The Al Lab was a unique place, being described as 'one of the Meccas of computing',
'a kind of hacker's paradise', 'a hot-house environment', 'the Garden of Eden' and an
'electronic opium den’ (Moody 2001, p. 15; Williams 2002, Chpt 6). It attracted some of the
world's leading programmers, and its twenty-four hour hacker culture was intensely
creative. This culture benefited from, and arguably was created by, the common practice
of sharing code and technical expertise, both within the Al Lab, and with researchers at
other institutions. Williams describes this as 'the hacker doctrine of sharing innovation'.
The system of building 'robust creations' through a process of 'intellectual accretion’ was
likened by Stallman to a city being built and rebuilt91 (Williams 2002, Chpt 1). At the West
Coast Universities, Stanford and Berkeley, a similar spirit of communality was fuelling a
new phase of IT research and development (Moody 2001, pp. 15-17; Williams 2002, Chpts 1
& 6). These co-operative processes predate the notion of a digital commons, and were
limited to a small number of people deep inside a handful of institutions.
A series of incidents in the early 1980s occurred in which, for commercial reasons,
institutions and corporations began locking down access to their operating systems and
software products (Bollier 2002; Williams 2002, Chpt 7). This series of 'digital enclosures'
were anathema to the hacker spirit of co-operation which had driven modern computing
(Moody 2001, pp. 17-20). The unprecedented 'attack' used various tactics including novel
Non-Disclosure Agreements, legal threats and actual law suits. The market enclosures in
computing may be compared with the earthly enclosures, whereby collectively used
territories and resources were given new monetary value or potential, ending centuries of
common usage.
These changes fragmented the MIT hacker community, creating a diaspora to IT startup
enterprises (Williams 2002). In 1984 Stallman resigned from MIT to embark on a wildly
ambitious project — the creation of GNU,92 a free and promiscuous UNIX-like computer
operating system93 which could run on multiple hardware platforms - hacker heaven. The
project embodied Stallman's long held ideas about freedom (Moody 2001, pp. 20-21).
Stallman famously clarified his concept of freedom by saying 'think of free as in speech,
not free as in beer'.94 As the free software movement evolved, the French word libre was
increasingly used to clarify the association between freedom and liberty clearer.
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The Free Software Foundation offers the following definition:

Free software is a matter of the users' freedom to run, copy, distribute, study, change and
improve the software. More precisely, it refers to four kinds of freedom, for the users of
the software:
•

The freedom to run the program, for any purpose (freedom 0).

•

The freedom to study how the program works, and adapt it to your needs
(freedom 1). Access to the source code is a precondition for this.

•

The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help your neighbor (freedom 2).

•

The freedom to improve the program, and release your improvements to the public, so
that the whole community benefits (freedom 3). Access to the source code is a
precondition for this.95

Free software developer and writer, Benjamin Mako Hill (2005), notes that this
definition has been 'the rallying point for a powerful social movement. Free software, like
the concept of freedom in any freedom movement, is something that one can demand,
something that one can protest for, and something that one can work toward.96 Billions of
lines of code have been generated in pursuit of these goals, and the success of free
software has been 'built upon an ethical position' (Mako Hill 2005).
In contrast, David Berry and Lee Evans (2005) invoke Nietzsche's ideas of good and evil
to refute the prevailing view of free software as ethically superior and egalitarian. They
suggest that a clear coding aristocracy exists and a comparison could be made between
'the will to power' and the 'will to code' in a Nietzschean sense. Berry and Evans question
whether 'in this age of utterly unreflective indulgence of the democratic impulse, we might
not serve ourselves, and our community better by pausing to think what we are doing
(Berry & Evans 2005, authors' emphasis).

3.3

The General Public License

Just as the earthly commons had required people to share land and agree on planting
schedules, the free software project that Stallman initiated had its own ground rules.
Freedom involved the acceptance of responsibilities and restrictions, as well as enjoyment
of rights. GNU users must agree to keep all GNU programs, projects and their derivatives
similarly free (Williams 2002, Chpt 9). To ensure that code 'bloodlines' would remain free,
Stallman, with the help of others who had joined him in the Free Software Foundation
(FSF),97 embarked on a parallel project - the creation of a GNU General Public License or
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GPL. This 'new and radical’ project had a powerful conceptual impact on users, and would
later assist acceptance by business of open source software (Moody 2001, Williams 2002).
In an act of delightful genius, copyright legislation98 was employed to protect 'copyleft99
freedoms, a kind of feeding the hand that bites you to ensure everyone has enough to eat.
The GPL embedded a social value about knowledge, and its generative capacity, into a
legal gadget which could be attached to any digital artefact. The license built upon
traditions which were enshrined in other disciplines.100 A recent Free Software Foundation
statement (2005) reiterates the original motivation: 'The GPL builds upon the ethical and
scientific principle of free, open and collaborative improvement of human knowledge,
which was central to the rapid evolution of areas like mathematics, physics, or biology,
and adapts it to the area of information technology'.101
There are various versions of the GPL, each with a preamble explaining the
philosophy behind the license, followed by a set of legal terms and conditions
governing the copying, distribution and modification of the software to which the
GPL is attached. The licensee must agree to these terms before using the software,
regardless of whether the software has been bought, or acquired without cost. The
GPL is written without the usual jargon often found in proprietary software licensing
agreements as demonstrated by the Preamble102 below:

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you
these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to
certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you
modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a
fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure
that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these
terms so they know their rights.
We protect your rights with two steps:
(1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute
and/or modify the software (Moglen 1999).

Legal counsel for the Free Software Foundation since its inception, and Professor of
Law at Columbia University Law School, Eben Moglen argues that free software, and the
GPL ensuring its freedom, 'is the vital first step in the withering away of the intellectual
property system' (Moglen 1999). Moglen is not especially interested in the technical
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advantages103 of free software. He is inspired by the potential for copylefted digital
artefacts (code itself, or things crafted from code) to enrich the shared resource of the
commons. Moglen sees that 'commitment to anarchist production may be a moral
imperative' for the community, rather than being driven by utilitarian considerations,
arguing that:

this use of intellectual property rules to create a commons in cyberspace is the central
institutional structure enabling the anarchist triumph. Ensuring free access and enabling
modification at each stage in the process means that the evolution of software occurs in the
fast Lamarckian mode: each favorable acquired characteristic of others' work can be
directly inherited (Moglen 1999).

The GPL license has passed through a few incarnations since its inception,104 but its core
principles have remained the same. The GPL is an example of what Matthew Fuller
describes as a 'socio-technical pact between users of certain forms of license, language,
and environment' (Fuller 2003, p. 24). This pact is made by people prepared to offer their
inventiveness and labour to the digital commons, with the expectation that their giftings
will remain on the commons.105
One contentious aspect of the GPL is its Section 2(b), an 'inheritance' clause which
preserves the viral nature of the GPL by ensuring that derivatives will be similarly shared.
If the derivatives were created by combining free software with proprietary code, the
private is returned to the public realm. Section 2(b) states:

You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or
is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to
all third parties under the terms of this License.

According to Eben Moglen, the intention of this clause is 'liberating' because:

it creates a commons, to which anyone may add but from which no one may subtract.
Because of §2(b), each contributor to a GPL'd project is assured that she, and all other
users, will be able to run, modify and redistribute the program indefinitely, that source
code will always be available, and that, unlike commercial software, its longevity cannot be
limited by the contingencies of the marketplace or the decisions of future developers
(Moglen 1999).
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Nicolas Maleve (2005) asserts that copyleft is a 'conservative' movement drawing on a
'solidly anchored' tradition of exchange of code which existed long before copyright on
software programs. Without it, he explains, hackers would have to ’reinvent the wheel' for
every new piece of software rather than writing only 'what still remains to be written.
Users of this license 'must recreate, from original materials, creations that stand at the
beginning of a chain', obliging them 'to maintain the genealogy of these creations.
As the private is commonsed by GPLing programs, the digital commons expands, adding
more allotments to itself, little media ecosystems bearing rich varieties of cultural
produce. Imagine for example, that an Italian hacker writes a video editing software and
releases it online under the GPL. Downloaded globally by video artists, Indymedia makers,
community workers, this software is used locally to create a wide range of videos. These
videos are uploaded to one of the new online video archives such as New Global Vision,106
becoming infinitely downloadable fruits for gleaners on the digi-commons.
Castells (2000) views this kind of internet-based technological transformation of media
participation as being of 'historic dimensions'. He likens it to the 'new alphabetic order' of
the ancient Greeks, which 'provided the mental infrastructure for cumulative, knowledgebased communication'. Hypertext and a 'meta-language' integrate oral, textual, aural and
visual modalities into one system of communication, which reunites the human spirit in 'a
new interaction between the two sides of the brain, machines, and social contexts'
(Castells 2000, pp. 355-56).

3.4

The Creative Commons open content licensing system, and its critics

As noted above, the GPL has made an impact on the circulation on the digital commons
of material other than software. It has also inspired the creation of other licensing
systems, the current favourite being Creative Commons (CC).107 This is an open content
licensing system driven by Lawrence Lessig, a lawyer and open source advocate. Creative
Commons offers independent 'content providers' in the field of cultural production (for
example, musicians, citizen reporters, video makers, or scholars) choices in copyright or
copyleft protections which can be assigned to a wide range of (mainly digital) content
types before entering the public realm.
Creative Commons, similar 'open content' licenses108 and the GPL share some principles
around the notion of the digital commons, each aiming to resist the new enclosures by
facilitating the circulation of ideas and immaterial goods within a context of reciprocity
and mutuality. According to researcher Lawrence Liang (2004), the open content paradigm
is rapidly emerging as a serious alternative to traditional copyright regimes, which
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themselves have been manipulated by powerful players to favour the interests of giant
media conglomerates over both independent creators and the general public. In his Guide
to Open Content Licenses, Liang (2004) illustrates the shrinking of the public domain
through a number of examples. He cites the plundering of characters and motifs contained
within traditional cultural works from fairy tales to folk songs, which are then commodified
through unreasonable yet legal copyright restrictions (Liang 2004, pp. 7-18). Like the GPL,
alternative systems for protecting the uninhibited circulation of cultural works attempt to
commandeer the 'master codes', to defend and extend the digi-commons.
However, the Creative Commons system is not without its critics. In a posting to the
nettime mailing list, University of Sussex researcher David Berry introduced the Libre
Commons Licenses,109 developed 'explicitly against the presuppositions and caveats of the
Creative Commons licenses which (un)consciously seek to use culture as purely a resource.
Instead these licenses are anti-licenses; ethical frameworks or chromosomes of social
practices' (Berry 2005). Berry accuses the Creative Commons protagonists of 'seeking
hegemony' in their attempt to 'overcode the social by law'. In contrast, the Libre Commons
licenses 'affirm the most important part of shared creativity, namely the intersubjective
recognition and affirmation that commonalty [sic] provides'. Berry makes direct reference
to immaterial labour and commodification of creativity, positing the Libre Commons
Licenses as a means of contributing towards 'radical social practices' (Berry 2005).
In an insightful essay entitled On the 'Creative Commons': A Critique of the Commons
without Commonalty,110 Berry and fellow researcher Giles Moss savage the underlying
values of Creative Commons (Berry & Moss 2005). They find 'an organisation with an
ideology and world view that agrees too readily with that of the global 'creative' and
media industries' which has an end result of 'narrowing and obscuring political
contestation, imagination and possibility' (Berry & Moss 2005). The authors highlight the
inherent urge towards commodification in licenses which privilege copyright above shared
creativity, arguing that this ’miserable, cramped view of culture' is 'consistent with the
creative industry's continual transformation of the flow of culture, communication and
meaning into decontextualised information and property' (Berry & Moss 2005).

As a result, the Creative Commons network provides only a simulacrum of a commons. It is
a commons without commonalty. Under the name of the commons, we actually have a
privatised, individuated and dispersed collection of objects and resources that subsist in a
technical-legal space of confusing and differential legal restrictions, ownership rights and
permissions (Berry & Moss 2005).
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Such criticism of the sacred cow is rare, tantamount almost to heresy, given the
widespread adoption of Creative Commons by alternative media open publishing systems
including the Indymedia network, New Global Vision, and Archive.org. As yet this criticism
has not been widely acknowledged or rebutted in the usual forums, such as the nettime
mailing list or the English magazine Mute.
The Free Software Foundation's GPL escapes Berry and Moss’s criticism as they argue
that it arises from a political imaginary, and is an 'ethical rather than purely legal force
....based on a network of ethical practices that continually (re-)produce its meaning and
form' (Berry Et Moss 2005). Nevertheless, the GPL is a legal construct, even if it has been
created 'ethically', as an anti-commodification tool. In response to criticisms of Creative
Commons, cultural critic, software activist and curator of code poetry, Florian Cramer,111
suggested on the nettime mailing list that people employ the GPL, as it can be used to
license many kinds of creative work, not only software programs.112 He offers the examples
of a GPLed audio work integrated into a GPLed computer program, or a GPLed program
printed as a poem in a GPLed book.

3.5 The evolution of the GNU/LINUX operating system

An operating system is a collection of many smaller software programs which instruct a
computer how to perform its most basic operations such as booting up and loading
programs into memory when turned on, determining cursor position on a display screen,
and running networking protocols that allow external devices such as printers and external
drives to communicate with the host system. The primary aim of Richard Stallman’s GNU
project was to write a UNIX-like operating system from scratch.113
This was a mammoth task, even after volunteers had joined the project following
Stallman's initial announcement of the project on a couple of newsgroups in September
1983.114 The workload involved in building an operating system (OS) resulted in the
development of one of its critical components, the kernel115 (nicknamed HURD), seriously
lagging behind. This stalled the total system's release, despite the fact that some
components such as the GCC (a compiler program) were broadly distributed and widely
acclaimed amongst programmers.116
Consequently, in 1991 the GNU project became intertwined with Linux, the project of
Linus Torvalds, a Finnish computer student who had started to make a free version of the
proprietary Minix operating system117 as his summer project (Moody 2001, pp. 31-54,
Ceruzzi 2003, pp. 333-38). As Stallman had done with GNU, Linus118 announced his 'hobby'
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project on a USENET news group,119 and whilst making no grand claims for his ability to
deliver, he invited suggestions for desired features of such an operating system.
The sense of a global programming community was fostered by a social software - the
newsgroup medium, a bandwidth-light (free) subject-based communication environment.
The participatory style of programming that benefited Linux120 could not have happened
without the internet, a medium in which everyone could communicate, and
instantaneously upload and download software modules with no geographical or timezone
barriers. Along with Bulletin Boards Systems (BBS), internet newsgroups are one of the
early manifestations of the digital commons. Wikipedia121 defines a newsgroup as 'a
repository, usually within the Usenet system,122 for messages posted from many users at
different locations'. In Netizens: On the History and Impact of the Net, computer historian
Ronda Hauben describes Usenet as 'the poor man's Arpanet', singling it out as the birthplace
of 'co-operative online culture’ (Hauben M & R, 1995, Chpts 2 and 10).
Newsgroups are an exemplar of the immaterial labour of countless thousands of people
which flows through and animates the internet — ideas, queries and specialist knowledge
which are circulated over the internet for numerous reasons, including the urge to
contribute to 'the greater good' which can manifest when ideas, information and wisdom
are shared. Over the years the function of geeky newsgroups has been partially taken over
by mailing lists and threaded discussions on open publishing sites, Slashdot123 being the best
known central forum for (English language) communication.
Linus's call-out for feedback generated intense interest within the community of Minix
programmers, with other computer geeks immediately volunteering their programming,
beta-testing and debugging skills124 (Ghosh 1998). Like Stallman, Linus was a prodigious
programmer, and he uploaded the first 'pre-alpha-release' of the source code plus release
notes to an FTP site in September 1991 with a copyright notice allowing gratis
redistribution of his 'minix-look-alike' kernel125 (Moody 2001, pp. 43-45). Linus continued to
invite hacker participation, and by 1992, one person's 'hobby' had blossomed into a sizable
global networked community of enthusiastic immaterial labourers.
To cut a riveting software development story short, Linus Torvalds 'completed what
Stallman had set out to do' (Ceruzzi 2003, p. 341). Linux eventually formed the heart of
GNU, giving computer users GNU/Linux,126 a free, highly efficient operating system which
could run on many hardware platforms, co-exist with other operating systems on the same
machine, support an ever-diversifying range of software applications, and require very
little computer memory. According to Stallman, there are around twenty million users of
GNU/Linux (Stallman 2005). Other estimates are higher.127 The more people who used the
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system, the more stable it became technically. More bugs were identified and debugged,
and further features added in response to user requests.128

3.6

A fork in the road — differences between Free and Open Source software

Although there has not been any major technical 'forking' of code129 in the GNU and
Linux components of the operating system, there has been a 'social forking’ or divergence
since the mid-1990s. This is manifested by a growing distinction between those who
identify themselves as belonging to the free software community, and those who identify
with the open source community. The acronym 'FLOSS' (Free/Libre/ Open Source Software)
was coined as a project acronym by Rishab Ghosh in 2001.130 It has been a reasonably
successful semantic solution to provide a neutral and inclusive umbrella term for the main
ideological identifications within the field. According to Wikipedia,131 FLOSS 'has been used
as an English-language term of choice in official documents in a number of countries'.
Fundamentally different principles and ideologies have driven the development of the
GNU/Free Software and the Linux/Open Source camps. Early experiences of the
privatisation of software code, and the effects of this commodification on a 'sacrosanct'
culture based on sharing and co-operation, were the motivators for Richard Stallman
(Williams 2002, Chpt 1). In his view, the only way the traditions could be maintained, or
renewed, was by building software whose underlying code was free to be shared. For
Stallman, this was an ethical matter, a question of principle, from which he has not
strayed (Williams 2002). The community which gathered around Stallman, initially other
programmers and lawyers, followed by other kinds of geeks (system analysts, network
engineers, technical writers), and users, was inspired by and shared his vision of freedom.
Richard Stallman is a citizen of the United States. Speaking from my cultural position of
being an Australian,132 Stallman's concepts about freedom reflect specifically American
ideas about constitutionally-enshrined freedom of speech, which he transposes to a kind of
freedom of code. Indeed, Stallman acknowledges this plainly himself.133 The belief in the
primacy of individual rights, from the freedom to bear arms to the freedom to remain
silent, figures strongly in the American psyche.134 In fact, the League for Programming
Freedom (LPF), which Stallman founded in 1989 to fight against the digital enclosures,
namely copyright and software patents reform, uses the logo of the Statue of Liberty
holding a floppy disk and tape spool.135
The free software movement has broadened its cultural base over the years. The
movement now includes European, African, Latin American, Asian and Oceanic developers,
users, media activists and cultural theorists. The digital commons, concept and reality,
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drives the movement. Whilst Stallman maintains his position as the founding father and
respected 'wizard', the praxis of free software has become hybridised, mutating from its
American cultural roots. The movement has moved far beyond Stallman's mission 'to
liberate cyber-space', and is enriched and 'queered' by a range of philosophical, political,
cultural and social positions.
Like GNU, Linux grew out of one person's desire to create something which did not yet
exist, but this desire was driven by pragmatic, not philosophical, reasons. Linus Torvalds
originally envisioned his hardware-specific operating system as something which others
might find useful, and would be compatible with the goals of the larger GNU project.
However, this was not his main motivation, rather a potential by-product136 (Ghosh 1998;
Moody 2001, pp. 36-42). Linus is Finnish, and was twenty-one years of age when he began
developing Linux.137 As evidenced by the discussions on the minix.os newsgroup, the initial
wave of programmers who were attracted to Linux were excited by the project's potential
to be a software development model on a larger scale.138 Perhaps by this time the ideals of
free software were so accepted, that they did not need to be specifically articulated. By
all accounts, Linus's personality and his sense of a fun adventure with code (expressed via
online newsgroups) was very engaging. His early adoption of the GPL for Linux
demonstrates his commitment to the principles of free software (Ceruzzi 2003, p. 341).
And yet today there are these two main camps within the overall FLOSS project. How
did this social forking happen? It was precipitated by an influential core group of American
GPL advocates (developers and IT managers), who did some serious brainstorming. Wanting
to capitalise on the interest generated by Netscape's announcement of plans to release
their code,139 the group's aim was to attract broader industry support for this software
development model. Their website Open Source Initiative explains that they realised it was
time 'to dump the confrontational attitude that has been associated with "free software" in
the past and sell the idea strictly on the same pragmatic, business-case grounds that
motivated Netscape'.140
Christine Peterson, president of the Foresight Institute, a Silicon Valley nanotechnology
think tank, suggested the term 'open source' as a more business-friendly way to promote
the core ideas of free software (Hamerly et al, 2001). The socialisation of the buzz phrase
'open source', via conferences, press articles and websites, was a strategy designed to
garner acceptance of free software from mainstream vendors, software developers and
industry users. Ceruzzi claims that these 'advocates of the GPL philosophy coined the term
open source, mainly to distance themselves from him [Stallman] personally' (Ceruzzi 2003,
p. 341, author’s emphasis). Open source was pitched to business, who might otherwise be
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turned off from 'free software' and its implied dual threat to property (gratis equalling no
profit, and freedom connoting revolution),141 and the iconoclastic Stallman himself
(Raymond 1997, Open Source Initiative 2005).
The core group formalised their vision and goals by creating the Open Source Initiative
(OSI). Under the OSI banner, the advantages of the open source development model were
promoted as being the next stage in the evolution of software. Eric Raymond's seminal
essay The Cathedral and the Bazaar (1997) was part of this considered reframing (or
rebranding) of 'free software'. A general Open Source Definition was derived from
developer Bruce Peren's ideas,142 with nary a mention of the awkward word 'freedom'.
Anticipating business concern about the technical quality of the open source softwares, the
OSI launched a certification mark, the 'OSI Certified Mark', as a form of branding software
conforming to their standards. This Certified Mark can be read as either a 'depoliticised' or
'neutral' alternative to the GPL, returning software to its status as a brandable commodity
rather than a licensed set of freedoms.
Not coincidentally, the reframing of free software as open source occurred as the
commodification of GNU/Linux 'distributions' (packages which bundled together the
operating system components with other software tools) emerged into the public realm.
Although these distributions took some technical proficiency to install on individual
computers or over networks, they were produced with a general user base in mind (as
opposed to a specialist programmer base), and therefore were more 'user-friendly'.
There is nothing inherent in the open source model that requires participation from the
far side of software fringe dwellers or hacktivists.143 The kinds of software products
available as free software and open source have diversified dramatically. They have
expanded from a handful of applications in the 1980s made primarily by and for geeks
(such as the multi-purpose EMACS text editor and the seminal GCC compiler), to the
proliferation of more generalist applications from the late 1990s (made by geeks for
ordinary mortals, that is, non-geeks).
Such generalist applications include Open Office,144 open-sourced by computer giant Sun
Microsystems with the free (gratis) version offered under a Lesser GPL, which is now a
serious contender to Microsoft's Word. Borrowing heavily from the language of the open
source movement, OpenOffice.org describes itself as 'both a product and a community'. Its
mission statement reiterates this dual identity, aiming 'to create, as a community, the
leading international office suite that will run on all major platforms...' Then there is the
GIMP,145 a kind of Adobe 'Photoshop Lite', downloadable free of charge, and numerous other
examples. In fact the internet itself is powered by FLOSS applications, from the Apache
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web server software to Perl, a programming language often described as the 'glue' which
sticks other internet components together. The LAMP suite (Linux, Apache, MySQL, Perl)146
essentially provides the foundations of most internet processes and applications.
To summarise, open source softwares have become increasingly mainstreamed.
Likewise, developers and users are more often located in the middle of large IT companies
and government departments, rather than in 'electronic opium dens'. Key figures like Eric
Raymonds from the early days of free software, have co-opted the hacker versions of
community' and 'co-operation', and semi-commodified these concepts to make them
palatable to business. The political and philosophical differences between the two camps
still generates friction and territorial skirmishes. Yet the evidence does not suggest that
this ongoing tension has significantly hampered the prolific generation of either labour or
software goodies from either side.
In 1998, Stallman (2002 a) wrote that the 'Free Software movement and the Open
Source movement are today separate movements with different views and goals, although
we can and do work together on some practical projects.... We are not against the Open
Source movement, but we don’t want to be lumped in with them. We acknowledge that
they have contributed to our community, but we created this community, and we want
people to know this. We want people to associate our achievements with our values and
our philosophy, not with theirs. We want to be heard, not obscured behind a group with
different views' (Klang 2005). Stallman reiterated this idea of two movements in 2002,
when speaking with FLOSS Survey researcher Rishab Ghosh. Significantly, this time he
unified them under one community, saying '...we always say that these are two movements
within one community. The evidence you've found, showing that people with different
political views work together, confirms something that is apparent within our community'
(Stallman 2002 b).147

3.7

The Road Ahead: adoption of FLOSS in the global South148

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss in detail the enormous activity in FLOSS
in Asia, Africa and Latin America.149 However, it is a logical place to end this summary of
free software, at the beginning of what appears to be the next chapter in the movement's
history. Even a cursory glance at the attendance list of an an open-source conference such
as Africa Source,150 or at a report of the level of investment in FOSS projects151 being made
by Brazilian President 'Lula' da Silva,152 gives an idea of the level of activity across
countries and continents. It is not unusual to find entire FOSS government departments in
countries as culturally diverse as Australia, Brazil, Zaire and Malaysia. UNESCO is playing a
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leading role in encouraging the adoption of FLOSS by education, NGOs and businesses. As
evidenced by discussions on mailing lists such as Free Software Foundation Latin America153
(FSFLA) and Africa Linux Chix,154 the potential of free software to generate social
movements appears to spark as much interest as the technical aspects of open source
software development.
The free software movement originated in the 'land of the free', and its most passionate
and eloquent protagonists hail from some of the best-funded and most elite research
institutions in the United States — Stallman at MIT, Lessig at Harvard, Moglen at Columbia.
Granted Linus Torvalds broke the mold being Finnish, BUT he was a computing science
student, with the obvious advantages of being personable, young, smart, white, English
speaking, male AND an esteemed uber-geek’. The original gang who dreamt up the open
source' branding were working in the American IT industry during the boom times. Freedom
came out of privilege, and whiteness, and the first phase of the movement reflected those
socially privileged positions.
In comparison with the American notion of freedom as being an individual right, voices
from the global South are transforming the dialogue and the practice, emphasising
software freedom as being intrinsically related to free culture,155 community
empowerment, larger issues of intellectual property156 and social rights. Brazil's decision to
now use only open source software, and to set up one thousand free software and free
culture centres in the poorest parts of the country, are directly linked to a radical social
vision. This vision is successfully challenging knowledge ownership laws covering
pharmaceutical patents to file sharing, because in the words of Brazilian Minister of
Culture and musician Gilberto Gil, 'if law doesn’t fit reality anymore, law has to be
changed....That's civilisation as usual' (Burkeman 2005).
And just beneath civilisation lies the unknown, the realms of spectres and magic. That
strange goo of the imagination that summons art, poetry, dance and other forms of
creative mischief.

Throughout the world the movement for free information announces the arrival of a new
social structure, born of the transformation of bourgeois industrial society by the digital
technology of its own invention....Modern bourgeois society with its relations of production,
of exchange and of property, a society that has conjured up such gigantic means of
production and of exchange, is like the sorcerer’s apprentice, who is no longer able to
control the powers of the nether world whom he has called up by his spells. (Moglen 2003)
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What is a spell if not a set of programmed instructions to make something do
something? Sounds like software to me.
In the next chapter I will examine Netmonster - an art project, a 'social software'
borne of free softwares, and for its Mongrel maker Graham Harwood, the realisation of
1000s of hours of 'gnostic coding'. Netmonster's spells produce exquisitely detailed 'voudou
clouds' captured from the infosphere, which, on a imaginative level, seek to transform
power and privilege.

*******
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Chapter Four, Netmonster
Do I have anything to say - or does the network already take care of it? I collect images, thousands
of them - farm them, stick them together, filter them - rotate them, stick them on myself. I
translate text to image to text, building storm clouds approaching the Thames on the eve of war.
The image itself is not reasonable, reducible or answerable.
Mongrel

By baring the code--be it social, technological, or aesthetic--that underpins the Internet
environment, net artists provide an insight into the potential for anyone to become a producer or
to extend the free software ethos to cultural and social production in general.
Josephine Berry

4.1

Chapter Overview — A poetic structure built in code'

Technology is not neutral. We're inside of what we make and it's inside us. We're living in a world
of connections - and it matters which ones get made and unmade.
Donna Haraway

Netmonster is a software project of the Mongrel art group. For artist/programmer
Graham Harwood, Netmonster is not a tool nor an ordinary piece of software, but 'a poetic
structure built in code - where the algorithms are critically defined to clash and reveal ???>{we don't know yet}) WE must crush capitalism at the level of algorithm' (Harwood 2005,
pers. comm., 16 Nov). Netmonster is an example of politically-charged cultural software
on the digital commons, built and run using only free software programs, and brought to
fruition by thousands of hours of freely given immaterial labour. Netmonster exemplifies
distributed creativity, in which networks themselves - human and technological - become
the medium.
Mongrel have created many software art projects, and international critical appraisal
demonstrates their place as leading artists and cultural activists. By highlighting some
early work of Mongrel member, Graham Harwood, a creative journey will be revealed one which took strategies from the English working class art movement, and reworked
them by building and using new expressive structures. The Container project of Mongrel
member, Mervin Jarman, and the 'Rasta software' made by Italian hacktivists, will provide
additional, concrete examples of the praxis of 'social' and 'speculative' software (Fuller
2003, Medosch 2005). Software that arises from dialogue with those who want to use it,
software that is created and incorporated into accessible media platforms and public
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spaces. Poetic architectures that are built with software code, and shared with
marginalised groups, to amplify and share their own meaningful media.
My own experiences of using Netmonster enable me to describe and visually document
how it functions; it will be the first comprehensive exposition of the software. Netmonster
is a special example of cultural software on the digital commons, and shares some
resonances with the FLOSS model. Although art history, including Dada, Generative Art and
Distance Art,157 could provide additional frameworks in which to analyse Netmonster, these
perspectives exceed the scope of my thesis.
I am more interested to shed light on Harwood's idea of using code to make poetic
interventions in the 'multi-layered hallucinations created by transglobal capitalism, or
created by individual's responses to capital' (2005, pers. comm., 16 Nov). This idea, and
ideal, is mirrored by other art groups who have made conceptual or material software
platforms (for example, MinMega in Italy, Critical Art Ensemble and Electronic Disturbance
Theatre in the US). According to Armin Medosch (2005 a) 'a number of artists/engineers
have started to bring software development back into the cultural realm, and they are
infusing culture into software. But ‘they’ are a very diverse collection of people and it
would be wrong to categorise them as a movement or a group'. Perhaps these clustered
and networked cultural interventions and strategies within and upon networks themselves,
will be seen in the future not as an art movement in the traditional sense, but as
interconnected, socially-engaged art moments, in a period where some of the poisoned
fruits of globalisation appear to be coming home to roost or riot, these art moments,
operating simultaneously on the levels of imagination and code, have the potential to
reveal some linkages between the structure of code in the global informational flows, and
the concrete, oppressive structures it creates.
This notion of revelation suggests one fascinating direction for future research: ideas
about relationships between the occult, 'gnostic coding' and 'spectral networks' - and the
emerging area of 'speculative programming'. Although these ideas might appear left of
field, they are being given serious attention in hallowed institutions such as Princeton
University.158

4.2 Who is Mongrel?

According to its members, Mongrel is an art group, a network, and part of a larger
Mongrel street' (See Figure 4.1). The group formed in London in 1995-1996159 around an art
project called Rehearsal of Memory,160 a groundbreaking interactive work which was a
collaboration with some of the people incarcerated in the Ashworth Special Hospital, a
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high security prison for the criminally insane. The original Mongrel was Graham Harwood,
Matsuko Yokokoji, Mervin Jarman and Richard Pierre-Davis. Other long time Mongrel
associates and extended family include Matthew Fuller, Richard Wright and Lisa Haskell.
They share individual and collective creative practices which interrogate the social
relations of the 'new' technologies.161 Mongrel describe themselves as:

...a mixed bunch of people, machines and intelligence's working to celebrate the methods
of a motley culture. We make socially engaged culture, which sometimes means making art,
sometimes software, sometimes setting up workshops, or helping other mongrels to set
things up. We do this by employing any and all technological advantage that we can lay our
hands on. Some of us have dedicated ourselves to learning technological methods of
engagement, which means we pride ourselves on our ability to programme, engineer and
build our own software, while others of us have dedicated ourselves to learning how to work
with people (Mongrel 2004 b).

The Mongrel tradition reflects the backgrounds and passions of its members, and as
such is inflected by (amongst other influences) English working class art traditions,
Jamaican political struggle, Japanese meticulous attention to design details, Trinidadian
Cockney humour, trash culture, Situationist tactics, and empathy for the hardships caused
for many by generations of poverty and systemic discrimination. As Rachel Greene (2004)
states in her illustrated compendium Internet Art, Mongrel employ various tactics to
'expose dynamics of race and class'. Art is used as dialectic, to raise one's own, and others',
awareness of social conditions, as a step in the larger project of social transformation. 'We
are...the majority in this society, yet we still find ourselves subservient to a culture that
does not serve our interests....we must understand the suffocating methods by which we
are culturally dominated and made to feel inferior' (Harwood 1987).
Armin Medosch has closely followed the work of Mongrel. In london.ZIP,162 his insider
view of the London media art scene, Medosch (2003) contextualises Mongrel's early work as
one of the first examples of 'social software'.163

Applying the well proven culture jamming technique of turning a pejorative term 'mongrel' - into their own aggressive self-description, this multi-ethnic group paid
particular attention to the construction of gender and race in cyberspace. Subverting well
known software packages such as Photoshop and ubiquitous internet tools such as the
search-engine, Mongrel showed that these supposedly neutral tools carried their own
implicit value systems. Information technology is not just about 'information' - meaningful
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bits of data

but also about the formation' of ways of thinking and social structures. This

critical approach to information tools was dubbed social software', a term which has
subsequently been widely adopted, losing its original political edge (Medosch 2003).

Mongrel continued to explore the possibilities of politicised technologies, creating
software to enable the digital self-representation of socially marginalised groups, first with
Linker, which then morphed into the mapping project Nine (9). In figure 1, a screen shot of
the entrance portal to Mongrel's website at <www.mongrelx.org>, twelve central panels
provide direct links to software download pages or documentation archives of twelve
Mongrel software art projects.
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In 'll software come culture' ('Software as culture'), in their book, NET.ART: L'arte della
connessione,164 Marco Deseriis and Giuseppe Marano (2003) critique a number of Mongrel's
projects. They conclude that 'Mongrel use new technologies not only to rethink social
relations and power, but also - following the opposite trajectory - to understand how
these relationships influence the technologies themselves' (Deseriis 6t Marano, 2003,
p. 124, my translation from the original Italian).

4.3

The CODE_OF_WAR

The realisation of direct, unmediated political power depends on the ability of everyday culture to
express, channel and evolve social needs.
Stefan Szczelkun

To demonstrate a conceptual and political continuity between earlier art projects and
Netmonster, I will highlight a couple of works by Graham Harwood, Netmonster's creator.
In 1991 Harwood created the first computer-generated comic made in the United Kingdom
(Harwood 2005, pers. comm., 14 Nov). Let's go Fuckin' MENTAL (1991) was a critique of the
war machine and the violent demands of capitalism. Harwood's uniquely rendered images
in this unsettling 'Boy's Own Annual' were simultaneously retro and futuristic (See figure 2).
The protagonist, Tony, is a noskill' grunt soldier under the command of elite 'proskill' Mark
Capitol. Tony kills Capitol, and finds himself legless in hospital, reflecting through a
drugged reverie on what could happen if the noskills revolted.

The day that noskills declare that they want nothin' from the corporations and declares that
they will look after their own welfare. The corporations and powered elites are doomed....
These periodic crisis of war recession and terrorism whip up support for other plunder
reward cycles which in affect tighten the noose around us....Stop the cycle of plunder and
reward and the power elite collapses (Harwood 1991).

When writing about Netmonster thirteen years later, Harwood articulated a similar
political position, his view this time artfully formatted according to the programming
conventions of the PERL language:

'CODE_OF_WAR = (anything taken out of the hands of the many
and put in the hands of a few);
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"Is it possible to react to the CODE_OF_WAR without enhancing it, without
aestheticising it, without fetishising it?" asks Harwood. He sees part of the answer in
making a media platform like Netmonster, a key collaborative tool that posits a
democratic alternative to proprietary control over code' (Harwood 2004 a).

Figure 2. Cover of Let's

go Fuckin MENTAL1,

a comic book

made with computer-generated images, created by
Graham Harwood in 1991. Image courtesy of Harwood.

Harwood created the menacing monochrome visuals in MENTAL by scanning
conventional war comics, running the digital files through a hacked version of a proprietary
software, going away for a few cups of tea and coming back to see what the computer had
produced (Harwood 2005, pers. comm.). The results were compelling (see figure 3).
Visually, they were a far cry from the constrained palette of choices offered by
commercial image manipulation programs (Wright 1995). Harwood pointed out, "Software
frees us in a very controlled way. Photoshop allows you to edit any image but only in the
way Photoshop defines you can" (2005, pers. comm., 16 Nov). Noskill Tony himself foretells
the Mongrel project. Mongrel was a bunch of 'noskills' skilling themselves and others;
plundering and mutating the corporate media software tools, then rejecting them entirely,
to make their own tools, for the pleasure and empowerment of noskills everywhere.
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FUCK
CAPITOL

invisibly risin to make me exit as
anonymously as possible, the aluminium voice of
capital reverberated in me edd like a steel ball bearing
boatin' its way round a metal chamber.

Figure 3. Comic frames from

Let's go Fuckin' MENTAL

by Graham Harwood (1991). Image courtesy of

Harwood.

A continuing artistic strategy for Harwood and Mongrel has been the combining of a
distinctive visual style, absurdist humour, and Situationist-inspired plagiarism and
detournement techniques, across a range of media to deconstruct social and power
relations (see Wright 1995 for an extended discussion of this). The deconstruction holds a
productive energy, reassembling the master codes' to create new spaces for social
empowerment. This approach reflects one trajectory of working class art in England, as
detailed by Stefan Szczelkun in his book Conspiracy of Good Taste.165
Szczelkun draws connections between the Enclosures,166 urbanisation, and the
development of a 'working class culture [which] was dynamic, vibrant and autonomous....a
potentially liberator/ urban culture' (Szczelkun 1993, p. 7). In contrast, 'the denial to
people of their own culture is an act of extreme violence, however nicely' it is done however little bloodshed is apparent' (Szczelkun 1993, p. 11). Working class art sets itself
up in opposition to the 'first principles of an oppressor culture', strategically using
tastelessness as a weapon against hegemony. Good taste is the framework of values which
the dominant group uses to keep itself on top. Rather than just an expression or
celebration of superiority, it is an active agent of repression' (Szczelkun 1993, p. 83).
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In Unnatural: techno-theory for a contaminated culture (Fuller 1994), a time capsule of
fragments from what Terranova (2005, p. 141) terms 'underground micro-ecologies', a
panel in Harwood's illustrated text, Lies (see figure 4), draws attention to the layers of
social coding and power relations within images produced in the service of capitalism.

Images aren't static even when still. They reflect, like a well arranged mirror, the things we
want to see. Half of the image never appearing, trapped inside the motivations for making
it or for seeing it. Cities, states and individuals represent themselves by their faded images:
uncomfortable memories, half forgotten in the guilt of a subjectively justified propaganda
(Harwood 1994).

One 'tasteless' collage depicts a hunky Elizabeth R. masturbating a Big Ben phallus.
Harwood (1994) alludes to the transformative potential of digital technologies for the
forgotten and ’the invisibles' crawling out from the skin of the 'dead donkey of history'.

Digital imaging is being taken up in silence ... by war reporting, military reconnaissance,
pornography, family albums, the business community' etc. This is happening at speed and
is surety an indication of its profound, central applicability to advanced capitalism, or at
least it has unleashed the cultural forces of an ultra-modernist society obsessed with the
production of the ritual imagery of possession (Harwood 1994).

'Societal processes are increasingly located at the symbolic level', especially as 'the
distinction between the real and its representation have all but disappeared’ (Melucci
1996, p. 357). Social systems 'provide individuals with symbolic resources which heighten
their potential for individuation'. Hegemony however, necessitates the 'the system's control
over the symbolic levels of action, so as to include in its scope the spheres where the
meanings and motives of behaviour are constituted ...intervening] in the internal
processes of the formation of attitudes'. New inequalities ....arise as cultural deprivation',
excluding 'entire social groups and parts of the world' (Melucci, pp. 92-3). Hence,
'contemporary movements strive to reappropriate the capacity to name through the
elaboration of codes and languages designed to define reality' (Melucci, p. 357).
Taking these propositions about symbolic action forward in time to the contemporary
period, Medosch (2005 b) asks whether 'media art, as a 'science of the imagination', [can]
employ contemplation and critique to overcome the repressive current social order?' He
suggests that the complex and ubiquitous information flows of today's society are only
understood by a minority. Medosch proposes that artists can tap into the data flows and
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make connections which would be 'illegitimate' for scientists. [...] The data artist is
providing a mirror to society by giving data eyes and ears'. He links this to social
empowerment, saying that in theory, ...meaningful representation of data leads to
meaningful participation of the individual'.

Images in
themselves tel
us nothing we
didn't already

■

See me getting on this plane?
You know, we couldn't afford
real holidays then...
§pwe pretended..."
Figure 4. Collaged panel in

Lies

British skinhead. Published in

by Graham Harwood, depicting John Major as a

Unnatural: techno-theory for a contaminated culture

(ed. Matthew Fuller, 1994). Image courtesy of Harwood/Underground.

Harwood (1994) proposed that people recode the symbolic order by ’harness[ing] the
Trojan horse', permeating the imaging technologies which exist in 'the web of replicated
transmissions'. Each occasion can be a reconstructive moment, not merely reappropriating
the masters' tools to rename reality, but potentially re-making reality. As we become
increasingly dissatisfied with a self-image mediated by redundant positivism in a century of
waste-products, we can begin to take advantage of the broken windows of visual truth'.
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Mongrel consistently remind us that the process of making art requires journeys into the
unknown, and explorations of things which might be, at the time, undefined (See figures 5
and 6). When considered in this way, some of the group's interest in art and 'the divine'
becomes clearer.
Mongrel have held a long-standing interest in histories of revolutionary and liberation
movements within each of their own cultures. One uniting example is the trans-Atlantic
abolitionist movement. This social movement combined spiritual ideals and religious
beliefs (the divine), with radical social programs that challenged the basis of capitalism in
their times (the revolutionary), and was assisted and reflected by songs, paintings, poems,
stories (art). This can offer another theoretical matrix with which to apprehend Mongrel's
vision and projects (Erdman 1991, Blake 1998, Linebaugh fit Rediker 2001; Genet 2003;
Federici 2004).

We exist in a world where powerful social elites live their life through
exceptional fantasies

they mistakenly believe they can best safeguard their

privilege by hiding their bonsai trees of knowledge in secret societies, under the
tomes of law court papers, magic rituals - art - religions, and the use of well
tooled-up armies.

Instead of exceptional fantasies mongrels everywhere lust after the experience of
transportation->new() while being firmly rooted to the ground.

We require transportation->new() from present situations to other states of
pleasure and pain.........................................................................................................

Out of the gutters and into the stratosphere of the imaginary - the vehicle of our
transportation is of little consequence.

Our desire is to fly with our own wings forged from the manacles of oppressive
abstraction - that is all that is important

(Mongrel 2004 e)
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We require transportation->new()
from present situations to other states of pleasure and pain.
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4.4

tun yuh hand and meek fashion: the Container Project'167

Through his Container project, Mongrel member Mervin Jarman has been able to test
the transformative potential of re-coding the symbolic order

with his home community in

the Jamaican village of Palmers Cross. The Container is a revolutionary project' according
to Mervin, a media lab in a community where the inhabitants are poor in economic terms,
but rich in cultural traditions.168 For Mervin, this has been the fulfillment of a dream held
since his student days at Artec. He was very familiar with the problems in the community,
problems like gangs, guns, and violence, that directly stemmed from poverty, lack of hope
and limited opportunity.169 In 1999 the shipping container finally arrived, after overcoming
logistical problems and a trans-Atlantic journey.170
With enthusiastic volunteer help, the Container was converted to a sunny, open-window
filled kiosk-style centre (See figures 7 and 8), packed with networked computers running
free software, and a variety of artist-made social softwares from Mongrel and others.171
The architecture of the Container was deliberately opened up, to invite the curious and
shy to get to know what's going on, at their own pace. The Container is fulfilling the local
community's need for a social hub. At the same time its workshop program is addressing
other needs, including general computer skilling, and the desire by the young people to
share their creative talents, especially music, with a world audience. Mervin Jarman sums
up the project as an effort to take creative computer technology to ghetto people and
deep rural communities in the Caribbean', and for 'kids growing up in the ghettos of
Jamaica to realise they can fulfil their wildest dreams” (de Silva).

Figure 7. The Container, Palmers Cross, Jamaica. Collage courtesy of Mervin Jarman.
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Mervin Jarman connects globalisation, cultural self-representation and the potential for
liberation, recalling the ethos of the Jubilee (See Endnote 13). It also places Melucci's
theoretical notion of the rewriting of master codes, into a real world situation (as
evidenced by the snapshot images in figure 9).

The infusion of software into Jamaica’s street culture is virtually non existent. It therefore
doesn’t offer any opportunity for the eventual end user/consumer to question its emergence
and implications. As it happens technology and software in Jamaica is a take it or leave it'
situation....Myself being affiliated with the mongrel crew have indeed seen fit to question
the levels under which we have to consume the technology....This allows for critical
debates and deconstruction. Without programmes like the Container, global communities
like Jamaica and others would never be in a position to offer up questions. Check it in the
past. When we offer up real revolutionaries they have all been jailed. Marcus, Peter, and
look what they did to the Legacy of Bob.
That's why I think the Container is such an incredible and revolutionary project
because it allows street-level emergence into what would be an otherwise unchallenged
consortium of global culturalisation and then where would we be? What would happen to
our dynamics as it relates to production, be that in the Music, Art and Craft, in the way we
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conduct businesses, and develop our own customised software to satisfy our specifics?....
this is something I feel very strongly about. No system should impose its will and/or cultural
identity on another, the only way for software and technology to be truly dynamic is to
decentralise the decision making process, open up the formats to customisation on a more
trans-culture and gender context (Mervin Jarman, interviewed by Matthew Fuller, 1999).

Project Profile
Workshop
Training
Feature
Log In
Main

Cross Wired
wtiats on in Cross
A quick Look
Where to Go
& What to Do
in Palmers Cross

The Container Project is a \ot For Profit Community Access Space to Computers and Emerging Technology

Figure 9. Entrance to the Container Project website. Image courtesy of Mervin Jarman.

Mervin Jarman's liberatory and Jamaican-influenced vision of software is echoed by
Italian programmer and Rastafarian hacktivist, Jaromil, who is the lead creators of the
dyneibolic, a bootable GNU/Linux distribution.172 In a spirited text entitled This is Rasta
software, Jaromil links the development and circulation of dyneibolic with revolutionary
social movements. The interpretation of 'free software' which has arisen out of the Italian
hack meeting scene173 is following a different path to that of the American, more legalistic,
liberal and libertarian interpretations of freedom. The social and communal end uses and
empowering possibilities of the software are stressed, more so than an individual's right to
examine source code. This is software facilitating an easy way for everybody to speak out
loud and spread their words'.
The Rastafarian and Jubilee spirits permeate Jaromil's text. Melucci notes that the
transformation of codes is equally substantial when they stress the spiritual dimension of
human experience...' (Melucci 1996, p. 358). As with the Container Project, these are not
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words disconnected from material reality, but intrinsically linked to a concrete project. In
this case, the project is a set of software tools strategically developed for all those seeking
'an alternative to the hegemony of capitalism in our World' (Jaromil). As Jaromil puts it:

Jah Rastafari Livity bless our Freedom!...This software is about Resistance in a babylon
world which tries to control more and more the way we communicate and we share
informations and knowledge. This software is for all those who cannot afford to have the
latest expensive hardware to speak out their words of consciousness and good will. This
software has a full range of applications for the production and not only the fruition of
information, it's a full multimedia studio...because freedom and share of knowledge are
solid principles for evolution and that's where this software comes from..... proprietary
software spreads the dependence from business companies thru the populace: whenever we
share our knowledge on how to use a certain software, we make the people in need to buy
the tools from merchants in order to express their creativity....the need to buy will be
slavery under the merchantile interests of capitalism. The roots of Rasta culture can be
found in Resistance to slavery. This software is not a business. This software is free as of
speech and is one step in the struggle for Redemption an Freedom.

The shout out for people to make their own media, their own truth, recalls earlier
narratives of liberatory media. One is the Zapatistas' exhortation to independent media
makers to 'resist the power of the lie that sells us this war that we call the Fourth World
War', the knot[s] of resistance' against the inequities inherent in advanced capitalism
(Marcos 1997). The strategic and joyous approach of creating and combining media forms is
further articulated by veteran film maker, media activist and respected 'elder', Deedee
Halleck. In addition to being one of the founders of Paper Tiger TV and Deep Dish
Television (the first satellite channel for independent television makers in the United
States), Halleck was one of the conceptual shapers of the original Indymedia project.
Speaking of the social importance of independent media, Halleck said:

Many of us have learned to survive in the wake of the colossus...picking up the crumbs [...]
but we need strategies that take initiative, that go beyond the flea-market, beyond being
parasites, beyond cyber hacking. Communication is now recognized as a focal point for
progressive change. The forces of reaction and repression have long understood this. [...]
We need to seize this moment to grow and thrive. The intersection of micro-radio, the
internet and video activism is providing many lively sites of resistance to corporate
globalisation (Deedee Halleck 1998).
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4.5

Netmonster, an introduction

I think the fundamental thing about Netmonster is - WE do not know what it is for - nor do we care.
It is an exploration of something as yet undefined - the writing of the software itself is the poetic
structure that will in time reveal to us what it is we are trying to achieve - that's why it's art and
that is why art is interesting.
Harwood

Netmonster is a suite of generative social softwares' written by Graham Harwood
(Mongrel 2004). Netmonster's genesis lies in earlier Mongrel software projects; one
motivation to build it was to address a 'failing' of its immediate predecessor, Nine(9).174
Nine(9), an offspring of Linker175 (another Mongrel multimedia software, see discussions by
Fuller 2003, Wright 2004), is described on Mongrel's wiki as a 'major piece of social
software for online collaborative workshops'. Nine(9) was built in response to Linker users'
desires to share their stories online. Nine(9) is described by Harwood as 'a ‘tool’for
displaying mental maps'. It was this quality of being a tool, that is, a digital artefact with
extremely specific uses, that somehow disappoints its maker - it was not enough'
(Harwood 2005, pers. comm., 16 Nov).
Perhaps Nine(9) also lacked menace; it was just too nice. It is an elegant mapping tool,
a maker of grids within grids, with innovative functions automating narrative and
communication links between users. But it is also an inflexible tool (a hammer has a hard
time being a screw driver), with strict rules about the number of texts, images and audio
visual files each story map can contain. It exists on the internet, and yet, somehow it is
not of the network. It is a polite and predictable lodger, rather than a strange wanderer.
Netmonster, on the other hand, is everything that Nine(9) is not - rude, unpredictable,
and unstable. It is a set of processes and structures, rather than a singular tool. It compiles
visual arrangements from images it finds, rather than from images the user gives it.
Nine(9) organises, Netmonster gleans. As a user of both softwares, I admit that the noble
Nine(9) frustrates me with its bossiness, whereas the nobbly Netmonster beguiles me with
its chaos.
I have spent many well-documented years online, playing within a range of network
structures, including MOOs, IRC performative spaces, and email zones. My curiosity has
always been heightened in open-ended structures that encourage imagination, creativity
and communication. With Netmonster, my subjective experience has been that of being in
communication with the network itself. It is a strange and beautiful thing.
Harwood explains, "What we are striving for is the construction of insane code that reveals
new things to us" (Harwood 2005, pers. comm., 16 Nov).
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4.6

Top Banana - Mongrel’s first experiments with a Netmonster-like software

Just as the early histories of computing were deeply connected with socio-political
circumstances, so are contemporary developments. Software as culture, and cultural
softwares, grow on the digital commons in particular historic moments.
Some of Harwood's first experimental builds of a precursor to Netmonster were made in
early 2003, as the United States' threat to invade Iraq was escalating. Despite massive
public opposition, this latest expression of the CODE_OF_WAR' had the official support of
Tony Blair's ruling Labor Party. Millions of people around the world expressed their
vehement resistance to the looming war through the largest ever globally-networked
protests, parliamentary petitions and a myriad of other actions.
In an explanatory text176 on Netmonster, Harwood wrote, 'On day one the work consists
of: a set of keywords - drawn from a gut reaction to some political or cultural event - an
empty database, a hungry server robot, a telephone line' (Mongrel 2004 a).
These words provide a key to understanding the genealogy of Netmonster - the
artist/creator/user is stirred by something on a visceral level, the 'gut reaction', which
provides the impetus to build/use the software to process, or transform, those feelings. As
with the Mental comic, which was a response to the first Gulf War, the impetus in this case
was the build up to the invasion of Iraq by the 'Coalition of the Willing'.
Harwood lives at Leigh-on-Sea, a dramatic estuary environment where the Thames
meets the North Sea. Further upstream are the Houses of Parliament and Big Ben, the eye
of the media storm approaching the Thames estuary' (Mongrel 2004 d). On the eve of war,
Harwood wrote some code (in the open source programming language PERL'77) which
communicated with search engines. Harwood's code could be used as a research platform,
to gather information by which to better understand a situation. The search bots sought
the causes of the impending war, and retrieved texts from relevant web pages. These texts
were collaged by the software and output as a giant image, entitled Storm Approaching
(see figures 10 and 11).

I translate text to image to text - Building storm clouds
approaching the Thames on the eve of war.
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Figure 10.

Storm Approaching,

by Harwood/Mongrel, 2003. Size of original image is much larger.

Image courtesy of Harwood.

Harwood continued his software experiments with the retrieval of texts from the
internet. The next step was to automate their layout over images. He chose as his subjects
the visible protagonists for the nascent war, George Bush and Tony Blair (see figures 12
and 13). The image of Tony Blair as CUNT' used as the base for one of the experiments had
been taken from a much earlier work; the front cover of Underground, a free newspaper
published by Harwood and Matthew Fuller in the mid 1990s. Like many of Harwood's
experiments, most of these images remained in his private 'coding cupboard'.
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The software at this stage had two distinct functions - one function communicated with
search engines and brought back data, the other function collaged the retrieved material.
The process of collaging involved other functions, such as rotating individual lines of
text,178 applying opacity to graphic objects, and so on. Eventually, the collaged electronic
canvas was output as a composite, static image.

Is expression banished or equally dematerialised on this network - What would van Gogh
do - reduce himself to a plug-in a menu option applied to everything? (Mongrel 2004 f)
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Harwood's experimental work during this period was not all centred on the bleak
subject of war; for example, he used the code to search for and display imagery relating to
the act of eating different kinds of fruit (see figure 74).179 Yet even in these playful
experiments, there was undoubtedly some element of inspiration which connected with
larger issues, such as the connection between the 'banana wars', colonial legacies and
conflicting tariff schemes.
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Figure 13.

Blair,

by Harwood/'Mongrel, 2003. Size of original is

significantly larger. Image courtesy of Mongrel.

in figure 14, a new feature of the software is apparent. Whereas in Bush and Blair the
software collaged multiple lines of text over one base image, it could now retrieve
individual image files from the internet. The software would then lay the images down at
irregular angles, sometimes with holes punched out', on an 'electronic canvas', as
components of a collage which would grow over time. The software could also calculate
the median tonal value of the images, and group them accordingly on the canvas. These
builds of the code were now only a few incremental steps away from the first Netmonster.
The visual style of Harwood's software manipulations, especially when he breaks out of
the formalism of the grid aesthetic, frequently recalls the cut-and-paste collage and
drawing/overlay techniques that he had employed in the previous decade. The punk
attitude lives on and is extended through the new codes.
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Figure 14. Untitled software experiment depicting the eating of bananas, by Harwood/Mongrel, 2003.
Image courtesy of Mongrel.

4.7

Of gimps and peris, and men with hoods — behold the networked image!

All of the images made with Netmonster (and its precursors) shown here have been
coded with Gimp, a popular free software image manipulation program. Harwood describes
Gimp as Photoshop opened up with its guts hanging out - so many bits - let me see... If I
put this data-stream into this socket and pipe the output to my ear.... SHHHH I think I hear
Abu Ghraib (Mongrel 2004 f). Harwood emphasises the software's dynamic potential,
explaining, "Gimp is Photoshop - but you can code every movement --imagine instead of
opening a file on your desktop - you open up the entire visual content of the internet"
(Harwood 2005, pers. comm., 14 Nov).
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To visualise how its various components interact, it can be helpful to explain software
in anthropomorphic terms. The native language of Netmonster is Perl. Perl is the lingua
franca of the internet, which means that many other software programs can understand it,
without the need for translators. Netmonster communicates with search engine 'robots',
telling them what it wants to find out about. The search bots zap around the internet,
retrieving image and text files from web pages which match Netmonster's interests. These
files are dumped in a big messy pile in a cupboard (database) in Mongrel's home (server).
Netmonster then tells Gimp to start taking the files out of the cupboard and arrange each
one on a gigantic canvas. The arrangement follows certain predetermined rules,
parameters180 which have been set up by the 'boss dada', that is, Netmonster's boss, or the
uber-programmer'. Behind every piece of software, whether this be GNU, Linux, Perl or
Netmonster, there is always a human boss (or slave to the machine) or two.
The Mongrel WIKI page entitled Gimplmage181 has a number of examples of the Perl
code underlying specific images created with Netmonster. Figure 15 takes an example
from this WIKI page to illustrate the way in which Perl 'calls up' Gimp, and sends it to work
on a 'library' of images in a directory called 'FuckTheWar'.
Note that any line of code which is prefaced with the hash character

is a comment'.

Comments are a technical note to programmers themselves, or for other programmers who
want to understand or work on the source code. In the instance immediately below, the
space opened up by the comment line is used by Harwood as a poetic or narrative
device,182 an opportunity for the (software) artist to embed within the code a meta
narrative about the subject of Netmonster's search.

# Nicholas Berg was beheaded
# sacrificed to tactical media # his life taken as a disinvestment strategy to keep other
contractors away from Iraq.
# The website was running on Apache
# (open source - free software) The video was Microsoft encoded:
http:7/www.nein-mirror.com/iraq2vediom2.wmv (Windows media video)
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use Gimp;
use constant

CorruptTheCultureOfTheCode;

Other modules of interest:
use Gimp::Fu;

# easy scripting environment

use Gimp::PDL;

# interface to the Perl Data Language

these have their own manpage so go read them.
.#. version 0.0.2

.

■

.

use lib '/home/harwood/FuckTheWar/Lib/';
use DBI;
use Settings;
use DB;
use Time::Local;
# Computed from.the current
# Greenwich Mean Sideral Time->origin of Empire.
use Gimp qw( :auto );
use Gimp::Util;
use Gimp::Fu;
Gimp::init; #Start the server
Gimp::on_net(\&net); # create a call back

not sure why

Gimp::set_trace(TRACE_ALL);
■# -Spew out various -uninformative

.......................

# crap about the functions taking place.
"Procedual database falied at line 924 FuckTheWar.pl"
Figure 15. Section of a Pert script written by Harwood for

FuckTheWar.

One of the hallmarks of information society is the sheer quantity of mediated visual
stimuli ever-present in the environment - the home, the workplace, the transport arteries,
or the built environment. Some of these stimuli gain a certain presence or resonance,
displaying an exceptionally long half-life within the networks of networks that feature so
ubiquitously in the lives of all those who are electronically switched in.
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Terranova (2004) argues that image flows 'work as material forces by virtue of their
very differentials. They move at different speeds, have different paces, and their
relationship with the world of solids is rather complicated'. Placing these image flows
within the framework of 'biopolitical power', Terranova suggests that 'we might have to
consider them as the basic conditions within which a return of the political might take
place' (Terranova 2004, pp. 148-152, italics in original).
It is precisely the power of the interconnected tele-visual, and the way in which
seemingly random associations between its component parts might reveal new (and
revolutionary?) understandings, that inspired Harwood's desire to build Netmonster. One
thesis in cognitive science proposes that human creativity and learning are emergent
phenomena, arising out of the associative attributes of the mind.
My experience was that Netmonster simultaneously fed, and satisfied, my hunger to
make meaning, through its offering of connections between a growing set of phenomena
that were the subjects of my artistic inquiry. Borrowing from Scholz (2005), I sensed that
'the network beast also lives inside of me'.***

***
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An image travels instantaneously around networks - filling mental spaces that crave the
evidence - the next instalment. The picture alters economies, the flow of oil
investments and sets the context for more to die. Words stick in the mouth of politicians Words, insufficient to quell the mob motivated by the image (Abu Ghraib) It's not that Bush
is a liar, untrustworthy or linguistically impaired - the image itself is not reasonable - or
reducible183 (Mongrel 2004 f).
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4.8

A pause to consider what pictures might want from the network

/You can hang a picture on a wall

but you cannot hang an image on the wall./

/The image is the space between eye, experience and picture./
(this is our inheritance)

/The 20th Century's gift to us was montage, which valued fragmentation, conflict, the
staccato rhythm of the machine and opposed continuity and organic unities. In the work of
Hertfield this was used to take various pictures (Ape / Hitler) and combine them to make
new commentary on the rise of Nazism. Other commentators on montage suggest that
ripping images from various contexts and sticking them back together reveals new images,
meanings and poetics from the interplay of the pictures./

/This relies on a basic set of working assumptions that pictures/ are structured
significances When viewed, the corresponding images that manifest have a symbolic
ordering to them. Which we use to enable the navigation of complex thought and emotion.
/The networked image/ raises many questions:

/Does the networked image in its proliferation and multiple contexts undermine this set of
assumptions or reinforce them?/

/Is the networked image itself always in state of perpetual collage?/

/Has collage reached the end of cultural usefulness?/

The question may not be what does the network do to pictures, but what do the pictures
want from the network?

The way (young) people use pictures on their mobile phones is a primary example of the
image as notation (momentary structured significance without symbolic ordering) - they
are skimmed over, turned into marginalia or instantly deleted.

BIG for net monster ->
If the networked image is always in state of collage, then revealing it in other ways will
rely on a re-ordering of it. An examination of its constituent parts, its contexts and links.
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4.9

BlairBush Monster

In the months leading up to the United States presidential elections in November 2004,
and as the so-called Coalition of the Willing continued their so-called War on Terror and
occupation of Iraq (by this time, the politicians and media had ceased trumpeting the socalled liberation of Iraq anymore, let alone 'winning hearts and minds'), Harwood
consolidated his years of software experiments. He brought together the structural
elements he found the most creatively compelling with the functions that were technically
successful, in one software entity, Netmonster. In a nutshell, Netmonster 'sits on top of
search engines, to produce networked visualisations of the artist's narrative as described
by key words' (Harwood 2005, pers. comm., 15 Nov). Attributing a kind of network
intelligence to the software, Harwood imagined 'the Robot-image crawl[ing] across the
web, searching for the mediated causes of its own existence' (Mongrel 2004 b).
Like the earlier code experiments, Netmonster used the internet as its medium of
creation, re-creation and distribution, but it now had three main components - a search
engine communication function, a collage function and a writing platform function. The
software now held the potential to be a participatory media platform. In theory, multiple
users could access the software online, and then 'breed' or 'farm' the visual content the
search bots had retrieved. Likewise, multiple writers could access it online to contribute
original textual content, and edit their own, and each other's, texts. Thus, Netmonster
could provide a software platform for distributed authorship.
According to Harwood, the Netmonster experiment has three unique properties:

The resulting images produced by the robot are expressive - (I don't know of any other
generative work that accomplishes this). Normally generative work is a mishmash of
collaged elements

(Netmonster

is specific about its subject).

The image is never static, it is always in a state of flux. Unlike most forms of authorship
(normal photos paintings drawings).

The image is always Navigable (WWW) and is what builds in the constraints on the form of
the image (Harwood 2005, pers. comm., 16 Nov).

Netmonster's debut gig was a project called BlairBush. Harwood programmed
Netmonster to retrieve the first 150 web pages related to combinations of the word
elements within the search string {"Blair" + "Bush" + "War"}. Netmonster searched, retrieved
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and montaged the search results as a giant scrollable, hypertextual, ’writable', internetbased networked collage. These are the automated functions of the software. The
software ran for some weeks, during which Harwood periodically examined Netmonster's
fetchings of images and texts. Harwood preserved some data for the collage, selecting out
what was visually boring, irrelevant or redundant. This is a manual interaction with the
software. I will refer to this selection process as 'farming' or breeding' the monster. Each of
these words connote a considered action by humans upon complex organic entities.184
Selection and editing are integral processes to the creation of art, and typically operate
on a mental level that lies below conscious awareness. This mental state bypasses rational,
analytical apprehension. Artists may find themselves emerging from an intense period of
making, synthesising, editing, or composing, with the sensation of having been in a kind of
fugue.185 This condition can apply to all forms of creativity, not only artistic endeavours.
The subject of creativity, cognition and related mental architectures is an
interdisciplinary field, containing divergent opinions on the origins of creativity. These
range from acausal conditions, arguing that the generative component of the creative
process operates randomly, to the emergent, in which a matrix of a networks of memories
is central to the production of thought (Gabora 2002). In her paper Cognitive Mechanisms
Underlying the Creative Process, Liane Gabora (2002), Assistant Professor of Psychology
and Computer Science at the University of British Columbia, proposes that creative insights
arise out of a kind of shuttling back and forth of an idea (a 'potentiality'), from those parts
of the mind concerned with memories, to those which are operating at the level of current
awareness. Gabora draws upon theoretical ideas from quantum physics, specifically
modelling methods for emergent processes, because, as happens on the quantum level, 'a
new idea often has properties that were not present in the constituent ideas or concepts
that went into the making of it'. It could be fascinating to explore a Netmonster project as
a form of creative emergence, although this trajectory is beyond the scope of this thesis.
What did emerge from Harwood's interaction with Netmonster in 2004 was BlairBush.
The BlairBush monster existed in two fundamentally different forms, 'alive' and 'frozen'.
The alive monster was the internet-based networked visualisation of the key words in the
search string {"Bush" + "Blair" + "War"}. This was the networked collage which could be
navigated on a surface level (slowly exploring the 'skin' of the giant electronic canvas), or
on a hypertextual level (getting underneath the skin, to reveal the component images and
texts in greater detail).
At the deepest under the skin' level, a user could write their own texts to attach to an
image. The 'alive' form of the monster periodically changed, in response to the farming and
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breeding processes enacted by Harwood upon Netmonster's database of images and texts.
Figure 16 is a Biair Bush monster created in February 2005.

Figure 16.

BlairBush

networked visualisation generated with

Netmonster v.0.1 on

2 February 2005, by

Harwood/Mongrel. Original image is about 1.8 square metres. Image courtesy of Flarwood/Mongrel.

The frozen monster was a snapshot in time of the surface level of the alive monster,
and took the form of a large image file, output as a large-format digital print, about 1.8
square metres. The image was a collage of politicians, protesters, thousands of radiating
lines of bright red texts, and, here and there, the unexpected - Britney Spears, or an alien
or two (see figure 17 for a detail from an earlier BlairBush collage).
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BlairBush first emerged from the internet two weeks before the 2004 Presidential
election in the United States. To return to Harwood's definition of Netmonster, this
BlairBush monster 'sat on top of search engines', was a networked visualisation' of the
artist's narrative', which had been described by key words'. In this case, the key words
Blair', Bush' and War', arose from Harwood's 'gut reaction' to a current political event, the
continuing war in Iraq.

If the evocation was repeated in 2005, or 2007, the network would return a different
visualisation of the narrative suggested by the associations between Tony Blair, George
Bush and war. The content of the entire internet is changing continually as people around
the world add and remove content to websites (and to every other kind of internet channel
such as list-servs, chat rooms, email archives, etc). The internet is not completely
different at each moment, but different enough, with both new and ghosts of disappeared'
material online, for a new series of conversations between Netmonster and the network.
As the internet changes, each new internet search run by Netmonster will automatically
return new things to its existing database of images and texts. Thus, we could consider
Netmonster as a structure for an evolving and extended dialogue with the network.
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BlairBush came into limited public view between 2-16 October 2004 during a short
Artists-in-Residency at Brown University, an Ivy League institution sprawled across the hill
overlooking downtown Providence. Mongrel had been invited to Brown by Professor Wendy
Hui Kyong Chun, from the Department of Modern Culture and Media, to undertake the final
stages of design and interface testing of Netmonster, via a series of workshops with
student input. Mongrel was represented by Harwood and Mervin Jarman. I also participated
in the residency as an invited guest of Mongrel, running a companion series of workshops
on Indymedia, and screenings of alternative video practice (See Appendix B).
During the residency, graduate students were invited to roam the online 'electronic skin'
of the BlairBush monster. They tested its sociability, navigation interface and usefulness,
contributing questions and ideas to Mongrel. The interaction between a trial group of
participant users and a beta stage of Netmonster was an important part of the software
development process. Software engineers and programmers generally know way too much
about the inner workings of their creations to be able to have a critical distance. Hence,
an independent, trial and evaluation of the usability of the software is vital.
Netmonster collages images within a poetic structure. Harwood quite cheerfully admits
that 'we do not know what it is for' (Harwood 2005, pers. comm., 16 Nov). Yet, if
Netmonster is a form of poetry, then it is feasible that its creator's intention is that the
poem will function on an affective level. Speaking of the Perl Routines to Manipulate
London (or London.PL) software poetry project (which appears to be a collaboration
between the dead poet and artist William Blake, and Mongrel), Josephine Bosma explains
that 'Graham Harwood aims to bring back the power of imagination into a rational
environment', in the same way that William Blake would have used his skills and
imagination to create a text which would affect the emotional and cultural consciousness
of an eighteenth century audience' (Bosma 2002 b, Mongrel 2002).
Generative poetry (analogue and digital) is concerned with explorations of form rather
than content. Similarly, much network art employing generative software processes
focusses on formalist concerns (Bosma 2002 b, Cramer 2002, Broeckmann 2003, Arns 2004).
Adherence to rule-based procedures forms the basis of all generative art, an art which
'involves the artist releasing control to an external system'186 (Galenter 2004). Florian
Cramer (2002) makes the distinction between 'Software Formalism vs.Software Culturalism'.
The unique combination of the creation of affect through poetics, relentless coding
efforts, aesthetically stunning' design, and the 'social orientation of their work' through
interaction with user communities, distinguishes Mongrel's software art from the projects
by other artists and cultural activists (Bosma 2002 b, Fuller 2003, Medosch 2005 - quotes
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from Medosch). There is also a queer, punk and working-class mongrelised attitude that
adds a distinctive tart flavour to the Mongrel mix.

4.10

Lungs — 'angels crawling from the corpse of war'187

In 2005 Mongrel started a new project involving Netmonster, this time using version 0.2
of the software as part of the research process. The project was entitled Lungs, and had
been commissioned by Zentrum fur Kunst und Medientechnologie (ZKM) in Karlsruhe,
Germany, for the MAKING THINGS PUBLIC-Atmospheres of Democracy exhibition (Latour 8t
Weibel 2005; Wright forthcoming 2007; see also the Lungs press release in Appendix B).
Launched in March 2005, Lungs was a poetic intervention based on Mongrel's earlier
London.PL project.188 It was conceived as 'a software poem memorial to the slave labour
that worked in the ex-munitions factory in Karlsruhe during World War II' (Mongrel 2005 h).
Lungs’89 is another example of Mongrel's focus on developing software as a poetic
structure, to engage with an historically-specific and mostly 'invisible' manifestation of the
CODE_OF_WAR'.

Figure 18. Installation version of

Lungs

by Harwood/Mongrel at

ZKM, Karlsruhe, 2005. Image courtesy of Harwood/Mongrel.

The artwork was presented as a mixed media installation, comprising a computer terminal,
software, soundtrack, and audio speakers (see figure 18). Lungs took 'the data-base of a
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social atrocity and harvests from it the ages, names and heights of individual victims. From
this the computer extrapolates the vital lung capacity for each person. This is converted to
cubic litres of last breath of each victim' (Mongrel 2005 g & 2005 h). Lungs used archival
records of the enforced labourers who had worked in the munitions factory that later
became the prestigious ZKM cultural centre. These records had been originally compiled by
the Nazis, using the Hollerith machines and punch card programs leased from IBM (see
Chapter 2). The audio component of this work emphasised the bass frequency, to give the
audience a gut-level visceral experience of the exhalations of the dead.190
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The Hollerith-Nazi-IBM monster which came out of the research for Lungs looked
significantly different from BlairBush (see figure 19). Not only was the internet content
retrieved by Netmonster clearly different, but the underlying coding for Gimp had been
rewritten (Harwood 2005, pers. comm., March). The axes and tight grid were gone. Instead
three images formed a mask, in which the bulk of the images gleaned from the net by
Netmonster were placed.
There were enough changes made to the Netmonster program that Harwood considered
it as the second version of the beta stage, that is, Netmonster v.0.2.191 As he was still
maintaining Netmonster v.0.1 for me, he was in the impossible position as programmer of
supporting both 'forks' of the code. As discussed earlier, programmers and user
communities avoid software forking, as it squanders precious technical and human
resources.

4.11

Rough Trade

In 2005 I used Netmonster to create a network art project called Rough Trade. This
project, and the documentation of its creation through a number of stages, forms part of
my thesis. Making art with Netmonster offered me the opportunity to become a
participant-observer', using the software myself, rather than remaining outside in the role
of observer only. Because Netmonster is highly interactive, network-based and unstable,
my engagement with it reflected these qualities, as will become clear. Rough Trade has a
temporary internet presence, and its most current web address is given in Appendix C. Like
BlairBush described earlier, Rough Trade can be navigated across its surface and under its
skin. For technical reasons, the writing function has been disabled; for the purposes of this
thesis it will be described. I edited two short video art works using animated sequences
derived from Netmonster collages; these videos also form part of the creative component
of my thesis (see Appendix D, and End Pocket 1). Finally, I made a series of large format
digital prints using Netmonster; some documentation is included in this chapter.
By describing the making of Rough Trade, the way Netmonster functions on a technical
level will be revealed, step by step. My understanding of the software, as a user who is not
a programmer, has been enormously assisted by an ongoing dialogue with Harwood. This
demystifying dialogue has influenced my conceptualisation of Netmonster, both in thinking
about what it is now, and how it might might manifest in the future.
After learning the software with Mongrel in January 2005, I spent much of the following
six months using it to research and produce Rough Trade. My ability to engage on a deep
level with the software was made possible through, firstly, my participation in an artist-in
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residency within the Faculty of Media, Society and Culture at Curtin University of
Technology in Perth, and secondly, by generous technical and creative support from
Mongrel throughout the year.
Netmonster can be used by two types of general users.192 The first user type I will
designate the 'root user', and refers to a person with some technical privileges, enabling
access to many of the software’s functions. Access occurs via various password permissions
to the server (a dedicated central computer for network applications) which hosts main
Netmonster database. The password access allows remote log-in entry into the
administrative back end' of Netmonster; through this interface the root user can set up or
modify the parameters of a particular Netmonster project, such as the search terms. The
root user can also download the large image files which are the software-rendered
montages of data. My interaction with Netmonster was as a root user.
The second user type I will designate as the 'participant user’, a person who uses the
public interface of a Netmonster website. The internet interface to Netmonster's data is a
giant, segmented, navigable collage. Online access to this collage does not require
passwords or log-in; it is the same as visiting any website address. Any participant user can
explore the collage, and future users will also be able to edit elements of the collage.
The first stage in the creation of a Netmonster project is the selection of a research
topic, or field of inquiry. My original starting point in November 2004 was relatively broad;
I was curious to explore connections between Free Trade Agreements and geo-thermal
processes.193 Australia was on the eve of signing a controversial free trade agreement with
the United States, and the possible ramifications of this unprecedented set of legal
obligations were causing great unease within different sectors of Australia, from farmers,
to pharmacists, to film makers.194 Perhaps such massive upheavals to centuries of trading
practices on the surface of the earth, might provoke equally momentous events
underneath the earth's mantle, I imagined. Netmonster's ability to glean and make visual
connections between different subjects was exciting. My subjective feeling about the
looming trade agreement was one of deep despair - a 'gut reaction' that was suggesting a
narrative, and driving me to request Netmonster to send out some search bots, to help me
build a 'networked visualisation'. Art seems less of a solitary enterprise with a little
software companion by one's side. The working title of my project was What Lies Beneath.
The second stage in a Netmonster project is the research of combinations of possible
search terms, to determine the keys' most likely to retrieve interesting returns. For
reasons of speed, this step employs the image search function of Google, Yahoo or similar
engines. By January 2005 I was in Southend with Mongrel, the Boxing Day Tsunami had just
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happened, resulting in massive loss of life, and so I did not want to make the magma
monster' as originally planned. Instead I decided to explore globalisation by taking a more
predictable path, through connecting Free Trade Agreements (FTA) with global financial
institutions. Hence, What Lies Beneath morphed into Rough Trade. I ran likely
combinations of search strings through Google, and discovered that images brought back
for the search string {"free trade" + "world bank" + "IMF"} differed markedly to those
brought back for {"FTA" + "international monetary fund" + "globalisation"}.
The third stage is the activation of net searches. This requires logging into the
administrative interface of Netmonster, and entering the search terms. Figure 20 shows
an example of this interface.
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Figure 20. Screen shot of the Search Keys page of

Netmonster's

administrative interface

While I was based with Mongrel I ran a few searches, cycling through various
combinations of search string keywords. I entered these search keys manually; Harwood,
using a different interface, then entered the commands for Netmonster to begin its
searches (see figure 21).
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Screen shot of

Netmonster

searching for key terms for

~~- ■

Rough Trade.

The image is

blurred as the lines of text were moving rapidly down the monitor as I was video recording the
process. As

Netmonsters

search was happening on the internet, its results were almost

simultaneously being printed to the screen of the computer which was sending out the search
commands.

Upon activation, the Netmonster search bots interacted with Google in a series of
intensive data mining expeditions on the internet. Netmonster retrieved a set number of
images that matched the search terms most closely, in this case, 150 images. The data
mining process took around two hours to complete.
Digital copies of the files that had generated each of the web pages from which the
images had been retrieved, were also delivered back to Netmonsters database. Another
sub-routine within Netmonster then stripped those files of all extraneous data, including
HTML coding tags195 and Javascript code. The Netmonster stripping function is smart
enough to recognise certain elements in the text, including email addresses, phone and fax
numbers, and information about when each image file had been uploaded to the internet.
It harvests this information, storing it in a separate directory within its database.
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All that now remained in the Netmonster database were 150 images, and any texts (in
raw text format) which had been associated with these images on their original web pages.
The fourth stage is the initiation of the first step of the collage function of
Netmonster. Harwood manually instructed Netmonster to communicate with Gimp. In
Netmonster v.0.1 (the first version of Netmonster), GIMP generated a pair of Cartesian
axes. These axes contained texts and graphs pertaining to the Netmonster database
contents; they would be different each time a new search was undertaken

the axes'

layout would remain constant, but their content would change. The axes contained the
specific search keys which had generated the Netmonster database, the date of the
search, the date that the overall Rough Trade project started, graphs displaying how long
each image file had existed online, and graphs depicting the number of text files and
image files in the database.
Figure 22 illustrates the axes generated by Netmonster v.0.1 in response to a specific
search. The 'electronic canvas’ is divided by two axes into four quadrants. The central
vertical axis contains the working name of the project, in this case Trade; the bottom axis
contains the search string, {"FTA'' + "TRADE" + "IMF" + "HAARP"}. These axes also contain
graphs visualising other information that Netmonster has retrieved from the underlying
HTML code of each web page about the history of its own contents. The oldest files display
with the largest amount of white space, which can partially obliterate the last search term
on the vertical axis, in this case "HAARP".
The horizontal axis in the left-hand side of the canvas displays the date that
Netmonster was first launched for the project named in the top axis, and the right-hand
axis displays the date that these specific search terms brought back the results which
would later be laid down as a collage by the software in each quadrant.
The graph in the dead centre of the axes displays the URL of each of the web pages
hosting the images retrieved by Netmonster, and the number of images and texts
associated with each of these URLs (see figure 23). The tail graphs on each axis display
further information about the URLS.
The somewhat obsessive collection of so much data, and meta-data about the data (the
length of time an image has been online could be considered meta-data on the image data,
for example), was reminiscent of the fastidious attention to statistical detail demonstrated
by Herman Hollerith, in his design of the punch card software for the Hollerith Machines
originally used for the calculations by the US Census Office. More creepily, this
'superfluous' data mining also recalls the later use of the Hollerith machines by the Nazi
regime for their collection of demographic data. It is no coincidence that Harwood
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designed the axes' graphs, and later the tonal gradients of the image maps contained in
each quadrant, in such a way that the total effect is that of an abstracted swastika
(Harwood 2004, pers. comm., Oct).

Figure 22. Axes of a
Trade

Netmonster v.0.1

visualisation. The top vertical axis displays the project name

and the bottom axis displays the search terms "FTA", "trade", IMF', and "HAARP". The horizontal

axis in the left-hand side of the canvas displays the date, 17 January 2005, that the

Trade

project

commenced. The right-hand axis displays the date, 28 January 2005, that these specific search terms
brought back the images which will later be placed in each quadrant. The graph in the centre of the
axes displays the URL of each of the web pages that

Netmonster

located in response to the search

terms, and the number of images and texts associated with each web page.
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Figure 23. The graph in the dead centre of the axes of a visualisation created with

Netmonster v.01.

This

graph displays the URLs of all images and texts contained within the large collage.

The fifth stage is the initiation of the second part of Netmonsters collage function.
Again, for the Rough Trade project, Harwood programmed this manually; as a root user I
did not have the permissions necessary to execute this sub-program. Perl communicates
with GIMP, instructing it to position the 150 images on the electronic canvas. The
placement of individual images is determined according to the colour gradient and tonal
values of each one. The automated rendering and positioning of the images is a relatively
short process, taking between sixty and ninety minutes. Figure 24 illustrates this stage,
coilaging by Netmonster following its retrieval of data for the Trade (Rough Trade)
project, in response to the search terms {"Limbic" + "Wolfowitz" + Free"} on 23 March 2005.
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Figure 24. Collaged images generated by Netmonster v.0.1 on 23 March 2005. This was the render
before the associated texts had been laid down. The search string in this instance was {"limbic'' +
"Wolfowitz" + "free"}. Rough Trade series, da Rimini/Mongrel 2005.

The sixth and final major stage in the making of a monster is the text rendering. This
requires the software to make complex calculations, slowing down the computer hardware.
The text rendering process was lengthy, taking between twelve and fourteen hours. Each
text is visually linked to its parent' image; this is why some images are overlaid by many
texts radiating out like a bullet-hole or star burst (see figures 25 and 26).
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Figure 25. Collaged images, and associated texts, generated by

Netmonster v.0.1

search string in this instance was {"limbic" + "Wolfowitz" + "free"}. Rough

Trade

on 4 April 2005. The

series, da

Rimini/Mongrel 2005. The swastika shape is evident in this design.

The text rendering for Rough Trade frequently crashed the server, thereby killing the
process. Large amounts of time were lost each time as the process was re-run from
scratch. I was the unwitting cause of these disasters myself, due to my state of
bewitchment by Netmonster!
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Figure 26. A slice taken from a larger collage produced with
of texts radiating out from one image. Rough

Trade

Netmonster v.0.1

showing a large number

series, da Rimini/Mongrel 2005.

As mentioned in the discussion of BlairBush, Netmonster makes two kinds of collages.
One is the 'frozen' monster - a large graphic file, such as the image in figure 25. If printed
to its real (native) size, this image would be about 2.5 metres square. The second is the
alive' monster, made by Netmonster from the same database contents

a vast, navigable

collage, to be strolled by scrolling, or entered at a magnified level by clicking. At the
deepest level of access, a participant user can preserve, discard or download an individual
image from the collaged whole.
Likewise, in the case of any text associated with any particular image, words can be
preserved, removed or rewritten (see the user interface depicted in figure 27).
Netmonsters potential to be used as a giant machine of textual assemblage - a distributed
writing machine, is yet to be explored. As one of this feature's exciting aspects is the
writing and publishing by many users, it has the potential to be used in projects involving
multiple groups or communities.
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Figure 27. A graphical simulation of the publicly editable interface accessible at the deepest level
of

Netmonster v.0.3. Rough Trade

series, da Rimini/Mongrel 2005.

This builds upon the experiences of Mongrel's use of Nine(9) as a creative platform in
workshops. Mongrel plan to develop the writing component of Netmonster in the future.
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To return to Harwood's definition of Netmonster as a 'poetic structure' and 'networked
visualisation', one feature I particularly want to highlight is the dynamic and mutable form
of the projects made with the software. Search strings can be tweaked or totally
reconfigured by the root user, allowing for gradual or rapid evolution of the monster. This
ability to continually refine the searches rapidly became for me an addictive quality of the
software - the more connections and associations it offered me, the more I craved. The
sensation was analogous to an endorphin surge. My search string, originally three words or
phrases, became four, and then more, and more. Free trade led me into the realm of
weather warfare — HAARP, High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program196 - and this
led me into the Old Testaments's Book of Ruth. From Ruth gleaning in the fields, it was
only a small leap to the cultivation of corn by the Hopi, and from there to geneticallymodified spider silk to make weapon-proof body suits, and so on. Each successful rendering
of the search results by Netmonster created an enormous navigable collage in which I
would lose myself for hours or days, exploring this networked visualisation'.
However, there were many unsuccessful renderings of the search results, which was
frustrating and time-consuming. Due to the time difference between Australia and
England, it was not uncommon for Netmonster to be offline for twenty-four hour periods,
between my unwitting breaking' of the software at 7 am Perth time before I left for the long
bus journey to Curtin University, and Harwood waking up hours later and beginning to
untangle the code. By the time he had fixed it I was on my way home again, away from the
university's high-speed net connection. There were many days like this where no creative
work could be done. (For a Netmonster addict this was a miserable state of affairs).
Eventually it became apparent that I was the culprit behind each disaster. In my
enthusiasm for running more and more searches, obsessively harvesting bushels of images
and breeding herds of texts, I did not realise that Netmonster needed to keep in its
database every single image, and worse, every single word of text, it had ever retrieved.
Netmonster could not purge itself of this data, because if it did, it would always be cursed
to retrieve it again from the net. The only way Netmonster could know not to use data
that had been manually discarded by the user, was to remember that once upon a time it
had found this data, and to remember that the user had now discarded it. By the
thirteenth iteration of the Rough Trade series, Netmonster was holding tens of thousands
of images and text files in its data base. Harwood had never designed the software to
handle such quantities of data. As Harwood told me, "Problem is I never envisaged it to be
used the way you are using it - vast amount of information that is unused and so many
search terms - this means that to display the keys page it has to load everything you
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already searched for

u are making an everest" (Harwood 2005, pers. com., 14 April). It

was a programmer's nightmare!
Harwood had to simultaneously support and debug two versions of the Netmonster
code, another burden. The free software development model typically involves small
teams of programmers, each person responsible for maintaining specific components of the
code. With Netmonster the responsibility lay solely with Harwood. In response to these
technical problems, and with the impending exhibition of Lungs at ZKM, Harwood rewrote
the software. Netmonster v.0.3’97 enabled the software to interact with search engines
more efficiently, stored the retrieved data in a different way, and collaged the images
with a new template. Convincing me to break my sentimental attachment to the old
Netmonster, on 31 March 2005 Harwood set me up on the new system (see figure 28).

image click

Figure 28. The first networked visualisation for Rough Trade generated by Netmonster v.0.3. Note
the density of the radiating red text, as none of the text files had been discarded at this stage.
Rough Trade series, da Rimini/Mongrel 2005.
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One or more images could be manually chosen to be laid down as a mask on the
electronic canvas. Then all other images would be laid down, and their colour tonal values
automatically shifted by the software so that they made up the mask image. Rather than
being laid out in a tightly structured grid, some images were now angled. As in Netmonster
v.0.1, each line of text radiated out from its parent image (see figures 28 and 29).

Figure 29. Example of networked visualisation generated by
embryo, and the project title

TRADE

Netmonster v.0.3.

The masked image is an

is also laid down as a white mask at the top of the image. Before

outputting this render I deleted most of the text files associated with the images
retrieved. Rough

Trade

Netmonster

had

series, da Rimini/Mongrel 2005.
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The number of core images could still be manually specified by the root user, then
automatically duplicated a number of times over the electronic field. Netmonster v.0.3
was navigable in the same way as the previous version, although the method of display at
the deepest level was slightly different.
During my artist-in-residency at Curtin University I was able to make three networked
visualisations using Netmonster v.0.3, in addition to thirteen made with Netmonster v.0.1.
Periodically I downloaded the collages as image files, some of which were later output
as large-format, archival quality, digital prints.198 Mongrel and I subsequently donated one
print to the art collection of my residency hosts, the Faculty of Media, Society and Culture
at Curtin University of Technology.

Figure 30.

Netmonster

Netmonster v.0.

visualisations output as digital prints. The image on the left was generated with

/; image on the right with

Netmonster v.0.3.

University of Technology. Perth, April - May 2005. Rough

Trade

Exhibition at John Curtin Gallery, Curtin
series, da Rimini/Mongrel 2005.

I exhibited four of the prints from the Rough Trade series at the John Curtin Gallery,
Curtin University of Technology, Perth, for around three weeks in April - May 2005 (see
figures 30 and 31). The gallery was not set up to exhibit the internet component of my
Netmonster project, and, given the instability of the software at the time, it was more
practical to show only the fixed digital output from my research experiments.
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Figure 31.

Netmonster

visualisations output as digital prints. The image on the right hand side has more

text than its companion in

figure 30,

as it had not been weeded out'. Exhibition at John Curtin Gallery,

Curtin University of Technology, Perth, April - May 2005.

Rough Trade

series, da Rimini/Mongrel 2005.

Although participant users cannot download the collage as a whole, with an ordinary
web browser they can download sections of it, or print various levels of magnification and
depth, by using the computer's 'print screen' command.
Once downloaded from the Mongrel server to a local computer, the large image file
could be sliced into, further visually manipulated, and potentially used as raw material for
other types of creative projects such as zines, videos or animations (see figures 32 and 33).
By April 2005 I had decided to incorporate some of the imagery returned by Netmonster
in some video art pieces I was planning to make for two projects for art festivals later in
2005. The examination of the collage at a magnified level, selecting slices to be used in
video animations, was another deeply pleasurable activity, and again, fed the obsessive
tendencies that are brought into play in the act of creation. By this stage, my searching
with Netmonster had taken on a new focus. Whilst retaining my interest in free trade, and
the history of capitalism, I was drawn to the subject of witchcraft, and in particular, the
history of witches, and their persecution in Essex, England. Conveniently, this was the
region in which Mongrel's home base was situated. Earlier in the year Mongrel had taken
me on some spooky tours, including a trip to the tiny village of Canewdon, site of the last
known active coven in England.199
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Developing media platforms for outsider characters including ghosts, oracles, warrior
women and disembodied intelligent mists has been integral to my creative practice.
Inspired by the continuing dialogue with Harwood, and exhilarated from my immersion
within a new network space, I was curious to test whether Netmonster could recreate
instances of the occult and the numinous which might exist within network flows.200

Thirst to uncover 'knowledge of the hidden'201 has a long intellectual tradition. As Erik
Davis (1995) explains, 'alchemists, healers, and astrological astronomers...did their science
in the context of sacred imagination, a context that was stripped away by the
Enlightenment's emphasis on detached rationalism. Today, in the silicon crucible of
computer culture, digital denizens are once again building bridges between logic and
fantasy, math and myth, the inner and the outer worlds'. Jo Pawlik asks coders to practice
code as poetry (poeisis). Rather than code as ordering the world, fixing and overcoding.
Code as a craft, bringing-forth’ through a showing or revealing that is not about turning
the world into resources to be assembled, and reassembled forever' (Berry 6t Pawlik 2005).
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Figure 33. Slice from a

Netmonster v.0.3

collage. The software has automatically recognised the tonal

values of the images, clustering the ones with dark backgrounds together.

Roush Trade

series,

da Rimini/Mongrel 2005.

4.1 2

Voudou clouds and gnostic coding

Harwood's interest in the divine, particularly in relation to programming and networks,
draws inspiration from the visionary ideas of English poet and artist William Blake (Bosma
2002). Blake was an engraver from a poor background, and never accepted by the elite.
After being arrested on grounds of treason (for beating up a soldier), and narrowly
escaping with his life, his writing became more coded. (Harwood 2005, pers. com.,
16 Nov). An idealist embodying the revolutionary spirit of the 1790s (French and American
revolutions), Blake was instrumental to the abolitionist movement (Erdman). He professed
that the works of William Shakespeare, Milton, and the Bible, were all divine books as they
revealed divine imagination. Blake opposed Newton, making links between the scientist's
theory of gravity, his work with the Bank of England, the start of capitalism, and the
ruination of Albion (England). He also reacted against the 'satanic mills' that typified the
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industrial revolution's 'new deal' for the poor in all its horror, illustrated the ideas of
feminist Mary Wollstonecraft, and rioted alongside other commoners to free people from
Newgate prison (Harwood 2005, pers. com., 16 Nov).

In a critique of Mongrel's London.PL cultural theorist Josephine Bosma (2002) explains,
'in the Blake perl poem the words of Blake are transformed into a code to manipulate
London'. Whereas William Blake used his skills and imagination to create a text which
would affect the emotional and cultural consciousness of an eighteenth century
audience...Graham Harwood as Blake in the twenty-first century uses the text to perform
on two levels at once: that of literature (or the purely imaginary) and that of physical, be
it audible space' (see figure 34).
The deep levels of programming that the Netmonster project demanded, reactivated
Harwood's interest in what he calls gnostic coding'. Armin Medosch (2005 a) explains that
Harwood's use of the term 'speculative software', describes software programs such as
Netmonster 'that are highly political from the very point of their conception. Each
programme is like a thesis, a rendering visible of relations or truths that are normally
hidden'.
Rather than operating on a transcendental plane, Harwood places spectres, angels and
demons in the network flows that constitute transglobal capitalism. They are
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manifestations of the occult, the hidden knowledge, qabala of code, which perhaps
software can reveal (see figures 35 and 36).

Figure 35. Slice from a

Netmonster v.0.3

collage. The witch is Old Mother Shipton from Yorkshire,

England's most famous seer who, in the sixteenth century, predicted something akin to the internet.
( Around the world thoughts shall fly, In the twinkling of an eye .) These collages slices were used in the
video animations for the installations illustrated in Figures 38 & 39. Rough

Trade

series, da

Rimini/Mongrel 2005.

David Berry acknowledges the bloody history' of code, owing a debt 'to war and
government'. Computer code can also be both metaphor and reality, it serves as a
translation between different discourses and spheres...' Referencing the ideas of Deleuze
and Guattari, Berry continues, code is pure concept instantiated into the languages of
machines. Coding is the art of forming, inventing and fabricating structures based on these
languages....The coder is the friend of the code, the potentiality of the code, not merely
forming, inventing and fabricating code but also desiring’ (Berry & Pawlik 2005).
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Harwood weaves together the occult, code, networks and desire:

1. Imagination

All notions take form here (science, commercial, whatever is not

concrete)
2. They come into being (take on physical / social forms)
3. Decay, return to nothing.

So the network exists quite literally in the imagination — it has no physical form and creates
a desiring network (porn, ebay). Within that network we can, through code and our
imagination, filter out the spectres that are forming - and from them intervene before they
become concrete. Or reveal the spirit states of things already made concrete.
(Harwood 2005, pers. comm., 16 Nov)

Figure 36. Slice from a

Netmonster v.0.3

collage. The staring eye belongs to Sadako, the vengeful

ghost trapped in a well from Nakata Hideo's terrifying film,

Ringu,

based on the book by koji Suzuki.

Sadako could be thought of as a kind of media virus ghost, causing the death of all those who watch a
cursed video tape. Rough
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The imaginative level of Harwood's speculative programming experiments is a
conceptual exploration underpinned by actual coding; a summonsing of spectres in the
network to disrupt and transform the Bit Commons'. This neat turn of phrase both refers to
the elemental bits and bytes of computer code seeding the digital commons, and is also a
denigrating, classist mode of address that implies someone or something is of lowly value
and not worthy of respect, in other words, a bit common'. Rewriting one of the Diggers'
manifestos202 (see figure 37), the revolutionary peasants who fought against the enclosures
of 17th Century England (Linebaugh & Rediker 2001), Mongrel declares that the fight is on
against proprietors who want to own 'the code and communications that grow upon the Bitcommons and Technological Wastelands of the Code-of-War'.

FROM MONGRELS

EVERYWHERE,
DIRECTED
To all that call themselves, or are called

People of Manors and
Proprietary
That have begun to cut, or that through
feat and eovetausness. da intend to an n
the code and conuniiniathrm s that grow uftan die
Bif-tranmons and ’let hnalogieit/ f I a lie Lands of the ('.adr-itf- 11 at.
Which WE i* thinking a BIT-RICH.

Figure 37.

Bit Commons,
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Many of Harwood's texts over the past five years have been written in the form of Perl
scripts; they reflect Mongrel's commitment to use art to expose the oppressive nature of
proprietary media. Newspapers, television, telecommunication systems and software are
all systems of representation and codification, clutched in the hands of the few, to contain
and control the many. For Harwood paranoid social elites on the way to or from war have
always composed, spawned, coded systems by which they and their minions may sleep
better at night' (Harwood 2003). The fantasies of these elite 'have spawned strange and
bewildering hierarchies of knowledge and war', which find material realisation in countless
ways, ranging from cross-matching of citizen information gathered from taxation office,
medical and social security databases to the interfacing of satellite imaging systems with
computer-controlled missiles.
Mongrel propose grabbing the tools of the masters to put them to unanticipated uses,
building upon them in order to create new systems of representation and production.
Referring to their National Heritage203 project as 'more a campaign then a single work', in
1998 Mongrel explained that 'one of the ideas high on our agenda is to address is the
computer's ability to infinitely reproduce its masters' image. We repeatedly nag-and-stab
at the bloody miscarriage of cyber-civilisation, in an attempt to force into view the images
of those being reproduced so purely and cleanly’. We also check the wallet of those who
benefit' (Mongrel 1998). Five years later Harwood declared, "We need to squash these
[exceptional fantasies of the social elite] at the level of algorithm and representation. The
algorithm creates the scaffolding on which the author of a knowledge-based system hangs
himself" (Harwood 2003). The following excerpt from executed-coat-thief204 by Harwood
(2003) is a poetic summary of this vision.

use Constant;

CODE_OF_WAR = ("anything taken out of the hands

of the many and put in the hands of a few");
use Constant;

PUBLIC_DOMAIN = "ALL knowledge NO MATTER WHAT,

should be available to us. Whether nuclear arms manufacture,
anthrax breeding colonies or the environmental impact of nailvarnish remover in the tanning factories of Southend-on-sea Essex
U.K. ";
Rise up on wings of desire. Fly from rats lice poverty famine &
violence - escape the CODE_OF_WAR enter the palace of the
PUBLIC DOMAIN
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According to Florian Cramer (2002), for Mongrel software is foremost a 'cultural,
politically coded construct'. Given the enormity of the vision of taking on the 'master
codes', imagination becomes a weapon and a strategy. In 1998 Harwood advised, "Form
your own networks. Burrow into the decaying matter of the twentieth century....We need
to migrate as many radical and speculative threads as possible at this time". Hence the
symbolic importance of revealing agents of the divine, the angels and spectres in the
network flows. Indeed, the whole of the internet is as much of a mental and imaginary
construct, as it is a material reality of servers, software and cables. The Blood Network
installation depicted in figure 38 in part was based on this idea.
Agnese Trocchi, a Roman video activist with Candida TV, writer, and member of the
ldentity_runners art group, expressed the hauntings against the master codes:

The Lords Of Globalization possess the ghost of simulation that haunted our flesh body, a
network of submission built to let Capital be more and more fast and the body reduced to a
subroutine of organs, each one with his specific production features. We want to infect the
simulacra with our flesh (Trocchi 1996).

Harwood presents a complementary perspective:

I think SPECTRE is a good way to describe what Net-Monster makes - (occult guide to
network administration). SPECTRE - A ghostly apparition; a phantom. A haunting or
disturbing image or prospect - it forms links between the imaginings of peoples - it
evolves from the desires it finds played out on the bit common formed from the copulations
of men and machines.
I feel more and more that the networks are inhabited by angels and daemons, Specters
and devils (so far I have seen SPECTERS) - they show themselves in linguistic cracks
(searching inappropriately) - Net-Monster is helping me witness them. The network is the
spiritual plane of (transglobal capitalism) rich and bloated human activity and as such is
inhabited by all the dark phobias and sexual frenzies of physical life - but being inherently
unformed — it exacts even greater power over mortals. It enters their souls through
imagination. It enters their stomachs with online banking. Strongest of all, it represents
their sexual life (Harwood 2005, pers. comm., 8 March).

The speculative visions of Harwood, Mongrel, Mervin Jarman, Jaromil, Trocchi and
other cultural activists recall William Gibson's dystopian cyberpunk world of Neuromancer
author. The difference is that these cultural activists are making media platforms,
software and art projects to generate alternatives to the bleak new enclosures.
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Our dreams rise from the earth, then manifest themselves in a blood network,
a network made of our bodies.

Figure 38.

Blood Network

video animation incorporating

the De Quincy Co for the performance of

Netmonster

Dictionary of Atmospheres

imagery. Video commissioned by
for the 2005 Alice Springs Festival.

Installation view, Todd River, Alice Springs, Sept 2005. Video by Francesca da Rimini and Agnese Trocchi.
Sound by Daniele Satvati. Photograph of installation © Mayu Kanamori 2005.
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4.13

Mohammed B and future plans for Netmonster

Netmonster is an ongoing project for Mongrel, with Harwood now on the fifth version of
the beta program, and more code upgrades planned for 2006. Each rewriting of the code
takes into account feedback from users, whether they be Mongrel members, or people like
myself in the larger Mongrel network who have used the software for specific projects
(see figure 39).

Figure 39. Exhibition of

Rough Trade

at Artspace, Adelaide, 31 July

17 August 2005, for

the South Australian Living Artists Festival. Two digital prints made with
a video art work using animated

Netmonster

Netmonster,

and

imagery, were exhibited in the gallery. A

third print and second video at work were exhibited in the window of Arts SA in one of
the main streets in the Adelaide CBD. See Appendix D and End Pocket 1.

Rough Trade

series, da Rimini/Mongrel 2005.

The most recent Netmonster project to manifest publicly is Mohammed B. This was a
commissioned work by the Netherlands' national newspaper Volkskrant for their online Oog
section, which is a platform for visual artists to provide commentary on current affairs205.
Launched on 2 November 2005, Mohammed B. (see figure 40) responded to the anniversary
of the murder by Mohammed Bouyeri of the controversial Dutch filmmaker Theo Van Gogh.
In the Dutch media Mohammed Bouyeri was referred to simply as Mohammed B'.
Netmonster takes the first images circulated online of Mohammed B, and 'from these seeds
mohammedb.jpg" [the digital image file] populates the network'.
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Harwood explained to me a few days before the project was launched, "I tried to make
the file mohamed_b.jpg and its proliferation the subject....! thought
tracing

tracking and

the seeds was enough". In another communication on the same day Harwood

revealed, "I feel like I don't know what I'm doing - other then revealing demons.
Net_Monster asks so many questions and provides almost no answers" (Harwood 2005, pers.
comm., 24 Oct).
If the development pathway of Netmonster follows the same pattern of its many
Mongrel predecessors, then it will continue to evolve, adding more layers of conceptual
and technical complexity to itself. The questions will become more, not less, but perhaps
from those curious seeds some answers will begin to emerge out of the network flows.
Answers, like ghosts, appear when you least expect them!
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Chapter Five, Conclusion
# Now everywhere is war - war206

Bob Marley

Art born from the 'network of networks' — the internet, holds within it series of
transient operations and stored instructions which led to its creation. Speaking generally
about media art, Medosch (2005 b) proposed that behind any picture, there is a process,
and behind this lies an image. This image is 'a constellation of forces, of energies and
motives, [and] is constructed as a montage of information flows. Work of this type
becomes applied critical theory. It exposes the underbelly of the romanticist beast...it
shows us the bios207 of the information society, the bios-political'.
Graham Harwood gave me Netmonster, and a little patch on his corner of the digital
commons, to experiment with what the software might reveal. My Rough Trade plants are
still growing; I hear them calling me back. In return for Mongrel's gifts (software, tech
support and server space are the new gold, frankincense and myrrh - Hark! a monster is
born), I offer Harwood (quoted in Bosma 2002 a) some of the last words on software,
complexity, culture and the CODE_OF_WAR.

One problem we have at the moment is that we have these beautiful systems for collecting
tax, these marvelous giant algorithms that are ale to extract money out of our pockets.
They have a great poetic. How they work, how they configure and bring all these different
people together and how they structure them in these big things....It is a beautiful
monster. And you want to make it work right...you want to be able to take all this money
out and spend it on arms and all these other things. Programmers sit there completely
fascinated by this giant monster, this universe of taking tax. The thing is, you need to be
able to describe that. They only do this because it is beautiful. People don't do things that
don’t have this kind of beauty. It is the same beauty as the pilot dropping the bomb on
people. It is very beautiful from above. He looks down and it is aesthetically pleasing, it is
elegant, it is powerful, it is beautiful. That is why he can drop the bomb. It is the same
thing with the tax system or the social security system or all these other giant systems.
They are all beautiful. We need to be able to critique that__We are dealing with structures
that occupy our lives.

Everything that lies beneath our keystroked fingertips carries fragments of histories of
silk and slaves, obsessive engineers, ruthless deal makers and an oracle or two. Future
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biomachines and quantum engines will carry faint traces of the sticky paw prints of the
'blue pigs', 'monsters', 'collossi' and 'beasts' that preceded them. The evolution of computing
was tightly linked to the demands for informatic control and mathematical accuracy,
expressed by those nations at the forefront of industrialisation in the nineteeth and
twentieth centuries - England, France and, later, the United States. The ingenuity and
labour of a bevy of inventors served capital's interests well, their efforts growing the dirty
tangle of power, politics, information and domination that tumble together in the
’CODE_OF_WAR's endless repeat cycle.

# Code which information society requires to run its
symbolic machines
$ cd /remote/permawar
$ run hearts_and_minds.exe
# code which neofeudal society needs to guide its
MOAB208 machines
$ run shock and awe.exe

Mongrel (2004 i) suggest that when 'new common cultural spaces open up in the public
domain as they did with the internet in the 1990's, those with the proprietary right or
economic might, usually attempt enclosure.' Luckily, all is not lost; technology might not
be neutral, but it sure doesn't take sides. It is not a player, but we can play with it, and
make of it what we will. It is the ludic that perhaps distinguishes humans from many other
creatures; whales might sing, but do beetles play? Satire, pranks, parody and street art
remix the master codes. Network flows now invite new generative games. Software as
culture. Rasta software, I and I. 0+1 +1+1+1 +0+0+1. Or, 0+0, after Wittig.209
In the freely-traded zones of late capitalism, information technologies are still servicing
governments' will to monitor and control their citizenry. Delivering the punch without the
card. Hollerith minus the hole. To fulfil the prophesy of 1984, network society needed to
be fully networked to run the master codes. Enter the internet. Command and control
sometimes employs stealth methods; the clandestine keystroke monitor recording 'every
move you make'.210 Other times the overt approach is used; the CCTV cameras
orchestrating a giant networked narrative of the city, watching 'every step you take',211 or
the download police hauling off yet another spotty teen spirit for the heinous crime of
peer exchange. And sometimes the technology is so ubiquitous, so pervasive in our lives,
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that, as its makers predicted, it has become invisible, like the magician's cloak.
Yet simultaneously mirror technologies are being co-operatively built, shared and used
in a deeply networked, informatised, immaterial, cultural space — the consensual
hallucination, or 'collective subjectivity',212 named 'the digital commons’. The free software
movement provided much of the ground which now supports thousands of thriving
ecosystems, rich mongrelised sites of social and cultural production. Like the first Jacquard
loom, the commons is a self-feeding mechanism, but these patterns are always changing.
As Harwood puts it:

At first, experimentation is pursued in all directions until the pathways of least resistance
are charted and turned to profit - at which time generalised investment becomes scarce investment being redirected to deepen and widen the channels of least resistance to profit.
This receding wave of investment from the experimental, leaves behind islands of
adventure to be colonized by artists, deviants, outsiders, asylum seekers, immigrants,
pirates and the insane. People adopt many strategies to keep their islands open and free at
these moments of enclosure, they start creating protocols and formats collectively. Sailors
of these isles start transporting ideas of freedom, bounty and hope to foreign ports,
attracting new settlements213 (Mongrel 2004 i).

Netmonster is one manifestation of that strange and heady mix of dream, vision,
intellectual labour and aching body that is underneath and within every project of
software creation. For Fuller (2003), 'software creates sensoriums...ways of seeing,
knowing and doing in the world'; it both contains a model of the world, and ’shape[s] it
every time it is used'. But as Harwood points out, 'We do not know what Netmonster is for,
nor do we care'. So which world exactly is this 'poetic structure' modelling, or summonsing,
with its voudou clouds of code? A software half-formed casts its own spell, much like a
painting not yet finished. In the process of 'becoming', it holds the seed of the Infinite. But
it is too late to begin another conversation on gnostic coding; that could be a fruitful point
of departure for future research.
The Tao teaches that 'the way is shadowy and indistinct'.214 Like making art, always; like
writing software, often. The new enclosures are bright in comparison to the immaterial
flows and intelligent mists that animate the digital commons. The arrogance of Power has
no need of subtlety or ambiguity, as witnessed daily in any news media. Software as
culture is a new societal phenomenon. As different voices and experiences vibrate like
strings in n-dimensional fields, the way will become, possibly, less shadowy, and more
distinct.
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The embrace by the 'Fourth World' of free software (and the rejection of the new
enclosures it implies) is one sign, amongst many others, that social and cultural change on
an unprecedented scale is afoot. The spaces of the imagination — and especially
networked imaginations, offer ways to make sense of these changes, and to explore the
potential of the new generative realms.

*******
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Notes

Discourses about social software are linked with other contemporary discourses — on
data art, software art, software as culture, net.art, media activism, new media art,
and so on. Software studies is an emerging academic discipline, and covers many of
the above discourses, in addition to more technical subjects such as computerhuman interface (CGI), network protocols, and so on. The concept of 'social
software' is relatively new, articulated in the first instance by mainly English and
European cultural activists and theorists including Matthew Fuller, Florian Cramer,
Armin Medosch, Andreas Broeckmann, Josephine Bosma and Inke Arns. In the seminal
book on the subject, Behind the Blip: Essays on the culture of Software, Matthew
Fuller defines social software as:
...software built by and for those of us locked out of the narrowly engineered
subjectivity of mainstream software. It is software which asks itself what kind
of currents, what kinds of machine, numerical, social, and other dynamics, it
feeds in and out of, and what others can be brought into being. The second
strand is related to this. It is software that is directly born, changed, and
developed as the result of an ongoing sociability between users and
programmers in which demands are made on the practices of coding that
exceed their easy fit into standardised social relations (Fuller 2003, p. 24).
Mongrel's website at <http://www.mongrelx.org/> links to some of their internetbased projects, and documentation of other software projects, including the widely
acclaimed CD-ROM Rehearsal of Memory, and the Linker multimedia authoring tool.
CODE_OF_WAR = (anything taken out of the hands of the many
and put in the hands of a few)
'Exceptional Fantasies' at <www.scotoma.org/notes/index.cgi7MonsterUpdate>.
A beta (trial) version of the software was publicly launched on 14 October 2004 as
part of an Artist-in-Residency undertaken by Mongrel at Brown University in the
United States between 2-16 October 2004. Since that time, because the software is
still being developed and is still technically unstable, it has only been used by
Mongrel themselves to create elements of their own art projects, and by myself for
this research project.
I have over twenty years experience in the field of media art as a researcher,
curator, arts manager, writer/editor, video maker and artist, and have also worked
for information technology companies. As a Project Officer for the Art and
Technology Pilot Project in the 1980s I researched and co-wrote the Art and
Technology Report, whose recommendations led to the establishment of the peak
body for the field, the Australian Network for Art and Technology (ANAT), of which I
was appointed Founding Executive Officer in 1988. Between 1991-97 I was a member
of the cyberfeminist art collective VNS Matrix, a group which created numerous
interventions into mainstream and arts discourse about the social relations of new
technology, exhibiting, speaking and publishing widely. In 1995-96 I curated
Virogenesis, a national touring event which brought four significant international
media artists to Australia. The artists included Graham Harwood, who went on to
form Mongrel, the makers of Netmonster and other social software projects; and
Matthew Fuller, author of Behind the Blip, the first book dealing specifically with
software as culture. My artistic practice is research-based and involves
interdisciplinary collaborations, with the three most documented and exhibited
projects being internet-based - GashGirl, dollspace and Los Dias y Las Noches de
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Los Muertos. In 1999 I received a New Media Fellowship from the Australia Council
which enabled a long period of intensive research and production work on two largescale projects, soft accidents is an internet and software project exploring quantum
physics and indigenous knowledge systems, identity_runners is an on/off-line
collaborative project in which our group develops micro-stages for performative
events around current issues in biotechnology and military technology. I continue to
regularly work with software artists and socially-engaged computer programmers
around the world. Links to a number of my online art projects can be found at:
<gashgirl.sysx.org>.
The recipes deserve their own chapter, and perhaps this will occur in a future study.
Mongrel meals which immediately come to mind include Mervin Jarman's spicy
Jamaican chicken, Matsuko Yokokoji's Japanese onigiri (rice balls), Graham
Harwood's jelliedeel and cockles, my minestrone, cream cakes from Gilberts bakery,
Richard Wright's fish pie, and Graham's mum Win's traditional Sunday roast with
Yorkshire pudding and gravy. I have yet to taste the specialities of original Mongrel
member, Richard Pierre Davis.
This artist-in-residency was the core component of an art project called Softly from
the Ruins. I had conceived this project several years earlier, in response to an
invitation by Media Art Projects (MAP), a London project generated by Lisa Haskell,
an arts worker who has facilitated numerous community-based new media initiatives
in England for many years. I was interested to undertake a period of residency in
collaboration with identity_runners, an art group of which I have been a member (as
Liquid_Nation) since 1999. The other core members are Diane Ludin (Ephemera)
from New York, and Agnese Trocchi (Discordia) from Rome. The funding for my
travel to England (in January and June), a residency with Mongrel, and a weekend
workshop in London at the independent artist-run space Furtherfield, was already in
place when I started my Masters candidature. It was serendipitous that Softly from
the Ruins allowed me two periods of time in Southend with Mongrel, with enough
time to start the research with Netmonster. In January I interviewed Lisa Haskell
about new media projects she has been involved with in England and Jamaica,
material to be incorporated into future research on the subject of social software.
Media Art Projects: <mediaartprojects.org.uk/>
Softly from the Ruins workshop: <idrunners.southspace.net/view/Main/WebHome>
Some documentation of identity_runner projects: <www.idrunners.net/>
Furtherfield: <www.furtherfield.org/
Manuel Castells is acknowledged by Frank Webster and others as the leading theorist
analysing the relationships between information and society (Webster 2001, p. 97).
In his comprehensive three-volume opus, The Information Age: Economy, Society
and Culture, Castells uses a holistic approach to empirical evidence and personal
cross-cultural research in his post-Marxist analysis of the material features of
'informational societies', the kinds of social movements arising out of 'network
society', macro-political affairs, and associated processes of social transformation
(Castells 1998, 2000).
The ancient Romans did use mills but, apart from a few exceptions, they had been
driven by slaves rather than harnessing natural forces (Gimpel 1988, pp. 7-10).
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The duration of the patent was only for three years, and the content of the patent
makes interesting reading, as evidenced by the following excerpt:
Considering that the admirable Filippo Brunelleschi, a man of the most
perspicacious intellect, industry, and invention, citizen of Florence, has
invented some machine or kind of ship, by means of which he thinks he can
easily, at any time, bring in any merchandise and load on the river Arno and on
any other river or water, for less money than usual, and with several other
benefits to merchants and others, and that he refuses to make such machine
available to the public, in order that the fruit of his genius and skill may not be
reaped by another without his will and consent; and that, if he enjoyed some
prerogative concerning this, he would open up what he is hiding and would
disclose it to all...
The patent goes on to warn would-be ideas thieves that their imitations would be
burnt or otherwise destroyed.
Source: <www.Stanford.edu/~broich/tamingnature/endnotes.htm#Patent>
This thesis is full of monsters, Brunelleschi's boat, // Badalone or The Monster, being
one of them. Brunelleschi had been prompted to design it to haul Carraran marble up
the Arno to Firenze for the Duomo, whose vaulted dome the Medici had
commissioned him to complete, itself an extraordinary design and engineering
challenge. Sadly, the monster sank ignomoniously (Broich Et Condie).
Stefan Szczelkun (1993) notes that between 1760 and 1860 in England, one hundred
and fifty thousand people were hung, basically for the crime of poverty. Vagabonds
risked being transported to the colonies or enslaved. There were four times as many
English people in this situation as compared to their European counterparts.
Jubilee was a biblically-inspired and culturally mixed movement to abolish slavery
which 'sang its way to freedom'. It criss-crossed the Atlantic, linking reformers in
England with their (free, freed and enslaved) counterparts in the Americas. Jubilee
is described and critically examined throughout Linebaugh and Rediker's The Many
Headed Hydra (2000). In a sermon entitled Jubilee! by Rev. Robert Hardies (2002),
the origins of Jubilee are explained:
The Jubilee Year is the sabbatical writ large. No work is to be done for an entire
year. The land must lie fallow and whatever grows naturally from it is to be given
to the poor and the animals. All land accumulated over the last 50 years must be
returned to its original owners. All debts shall be forgiven. All slaves freed. And
then, after all that is taken care of, every person is to return home to their
ancestral lands to make peace and to rest....In America, many slaves saw their
condition through the lens of Jubilee. While still enslaved, they sang of the great
day when God would finally make good on God's promise of Jubilee. When all
captives would be set free. And when emancipation came, they sang about the
fulfillment of that promise. And so the musical tradition that is handed down to
us is one of great hope. Hope forged in a time when hope was absolutely
unwarranted! When the only hope to cling to was the song itself. And it was
enough. It was enough.
Source: <www.all-souls.org/sermons/20021117.htm>.
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The following verse from Kingdom Coming (quoted in Linebaugh and Rediker, p. 300)
sums up the spirit of the abolitionists' revolutionary interpretation of the Hebrew
Bible's (Old Testament) promise of Jubilee:
Oh, the master run, ha ha!
And the darkies stay, ho ho!
So now must be the Kingdom cornin'
And the year of the Jubilo
My glib generalisation completely falls apart when examining the issue of child
labour as a global phenomenon. In fact, the consumerist excesses of the West under
advanced capitalism are in part made possible by exploitative and enforced labour
practices in the 'global South'. The International Programme on the Elimination of
Child Labour (IPEC) claims that 'Worldwide, some 211 million children aged 5-14 can
be found at work'. See <www.ilo.org/public/english/standards/ipec/simpoc/>.
See also the copious data streams emanating from the joint inter-agency (World
Bank, UNICEF et al) research program, Understanding Children's Work and its
Impact, accessible online at <www.ucw-project.org/index.html>. A cynical observer
of 'information society' might conclude that, despite seemingly endless reports and
statistical analysis of child labour, the situation will not change, due to the
economic imperatives of globalisation overriding social and moral concerns.
In 1937, a young English mathematics student, Alan Turing, 'imagined a machine that
could be used to generate complex numbers.... a symbol-manipulating machine'
(Agar 2001, pp. 88-89, italics in original). These, and similar, thought experiments
and mathematical abstractions, later generated the concept of a Universal Turing
Machine, that is, 'any stored-program computer [which] can be programmed to act as
if it were another' (Ceruzzi 2003, p. 149).
Turing's conceptual approach in the 1930s reflects Adam Smith's ideas about
breaking down labour into its smallest components, and recalls also the desire of
Gaspard de Prony, and later Charles Babbage, in replacing humans with machines to
perform mental tasks (See Chapter Two). Turing knew that an algorithm is typically
specified by a list of rules that a person can follow in a precise mechanical manner,
like a recipe in a cookbook. But he shifted his focus from the rules to what the
person actually did when carrying them out. He was able to show, by a process of
successively stripping away inessential details, that such a person could be limited
to a few extremely simple basic actions without changing the final outcome of the
computation. Turing's next step was to see if the person could be replaced by a
machine capable of performing these same basic actions....As a byproduct, he found
a mathematical model of an all-purpose computing machine (Davis 2000, pp. 147-8,
italics in original). As a side note, Davis points out that in the 1930s most human
computers were women, whose work involved 'making marks on a sheet of paper'.
Turing's ideas would have a profound influence on the emerging field of Artificial
Intelligence. In particular, see his classic paper Computing Machinery and
Intelligence (Turing 1950). See <www.cse.msu.edu/~cse841/papers/Turing.html>.
During WW2 Turing worked as a code-breaker at the Code and Cypher School at
Bletchley Park, the centre of the Allies' efforts to decrypt the German Enigma
machines. His first task was to 'improve the bombes, the machines that increasingly
replaced the human processes of guessing decryptions'. The cryptanalytical bombes
were built by British Tabulating Machines, owner of the Hollerith license for the
entire 'British Empire' (Davis 2000, pp. 170-75; Agar 2001, pp. 101-9). See Solving
the Enigma by Jennifer Wilcox (2001): <www.nsa.gov/publications/publi00016.cfm>.
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After the war, Turing worked with the first ever general purpose electronic
computer to be built, the 'experimental monster', born in 1948 at Manchester
University, and nicknamed the 'Blue Pig’. A later version of this monster built in
1962, the Atlas, used a 'hierarchy of memories, each slower but larger than the one
below it', that 'gave the user the illusion of a single-level fast memory of large
capacity'. This beast was 'one of the most influential on successive generations' of
computers (Davis 2000, pp. 177-97; Agar 2001, pp. 120-22, Ceruzzi 2003, p. 245).
In the build up to the United States' entry to WW2, American mathematician Howard
Aitken was funded handsomely by the US Navy, and supported with machines and
expertise by IBM, to build a modern version of Babbage's Difference Engine. The
Automatic Sequence Controlled Calculator, renamed Harvard Mark 1, was used for
'churning out numbers for naval weapon design'. Simultaneously, 'a second monster
was under construction....the Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer — the
ENIAC...also born of speed and conflict'. ENIAC’s creators, physicist John W. Mauchly
and J. Presper Eckert, had been funded by the US Army to build a 'monster
calculator'. The army 'was desperate' for a machine which would be able to rapidly
process the complex simultaneous equations needed to produce ballistic tables for
the new anti-aircraft guns. Finished in 1945 the ENIAC missed the war, but it was
soon employed for other military tasks, including thermonuclear bomb calculations
for the nascent science of nuclear physics (Fitzpatrick 1998; Agar 2001, pp. 53-61).
Engineer Konrad Zuse was employed at the Henschel aircraft company during
Germany's rearmament phase in the mid-1930s. The company was pressured to
hasten production of its new, fast military planes but was hampered by the time
needed for vital mathematical calculations to ensure the stability of the fuselage
and wings. Because there were up to thirty unknowns in these calculations, they
were best solved by simultaneous equations, but this would take a team of
mathematicians weeks of labour. Zuse realised that this complex series of processes
could be mechanised, if there was a calculator which could read a 'plan' or script
giving the order of the equations to be sequentially calculated. Zuse's great
intellectual contribution was to conceive of using binary numbers for the plan,
machinic memory and calculations.
In 1938 Zuse built a prototype, the Z3, at home with the help of friends, including
Helmut Schreyer, a Nazi and hobbyist projectionist. The binary plan was punched
into celluloid film reels. Schreyer later planned to use electronic vacuum tubes to
control the calculator but around this time Hitler halted all speculative research.
Zuse moved to Switzerland and went on to invent other computers. He wrote the
world's first special-purpose programming language, Plankalkul ('calculus for a
computing plan'), which however seems to have ended up in a Darwinian backwater
as far as languages go (Agar 2001, pp. 41-52; Ceruzzi 2003, pp. 83-84). See also The
Life and Work of Konrad Zuse, by Prof. Horst Zuse, at <www.epemag.com/zuse>.
See the influential United States neocon (neo-conservative) think tank, Project for
the New American Century, for an exposition of permanent warfare, at
<www.newamericancentury.org/>.
The Center for Security Policy, presided over by Frank Gaffney, has the
Orwellian-sounding mission 'to promote ‘Peace through Strength”. Modeled on the
1970s anti-detente Committee on the Present Danger, the centre views itself as a 'a
forceful, and often lonely, voice of reason and realism'. Many members of the
Centre's 'community' are not so lonely now, and hold powerful positions in the United
States Administration. The website announces:
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An early member of the Center's Board of Advisors, Richard Cheney, is now Vice
President of the United States. President Bush appointed a distinguished recipient
of the Center's Keeper of the Flame Award, Donald Rumsfeld, to be his Secretary
of Defense. And Secretary Rumsfeld and his counterparts elsewhere in the
government have invited an extraordinary number of members of the Center's
National Security Advisory Council and others of the Center's colleagues to serve
in top positions in the U.S. government.
The organisation's website is a repository of commissioned and press articles
expounding the neocon position. The selling of 'Perma War 'appears to be deeply
linked to creating the impression that America is constantly under threat, by both
shadowy, and recognisable, 'enemies. Their current project, the 'Peace through
Strength Campaign: Mobilizing Americans in Support of the War on Terror', is 'a
national campaign to engage and mobilize Americans in the war against terror....The
goals...include: Mobilizing and empowering the ‘silent majority’ of Americans
supportive of the Administration's national security policies; Providing the President
the support he is likely to need, especially if the conflict in Iraq proves to be more
costly and/or protracted than hoped; Creating an indispensable national securityminded constituency that will be needed to sustain the large Pentagon and
Homeland Security expenditures made necessary by the war on terror'.
<www.centerforsecuritypolicy.org>.
One of the standard bearers for 'Perma War' is US Secretary Of Defense Donald
Rumsfeld. See the following excerpt from a radio interview with Sean Hannity in
November 2005 for typical 'socialisation' of the concept via the media. Earlier in this
interview Rumsfeld denigrates the current efforts of American politicians and peace
activists to uncover the truth about the intelligence on the alleged weapons of mass
destruction, saying 'To have people try to rewrite history I think is unfortunate. It's
unfortunate because it can cause confusion with the American people.'
HANNITY: Mr. Secretary, do you see this war winding down in the next two years?
SECRETARY RUMSFELD: Oh, sure. Let me -- No, let me rephrase it. First of all, I
don’t know what war you’re talking about.
HANNITY: I'm talking about the war in Iraq.
SECRETARY RUMSFELD: Okay, if you're talking about Iraq -- The Global War on
Terror I regret to say is going to go on for some time because of the advantage
that a terrorist has in being able to attack and the difficulty of defending against
attacks at any location at any moment of the day or night.
Source: <www.defenselink.mil/transcripts/2005/tr20051115-secdef4302.html>.
In a missive entitled The fourth world war has begun', first published in Le Monde
diplomatique in September 1997, Subcomandante Marcos makes a direct connection
between 'total war', the ideology of neoliberalism and the 'technological revolution'.
Apart from mistakenly placing Japan as one of the victors in the new war, Marcos
presciently describes geo-political relations in the new millenium:
Unlike the third world war, in which the conflict between capitalism and
socialism took place over a variety of terrains and with varying degrees of
intensity, the fourth world war is being conducted between major financial
centres in theatres of war that are global in scale and with a level of intensity
that is fierce and constant__The third world war showed the benefits of "total
war" for its victor, which was capitalism. In the post-cold war period we see the
emergence of a new planetary scenario in which the principal conflictual
elements are the growing importance of no-man’s-lands (arising out of the
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collapse of the Eastern bloc countries), the expansion of a number of major
powers (the United States, the European Union and Japan), a world economic
crisis and a new technical revolution based on information technology. Thanks
to computers and the technological revolution, the financial markets, operating
from their offices and answerable to nobody but themselves, have been
imposing their laws and world-view on the planet as a whole. Globalisation is
merely the totalitarian extension of the logic of the finance markets to all
aspects of life. Where they were once in command of their economies, the
nation states (and their governments) are commanded - or rather
telecommanded - by the same basic logic of financial power, commercial free
trade. And in addition, this logic has profited from a new permeability created
by the development of telecommunications to appropriate all aspects of social
activity. At last, a world war which is totally total!
Available online at <mondediplo.com/1997/09/marcos>.
Castells argues against the 'absurdly primitive notion of ‘uncoded’ real experience'
claiming that all experience is now encoded in some way. He defines real virtuality
as a system 'in which reality itself (that is, people's material/symbolic existence) is
entirely captured, fully immersed in...the world of make believe, in which
appearances are not just on the screen through which experience is communicated,
but they become the experience' (Castells 2000, p. 403).
Big Daddy Mainframe was a character in All New Gen, a 'vapourware' game made by
the cyberfeminist art group VNS Matrix, of which I was a member. First exhibited in
1992, Big Daddy Mainframe was the human embodiment of the military-industrial
complex, a faceless man in a business suit, his head replaced by the logo 'BDM'. His
nemesis, the omniscient and omnipresent All New Gen, could morph between three
incarnations - a computer virus, a biological virus and an intelligent mist. Gen was a
product of the networks, tasked to 'sow the seeds of the new world disorder' and
dismantle Big Daddy's databanks. As an intelligent mist All New Gen was a
completely immaterial 'girl'. See <gashgirl.sysx.org/VNS/TEXT/PINKMANI.HTM>.
Large countries with varied economies, such as India and Brazil, can support
simultaneously all levels of productive processes: information-based production of
services, modern industrial production of goods, and traditional handicraft,
agricultural, and mining production. There does not need to be an orderly historical
progression among these forms, but rather they mix and co-exist. All of the forms of
production exist within the networks of the world market and under the domination
of the informational production of services (Hardt £t Negri 2000, p. 288).
It is interesting that the two countries singled out in this example are playing
significant roles in information technology. According to the website IT Outsourcing
India, India is the second largest software exporter in the world. Source:
<itoutsourcingindia.com/india/>. Researcher Cesar Brod notes that 'in April 2002,
Peru has become the latest Latin American country to propose a bill mandating the
use of open source software in government organisation. Brazil, Mexico and
Argentina already have similar proposals in place. Most of those proposals require
that the software used by the government agencies have their source code available
for auditing by the tax payers, once they are the ones actually paying for it' (Brod
2003, Free Software in Latin America).
All quotations in this paragraph are drawn from sociologist and social theorist
Maurizio Lazzarato's 1996 essay, Immaterial Labour. I have used the English
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translation by Paul Colilli and Ed Emory available online at:
<www.generation-online.org/c/fcimmateriallabour3.htm>. An English version of the
essay is in print in Hardt, M. & Virno, P. (eds.), Radical Thought in Italy: A Potential
Politics, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis (pp. 133-47). The ideas were
first explored in depth in Lazzarato's book Lavoro Immateriale: Forme di Vita e
Produzione di Soggettivita, Ombre Corte, Verona.
Rather than capital 'incorporating' from the outside the authentic fruits of the
collective imagination, it seems more reasonable to think of cultural flows as
originating within a field that is always and already capitalism. Incorporation is
not about capital descending on authentic culture, but a more immanent process
of channeling collective labour (even as cultural labour) into monetary flows and
its structuration within capitalist business practices (Terranova 2004, Network
Culture: Politics for the Information Age, p. 80).
A considerable number of media artists had been employed, and then retrenched, in
the fledgling multimedia industries during the boom years. See, for example,
Medosch (2003) on the London experience. Artists' continuing activity after the 'dot
flop' can be traced in the annual archives of new media mailing lists such as nettime
and rhizome during that period. See <nettime.org> and <rhizome.org>.
Development of the concept of the digital commons is evidenced by a broad range of
players crossing continental, cultural and economic divides. Cultural theorists,
sociologists, legal experts, free and open source software developers, and artists are
all having their say and definitions vary. To add to the mix, a number of different
kinds of commons are being discussed beyond the digital — including the knowledge
commons, the science commons, the genetic commons and the creative commons.
These lively discussions exist in numerous books, journals, mailing lists and websites.
The Digital Library of the Commons (DLC) is a portal into an extensive collection
of literature on the commons in general. <dlc.dlib.indiana.edu/>. Some other
useful starting points for further research on current developments on the digital
commons include: <onthecommons.org/>; <science.creativecommons.org/>;
<creativecommons.org/>; <www.ukabc.org/genetic_commons_treaty.htm>.
Google is one of the world's fastest growing information technology companies, and
is a curious hybrid meshwork running through the digi-commons and the
dot.commerce realms. Its business has expanded from a basic search engine product
to free access to a wide range of innovative and integrated software products,
including photograph editing, satellite imaging, free internet telephony and
blogging. It derives its profits from advertising, and its listing in 2004 as a public
company. According to a Fortune 500 article, Google is presenting a strong threat to
software giant Microsoft, as it is transforming itself into something very like an
operating system. In the July 2005 Nielsen/ NetRatings survey of a million internet
users, Google outranked all other search engines, accounting for 46.2% of all
searches, double that of its closest rival Yahoo (used for 22% of searches monitored).
<www.google.com/corporate/history.html>
< www. fortune, com/fortune/technology/articles/0,15114,1050065,00. html>
<searchenginewatch.com/reports/article.php/2156451>
Yahoo, recognising the attraction of the digital commons, has recently added a
customised filter in its advanced tools, allowing users to search for content bearing
a Creative Commons license. See <search.yahoo.com/cc>.
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The World Wide Web, or WWW, refers to a cluster of communication protocols
(HTTP), a programming language (HTML) and a universal addressing system (URL),
that makes the exchange and display of documents on the internet (via browser
softwares) very easy, no matter from which hardware platforms and operating
systems the documents have originated. The WWW was developed over a number of
years by Tim Berners-Lee, and was launched in March 1991 at the CERN facility in
Switzerland. Weaving the Web by Berners-Lee (1999) provides an autobiographical
account of the evolution of the web. See also <www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/>.
An illustrated copy of Berners-Lee's original proposal to CERN in 1989 for a global
hypertext project is online at <http://www.w3.org/History/1989/proposal.html>.
Vannevar Bush in the 1940s, and Ted Nelson, and Doug Engelbart, in the 1960s, are
key visionaries in terms of conceptual leaps in software, hardware interface and
connectivity (Berners-Lee 1999, Rheingold 2000, Ceruzzi 2003). The history of the
internet has its own luminaries including Paul Barran, Vint Cerf and Robert Kahn.
LambdaMOO was one of the first online Virtual communities', an experiment in the
social applications of networked communications set up and funded by Xerox Parc in
the early 1990s. I personally spent about three years between 1994-97 as an
extremely active participant at LambdaMOO, mainly through a persona named
GashGirl, and eventually chronicling my experiences there in a novel (unpublished)
FieshMeat. Users could log on to the online virtual community (via a simple
communications program called Telnet or through MOO software clients) as regular
characters or temporary guests, and interact via a text-only interface with other
characters and guests. The underlying database software which underpinned the
whole system was written by Xerox 'wizard' Pavel Curtis, and was an Object Oriented
program. This software was released by Xerox Parc as open source, which resulted in
many 100s of other MOOs springing up in the 1990s. The software allowed not only
real time chat but for permament characters to create hypertextual narrative
objects such as 'rooms’ with 'cupboards' and 'beds' and any other object which could
be 'opened' to reveal layers of nested contents. LambdaMOO is still online (as is my
avatar GashGirl and her Palace of Detestable Pleasures, the Puppet Quarter, and
other virtual spaces) and can be accessed via browser or telnet programs at:
<lambda.moo.mud.org:8888>.
WIKI is an open source database software with an extremely user-friendly and
intuitive interface. It enables the collaborative authoring and 'open editting’ of web
pages, and is an example of 'trust-based' software. The code was written in the mid
1990s by Ward Cunningham who wanted to create 'the simplest online database that
could possibly work.' The WIKI developers state that 'allowing everyday users to
create and edit any page in a Web site is exciting in that it encourages democratic
use of the Web and promotes content composition by nontechnical users'. See:
< wiki.org/>.
There are now thousands of WIKI and WIKIesque sites, and other groups have built
on the initial concept, developing more flexible and structured applications such as
TWiki. TWiki tracks all changes to a web page and allows users to 'roll back' to
earlier versions of the texts if boundaries have been transgressed (as in the case of
an uninvited 'troll' vandalising an activist website). These communications
technologies are used by many activists and cultural groups for project planning and
documentation. For example, nodes of the Indymedia network use TWiki to organise
and document local and global material, see <docs.indymedia.org>, and
<docs.indymedia.org/view/Local/lmcOceania>. See also <twiki.org/>.
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Infuriated by the one-sided, 'embedded' news coverage during the United States and
United Kingdom bombing of Iraq in 2003 I turned to the internet (Australia was also
somewhere in the engine room of war, contributing to my fury). Gradually I found
devastatingly real accounts of the war by Iraqis, two living in Bagdad, one in Jordan,
later in Fallujah. These raw chronicles of life under siege, under occupation, are an
example of what can come from the digital commons, accounts which would be
unlikely to make it to the mainstream news outlets. Their publication in some
instances was assisted by other bloggers living in the US. Having said this, at some
point the Guardian newspaper began publishing excerpts of one of the blogs, that of
Salaam Pax. Two of these blogs have now been published in book form, those of Pax
and Riverbend (see Bibliography).
Riverbend, Baghdad Burning, <riverbendblog.blogspot.com>.
Salaam Pax, Where is Raed?, <www.dear_raed.blogspot.com>.
Raed Jarrar, Raed in the Middle - Lost between the East and the West,
<raedinthemiddle.blogspot.com>.
I am thinking here of women in Europe, but it is probable that similar conditions
apply to the collective labour of women in agricultural societies around the world.
There had also been significant enclosures in sixteenth century England during the
Reformation, one consequence of which that corn-growing made way for pasturing
sheep and cattle. In A Discourse of the Commonweal of this Realm of England (1549)
John Hales wrote 'Yes, those shepe is the cause of all theise meschieves, for they
have driven husbandrie oute of the countrie, by the which was encreased before all
kynde of victuall, and now altogether shepe, shepe' (Mantoux 1983, pp. 152-56).
Mantoux provides a very clear and detailed distinction of how open fields
fundamentally differed from common lands, and the associated class distinctions
governing their usage. Open fields were scattered parcels of land, belonging to
different owners or 'copyholders', which were farmed according to common rules on
a fallow field crop rotation system. In contrast, the common or waste lands (which
legally belonged to the lord of the manor) were untilled, used by peasants and field
labourers sometimes for pasturing animals, foraging for wood or peat, and gleaning
comestibles such as fish, berries and so on. Traditional usage rights were unequally
conferred and reflected the proportion of land and beasts already owned. Squatters
and cottagers also used the land. Mantoux writes, 'Thus a whole class lived, as it
were, on the border of property rights. They were not legally entitled to the
advantages of the commons; nevertheless, the preservation of the commons was of
the greatest moment to them. Just as any alteration of the open-field system must
bring about serious changes in the condition of the small landowners, so any
alteration of the common must threaten the very existence of the field labourers.’
(Mantoux 1983, pp. 146-51) As agricultural science advanced in England the
possibility to reap handsome profits from farming became apparent to the big
landowners (themselves jealous of the new moneyed class of bankers and traders),
who then petitioned Parliament to enclose the open fields and commons, so that the
profits would only accrue to themselves. 'The small man, whose field was not a
capital to him but a bare means of living....lost his rights on the common....[and]
could not fail to be poorer' (Mantoux 1983, pp. 163-70). Enclosures were often
accompanied by engrossings, whereby smaller farm holdings were purchased and
amalgamated, with one result being that industrial journeymen working for the
farms lost their livelihoods, and villages depopulated or abandoned (Mantoux 1983,
pp. 175-76). See Bollier (2002) for a contemporary perspective on the Enclosures.
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Nicholas Negroponte is Professor of Media Technology at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. He was also founding chairman of MIT's famous Media Lab and one of
the founders of WiReD magazine. In 1995 he wrote a best seller Being Digital which
embodied the peculiarly American technolibertarian uncritical for all things digital.
See <web.media.mit.edu/~nicholas/>.
Although they don't reference Negroponte directly, he definitely is an exponent of
what London-based cultural theorists Richard Barbrook and Andy Cameron term the
'Californian Ideology' in their influential essay of the same name. See:
<www.hrc.wmin.ac.uk/theory-californianideology.html>.
Over-exploitation supposedly leads to what ecologist Garrett Hardin depicted as the
'tragedy of the commons' in his classic text of the same name published in Science in
1968. One of the arguments supporting privatisation proposes that the commons-ers
will always ruin the land through over use, implicitly suggesting that this is because
they are stupid. Original essay and responses to it online at:
<www.sciencemag.org/sciext/sotp/commons.shtml>.
Referring to Hardin's thesis, computing historian Paul Ceruzzi asserts that by
'strict technical measures, the Internet has not come close to approaching this point
of overpopulation....[passing through] 'challenges like the 1988 worm, viruses, the
Y2K crisis, the dot.com collapse, and the terrorists' attacks of September 11, 2001,
with hardly a hiccup. It is based on robust design. As for the content and quality of
information that the Internet conveys, however, it has indeed been tragic' (Ceruzzi
2003, p. 330).
For battle summaries see <www.nosoftwarepatents.com/en/rn/intro/index.html>
and <www.ffii.org>. See <lpf.ai.mit.edu/Patents/patents.html> for historical
background on earlier bids to impose patents on software. Richard Stallman, in an
article for the Guardian, makes an analogy between the European Parliament's
attempt to patent ideas about software with a hypothetical attempt to patent ideas
in a literary work, for example, the trials and tribulations of the main character in
Victor Hugo's Les Miserables. Stallman says:
Just as one novel could infringe many different literary patents at once, one
programme can infringe many different patents at once. It is so much work to
identify all the patents infringed by a large programme that only one such study
has been done. A 2004 study of Linux, the kernel of the GNU/Linux operating
system, found that it infringed 283 different US software patents. That means
each of these 283 different patents covers a computational process found
somewhere in the thousands of pages of source code of Linux (Stallman 2005 a).
The controversial and 'questionably constitutional' Digital Millennium Copyright Act
(DMCA) was signed into United States law on 28 October 1998. The main objections
to this law are that it is unreasonably weighted in favour of the top end of town in
terms of copyright holders (the record industry, Disney, etc), criminalises very
widespread social applications of communications technologies and stifles innovation
by small players. It also holds Internet Service Providers liable for the actions of
their clients, which is similar to holding Australia Post liable for the contents of a
private letter. The law focuses on technological aspects of copy protection instead
of the actual works themselves. For example, the law 'creates two new prohibitions
in Title 17 of the U.S. Code-one on circumvention of technological measures used by
copyright owners to protect their works and one on tampering with copyright
management information-and adds civil remedies and criminal penalties for
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violating the prohibitions' <www.copyright.gov/legislation/dmca.pdf>. A
number of people have been prosecuted under the law, many of them young people
such as the users of peer-to-peer file sharing programs, and the developer of a
program that can 'crack' video compression software (making it easier for people to
potentially watch pirated movies). Under this law even makers of DVD copying
software have been prosecuted. The Electronic Frontier Foundation's Digital
Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) Archive contains a listing of many of the cases
brought to trial or underway, as well as counter suits by lobby groups challenging the
validity of the law <www.eff.org/IP/DMCA/> and
<www.eff.org/IP/DMCA/DMCA_against_the_darknet.pdf>.
See also Vaidhyanathan (2004) The Anarchist in the Library.
Electronic Frontiers Australia considers itself to be the peak national body for
electronic civil rights and internet freedom. It has been very active in challenging
internet censorship legislation for example See <www.efa.org.au/>.
It is not associated with the American Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF),
although the 2 organisations share similar and complementary goals. See EFF at
<www.eff.org/>.
See Electronic Frontiers Australia archive on Intellectual Property On-line for various
submissions and position papers on the ramifications of the changes to copyright and
intellectual property rights agreed to by Australia in the FTA with the United States.
<www.efa.org.au/lssues/IP/>
The General Public License (GPL) will be discussed in Chapter 3.
<www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html>
I have drawn on the work of a number of historians (both generalists and computer
specialists) in my thesis. For example, Zeroes + Ones by Sadie Plant (1997) is one
historical account of computing which throws its net wide to bring back an intriguing
selection of technological progenitors of modern computing, and is woven through
with references to cyberpunk fiction. Jacquard's Web by James Essinger (2004) is
more straight-forward yet equally riveting account of the development of
information-processing, from the first automated loom in France to the punch card
voting machines which played such a crucial role in the 2000 United States
Presidential election. John Walker's website hosting the entire text of Adas
Lovelace's Sketch... was a wonderful resource. In particular, I wish to acknowledge
the contribution of the following writers: Jon Agar, Edwin Black, Paul Ceruzzi, Martin
Davis, Philipe Demoule, James Essinger, Sadie Plant, Doron Swade, and Gaby Wood.
The following passage by Lovelace (1842) is from Note A in her translation of Sketch
of The Analytical Engine Invented by Charles Babbage. Source:
<www. fourmilab.ch/babbage/sketch. html>.
The bounds of arithmetic were however outstepped the moment the idea of
applying the cards had occurred; and the Analytical Engine does not occupy
common ground with mere "calculating machines." It holds a position wholly its
own; and the considerations it suggests are most interesting in their nature. In
enabling mechanism to combine together general symbols in successions of
unlimited variety and extent, a uniting link is established between the operations
of matter and the abstract mental processes of the most abstract branch of
mathematical science. A new, a vast, and a powerful language is developed for
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the future use of analysis, in which to wield its truths so that these may become
of more speedy and accurate practical application for the purposes of mankind
than the means hitherto in our possession have rendered possible. Thus not only
the mental and the material, but the theoretical and the practical in the
mathematical world, are brought into more intimate and effective connexion
with each other. We are not aware of its being on record that anything partaking
in the nature of what is so well designated the Analytical Engine has been
hitherto proposed, or even thought of, as a practical possibility, any more than
the idea of a thinking or of a reasoning machine.
Rheingold's description of the 'technology-triggered transformation of society'
brought about by the printing press can be an interesting way to consider what
computing technology could positively lead to, if we can escape the dominant
paradigm of what Harwood calls the CODE_OF_WAR.
Less than a century after the invention of movable type, the literate community
in Europe had grown from a privileged minority to a substantial portion of the
population. People's lives changed radically...because of what that invention
made it possible for people to know. Books were just the vehicles by which ideas
escaped from the private libraries of the elite and circulated among the
population (Rheingold 2000, p. 14).
The history of computing is necessarily the history of software even if the term
'software' is a recent addition to the lexicon, coined by American statistician John
W. Tukey. It is useful to define some basic terms. Software refers to any set of
instructions, stored permanently or temporarily in a computer’s memory or on an
external device such as a punch card, which instruct the computer to perform
specific operations. Software applications, or software programs, calculate or
manipulate data. Hardware refers to the interior physical elements of a computer originally cogs and gears, then vacuum tubes magnetic drums and transistors, and
now silicon chips with nano-dimensional circuitry. Contemporary hardware contains
two kinds of computer memory - RAM and ROM - which in personal computing
systems are measured in bits, bytes, megabytes and now gigabytes. RAM, or Random
Access Memory, is short term memory whose contents disappear when the computer
is turned off. RAM holds the program code and data during operations. ROM, or Read
Only Memory, is used as a storage medium in computers, for programs very closely
associated with the computer's basic operation.
The Jacquard loom, Babbage’s Difference and Analytical Engines, and the Hollerith
tabulating machines, are widely acknowledged as seminal innovations in the history
of computing (Davis 2000, Swade 2000, Agar 2001, Ceruzzi 2003, Essinger 2004).
There are a number of other important milestones in the journey of invention, some
of which have been referred to in Chapter One. But it is the clear relationship
between Jacquard's creation of 'software' to drive a textile loom, and the fact that
his ideas independently inspired the team of Charles Babbage and Ada Lovelace in
the project of mathematical engines, and Herman Hollerith in his building of
automated calculating machines, that best demonstrate for the purposes of this
thesis both the political dimensions of technological development, and the processes
by which innovation reproduces and extends itself.
The following summary by de Cruz (2005), neatly draws the connections between
these three key moments in computing.
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The Jacquard system was developed in France in 1804-05 by Joseph-Marie
Jacquard, improving on the original punched-card design of Jacques de
Vaucanson's loom of 1745. The punched cards controlled the actions of the loom,
allowing automatic production of intricate woven patterns. The punched-card
idea was adopted later by Charles Babbage about 1830 to control his Analytical
Engine, and later by Herman Hollerith for tabulating the 1890 USA census.'
Source: The Jacquard Loom, <www.columbia.edu/acis/history/jacquard.html>.
Lyons then, as now was second only to Paris in size, cultural activity and wealth. In
the 15th Century Italian merchant bankers who had settled in Lyons stimulated the
local economy, especially the production of new crafted goods, and this already
cosmopolitan city hosted a series of trade fairs. With the help of royal incentives to
Italian silk makers to set up in France, Lyons became the centre for the making of
silken fabrics. The French royalty and its entourage under various monarchs
frequented the elegant city, and further stimulated the production of the luxury
fabrics which could be woven from silk. By the end of the sixteenth century most of
the Lyonnaise depended on the silk industry for their livelihoods (Essinger 2004,
pp. 13-16).
Because silken thread is so fine the manual weaving of it is extremely time
consuming. In de Vaucanson's time one inch of brocade fabric would take one weaver
and one drawboy one day to produce (Essinger 2004, p. 17). Possibly part of the
weavers’ unequivocal rejection of de Vaucanson's looms stemmed from the fact that
he was an outsider, civil servant, originally from Grenoble. Fifty years later, the
looms of local silk weaver Joseph-Marie Jacquard would be embraced by the master
weavers in these same guilds.
Is it possible to consider the work that de Vaucanson did - both as a maker of playful
automata, and as an inventor of automated weaving machines - as a PRE-Fordist
form of immaterial labour? Returning to Lazzarato's definitions, I will argue that the
answer is a partial yes. The first condition for Lazzarato is that in terms of a
commodity's informational content 'the skills involved in direct labour are
increasingly skills involving cybernetics and computer control' (Lazzarato 1990).
Cybernetics, although a modern concept, is relevant here. It is defined as the
'theoretical study of communication and control processes in biological, mechanical,
and electronic systems, especially the comparison of these processes in biological
and artificial systems' (American Heritage® Dictionary), de Vaucanson's invention and
fabrication of automata drew upon his knowledge of anatomy, and were technically
and artistically successful attempts at mechanical mimesis of biological organisms
and biological processes. In a society in which mechanical creatures were a popular
fad, his were considered to be revolutionary in their lifelike qualities (Wikipedia).
Likewise, with his invention of the world's first automated loom, de Vaucanson had
devised a system whereby a set of program instructions (on a cylinder in a control
box, somewhat like a music box mechanism) could drive the mechanical elements of
a manufacturing machine, anticipating computer-controlled lathes and laser cutters
in computer-aided design and manufacture by over two hundred years (Essinger
2004, pp. 17-18).
Lazzarato's second condition for immaterial labour focuses on 'the activity that
produces the cultural content of the commodity'. This involves activities 'not
normally recognised as ‘work” such as creating cultural standards, public opinion,
and other forms of subjectivity. One could postulate that the sheer delightfulness
and sophisticated crafting of de Vaucanson's automata most likely stimulated the
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desire for what economist Adam Smith termed 'gratifications of this other kind.
Thus, the cultural content carried by the quacking shitting duck and the flute-playing
shepherd could be said to create affect. As for the cultural content of his automated
loom, it had the unfortunate quality of producing a very deep unease and hatred in
those whose material labour it threatened to directly rival, arguably contributing to
the wider public opinion that the invention did not merit government or guild
support.
France's manufacturing centred around the production of hand-made luxury goods,
exported to wealthy clients in Europe and later, the United States. Silk was France's
largest export commodity in the early nineteenth century (Essinger 2004, p.30).
Jacquard was not the first person to use a punched card control system. In 1728 a
weaver named Falcon made a prototype loom which used very large punch cards, but
it still required manual operation by a drawer-boy, making it more of a tool than a
machine (Essinger 2004, p. 36).
Jacquard patented his first loom, which was 'designed to replace the draw-boy in the
manufacture of figured fabrics' in 1800. He patented his fully automated loom in
1804, but in 1805 Napoleon decreed the loom to be public property. So Jacquard's
invention (for which he was handsomely rewarded by the government) entered the
public domain, and could be used and further improved upon by any interested party
(Essinger 2004, pp. 32-40).
Discovering the vulnerability of the new machines, the weavers famously threw their
wooden shoes ('sabots') into the workings of the looms, an act of civil disobedience
which gave birth to the word 'sabotage' (Ferrell 2005, Demoule).
Similarly, twenty years earlier in England in 1811-1812 resistant groups of textile
workers named Luddites had destroyed stocking frames and other machines, the
introduction of which threatened their livelihoods (Parenti 2003, p. 81). The 'Luddite
Unrest' which began in Nottingham and rapidly spread to other centres in the
industrial midlands only subsided when a number of workers were tried and either
executed or transported to Australia. According to British historian E. P. Thompson
in The Making of the English Working Class (1963) the Luddites had popular support
and were resisting not the machines per se but the unfair free market type system of
payment for labour which was being implemented to replace the old arrangement of
set prices. Mantoux also raises other grievances of the Luddites which incited the
riots and insurrections including harsh treatment of their workers by some of the
manufacturers and the 'illegitimate adaptation of an old machine'. The Luddites
were part of a continuum of organised labour rebellion of 'enraged thousands' in
England since the first introduction of the new machines. As had had happened in
the late 1700s (with the wool-combers) workers also unsuccessfully petitioned
Parliament to halt or control the new manufacturing methods while the counter
petitions lodged by the employers met with success (Mantoux 1983, pp. 399-408).
The lowering of wages as automation increased was also a feature of
industrialisation in England. Parliamentary Journals from the House of Commons
record that whereas in 1764 a female spinner was earning between 10-15 pence per
day, in 1780 she was only earning 3-5 pence, a massive drop in income which was
also mirrored in male wages. (Mantoux 1983, p. 404)
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As indicated by Philippe Demoule, himself a descendant of one of the last Lyonnaise
silk weavers, the relationship between technical invention and the State-Industry
nexus had devastating consequences for the workers. In his text La lutte des classes
(The Battle of the Classes) Mayet, a French economist in the late eighteenth
century, foreshadowed social relations under Fordism, and indeed to some extent
the conditions brought about by the casualisation and globalisation of labour under
post-Fordism.
To insure and maintain the prosperity of our factories, it is necessary that the
worker never grows rich, that he exactly has only what it is necessary him to feed
well and indeed to dress....As the worker grows rich, he becomes difficult on the
choice and the salary of the work....Nobody ignores that it is mainly in the low
labour cost that the factories of Lyon owe their surprising prosperity....if he [the
worker] succeeds in getting free of this sort of servitude, if profits exceed the
needs to the point that he can remain a little while without the help of the
hands, he will employ this time to form a league. Being unaware not that the
trader can not eternally do without him, he will dare to prescribe him in his turn
laws which will put this one outside state to support any competition with the
foreign factories, and of this reversal to which the prosperity of the worker will
have given place, will result the total ruin of the Factory. It is so very important
for the manufacturers of Lyon, to hold the worker in a continual need of work,
never to to forget that the low price of the manpower is not only advantageous
by itself, but that it becomes it still by making the worker more laborious, more
adjusted in its customs, more subjected to its wills...
Source: Memoire sur les manufactures de Lyon of Mayet (1786), quoted by Justin
Godard, in Demoule
History typically refers to Lady Augusta Ada Byron, Countess of Lovelace, as either
Ada Lovelace or simply, Ada. Ada was the only legitimate daughter of the poet
Byron, and Annabella Milbanke. The mathematically-trained Annabella had been
dubbed the 'Princess of Parallelograms' by Byron, and she had in turn insisted on a
mathematical education for her daughter Ada, unusual for the period (Swade 2000,
pp. 155-57). According to Essinger, Ada had also 'always adored technology' (Essinger
2004, p. 121).
Mathematical tables were also in demand by engineers, bridge builders, architects,
excise officials and others working at the forefront of trade and the Industrial
Revolution. Swade notes that the nineteenth century 'was not only an age of reason.
It was also an age of quantification in which science and engineering set about
reducing the world to number.' In terms of maritime needs '...accurate navigation
was critical to the safety of the fleet both for protection of the realm and for trade.
The stakes were high. Capital, private fortunes and lives were at stake' (Swade 2000,
p. 12). The trouble with the tables, published in book form as 'ready reckoners', was
that they were compiled manually by workers known as 'computers' and thus were
prone to error in four stages of their production - calculation, transcription,
typesetting and proofing. Exceptionally frustrated by errors he and a friend had
found in tables they were preparing for the Astronomical Society, Babbage once
famously declared, "I wish to God these calculations had been executed by Steam!"
alluding to the faith his generation and class placed in the Machine Age's inventions.
Reportedly this event was the prime motivation for making a machine to automate
all the laborious, error-prone tasks from arithmetic calculation to printing of results
— from input to processing to output (Swade 2000, pp. 10-16). A number of other
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mechanical devices were in existence, such as the Pascaline and Leibniz's
revolutionary 'reckoner', but they were notoriously unreliable, and could not deal
with large numbers capitalism demanded (Swade 2000, p. 10, pp. 27-28).
In Adam Smith's oft-quoted analysis of the division of labour cited in his 1776 opus,
An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, the economist
broke down all the tasks involved in the production of the pin, comparing how many
pins could be made by one person doing all the tasks, with the quantity which could
be made if each task or set of tasks was undertaken by specialist labourers. Using a
pin factory as a template for other areas of manufacture Smith concluded that 'the
division of labour...occasions, in every art, a proportionable increase of the
productive powers of labour.' This increase in productivity is due to three factors increased dexterity of the worker; more focussed work as the worker abandons 'the
habit of sauntering and of indolent careless application'; and technological factors,
namely, the 'invention of a great number of machines which facilitate and abridge
labour, and enable one man to do the work of many.' Smith noted that some of these
improvements in machines are made by 'those who are called philosophers or men of
speculation, whose trade it is not to do anything, but to observe everything; and
who, upon that account, are often capable of combining together the powers of the
most distant and dissimilar objects.’
Source: Book One, Chapter I, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of
Nations, Of the Division of Labour <www.adamsmith.org/smith/won-b1-d.htm>
Adam Smith distinguished two forms of labour. Comparing the work of
manufacturers (skilled workers employed in some part of the production process)
and menial labourers (such as domestic servants), Smith said:
There is one sort of labour which adds to the value of the subject upon which it is
bestowed: there is another which has no such effect. The former, as it produces a
value, may be called productive; the latter, unproductive labour. Thus the labour
of a manufacturer adds, generally, to the value of the materials which he works
upon, that of his own maintenance, and of his master's profit....the labour of the
manufacturer fixes and realizes itself in some particular subject or vendible
commodity, which lasts for some time at least after that labour is past. It is, as it
were, a certain quantity of labour stocked and stored up to be employed, if
necessary, upon some other occasion.
Source: Book Two, Chapter III, ...Wealth of Nations, Of the Accumulation of Capital,
or of Productive and Unproductive Labour.
<www.adamsmith.org/smith/won-b2-c3.htm>
Referring to Smith's Wealth of Nations, de Prony (1824) later recalled his epiphany:
I came across the chapter where the author treats of the division of work
[travail]; citing, as an example of the great advantages of this method, the
manufacture of pins. I conceived all of a sudden the idea of applying the same
method to the immense work with which I had been burdened, and to
manufacture logarithms as one manufactures pins.
Quoted in Grattan-Guinness (1990).
The finished cadastral tables, filling nineteen volumes, remained only in manuscript
form, as de Prony's efforts to fund their printing were repeatedly unsuccessful.
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'Babbage was the great pioneer of computing and was equally famous on two counts
— for inventing computers and for failing to build them'. The reasons generally given
for this failure were a combination of lack of funding, fallouts with his chief
engineer Joseph Clement, the impossibility of mass-producing precision-engineered
parts in the mid-nineteenth century, and the sheer size of the machine had it ever
been built (Swade 2000, pp. 5-6; Agar 2001, p.20).
In the late 1980s, engineer and historian of technology, Doron Swade, oversaw
the London Science Museum's project to successfully construct Babbage's Difference
Engine No. 2, based on the original design specifications, and constructed in
materials of the time - gunmetal, iron and steel. Launched on 28 June 1991, the
200th anniversary of Babbage's birth, the engine proved 'that these machines could
have been built in Babbage’s day...redeeming] the reputation of the first computer
pioneer' (Swade 2000, p. 299). This fascinating materialisation of Babbage's vision
provided 'strong evidence in favour of the logical and mechanical feasibility of the
more ambitious Analytical Engine’ (Swade p. 225). See The Cogwheel Brain by Swade
(2000), which provides a biography of Babbage, and documentation of the Difference
Engine No. 2 project.
Babbage was working on his engines just a few years after the Luddite Unrest.
According to Doron Swade, the extraordinary level of public funding that Babbage
managed to attract was unprecedented, if not without difficulties, and was helped
by having well-placed friends in government and salon society. The never-completed
Difference Engine (funded by Treasury in stages, from 1823-34) cost approximately
£17,478. As a comparison, the John Bull steam locomotive, built by Robert
Stephenson in 1831, cost a mere £784 (Swade 2000, pp. 65-7).
On the Economy of Machinery and Manufactures by Charles Babbage has been
frequently translated and reprinted. See <www.gutenberg.org/etext/4238>.
The translation and extensive annotation by Ada Lovelace (1842) of L. F. Menabrea's
text, Sketch of The Analytical Engine Invented by Charles Babbage, is archived
online at <www.fourmilab.ch/babbage/sketch.html>. Her notes comprised about
20,000 words, twice the length of Menabrea's original text (Essinger 2004, p. 135).
According to John Walker, computer entrepreneur and website host of Ada's Notes,
Ada was the 'First Hacker’. Sadie Plant argues that, 'Her work was indeed vastly more
influential...than the text to which they were supposed to be mere adjuncts. A
hundred years before the hardware had been built, Ada had produced the first
example of what was later called computer programming' (Plant 1997, p. 9).
Note C from Sketch of The Analytical Engine Invented by Charles Babbage:
Those who may desire to study the principles of the Jacquard-loom in the most
effectual manner, viz. that of practical observation, have only to step into the
Adelaide Gallery or the Polytechnic Institution. In each of these valuable
repositories of scientific illustration, a weaver is constantly working at a
Jacquard-loom, and is ready to give any information that may be desired as to
the construction and modes of acting of his apparatus. The volume on the
manufacture of silk, in Lardner's Cyclopaedia, contains a chapter on the Jacquardloom, which may also be consulted with advantage.
The mode of application of the cards, as hitherto used in the art of
weaving, was not found, however, to be sufficiently powerful for all the
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simplifications which it was desirable to attain in such varied and complicated
processes as those required in order to fulfil the purposes of an Analytical Engine.
A method was devised of what was technically designated backing the cards in
certain groups according to certain laws. The object of this extension is to secure
the possibility of bringing any particular card or set of cards into use any number
of times successively in the solution of one problem. Whether this power shall be
taken advantage of or not, in each particular instance, will depend on the nature
of the operations which the problem under consideration may require. The
process is alluded to by M. Menabrea, and it is a very important simplification. It
has been proposed to use it for the reciprocal benefit of that art, which, while it
has itself no apparent connexion with the domains of abstract science, has yet
proved so valuable to the latter, in suggesting the principles which, in their new
and singular field of application, seem likely to place algebraical combinations
not less completely within the province of mechanism, than are all those varied
intricacies of which intersecting threads are susceptible. By the introduction of
the system of backing into the Jacquard-loom itself, patterns which should
possess symmetry, and follow regular laws of any extent, might be woven by
means of comparatively few cards.
Those who understand the mechanism of this loom will perceive that the
above improvement is easily effected in practice, by causing the prism over
which the train of pattern-cards is suspended to revolve backwards instead of
forwards, at pleasure, under the requisite circumstances; until, by so doing, any
particular card, or set of cards, that has done duty once, and passed on in the
ordinary regular succession, is brought back to the position it occupied just
before it was used the preceding time. The prism then resumes its forward
rotation, and thus brings the card or set of cards in question into play a second
time. This process may obviously be repeated any number of times.'
Source: Ada Lovelace, <www.fourmilab.ch/babbage/sketch.html>.
Babbage had purchased an exquisitely woven silk portrait of Jacquard circa 1839
that had taken 24,000 cards to create. He used this weaving as a salon showpiece to
discuss the operating methods to be employed in his own engines (Swade 2000,
pp. 107-8).
According to Paul Ceruzzi in his comprehensive book A History of Modern Computing
(2003) the actual word 'software' came into use around 1959 (p. 353).
Doron Swade offers a fuller picture of Babbage in relation to his views on the sharing
of knowledge. On the one hand, in 1821 when first making a small prototype of his
calculating engine he 'farmed out the manufacture of parts to different workmen and
assembled the device after they had left — an uncharacteristic act of secrecy’
(Swade 2000, pp. 26-27). In contrast, Swade provides evidence from Babbage's own
writings that he was unequivocally opposed to patents, although he understood that
it was more often financial insecurity that drove inventors to conceal the inner
workings of their innovations.
They may lock up in their own bosums the mysteries they have penetrated...
whilst they reap in pecuniary profit [...] It is open to them [...] to disclose the
secret they have torn from nature, and by allowing mankind to participate with
them, to claim at once that splendid reputation which is rarely refused to the
inventors of valuable discoveries in the arts of life. The two courses are rarely
compatible' (Swade 2000, pp. 183-4).
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To go forward in time, the benefits that an inventor/developer of free software
receives in terms of software community recognition, enhanced 'reputation' and peer
esteem is often cited as one of the main non-pecuniary rewards for their ideas and
labour. See for example, Barbrook (1999) on the idea of a gift economy, and Ghosh
(1998) who asks if reputation can be a 'convertible currency' in a knowledge
economy.
All historians whose works I have referred to agree there is no evidence that Herman
Hollerith was aware of the work of Babbage and Lovelace; therefore his inventions
are considered as following a direct theoretical and practical lineage from Jacquard's
innovation of the card-driven loom. Hollerith's brother-in-law owned silk-weaving
factories in New York, which Hollerith had visited, just as Babbage had witnessed
Jacquard looms in action in Lyon (Essinger 2004, p. 160-61). Agar notes that, unlike
Babbage and Lovelace, Hollerith 'never publicly acknowledged the crucial role the
Jacquard loom played in his work’ (Agar 2004, p. 159). Similarly, the inventor was
not a writer, and left no private written notes which would reveal his intellectual
processes and influences to later generations. According to Essinger, 'Babbage laid
the conceptual ground between the Jacquard loom and the computer, but it was
Hollerith who made the connection a practical reality’ (Essinger 2004, p. 160, italics
in original).
Columbia University plays a leading role in the history of computing, and is a clear
example of the relationship between the academy and the corporation as regards
technological innovation.
A case can be made that the computer industry got its start at Columbia
University in the late 1920s and early 1930s when Professors Wood and Eckert, to
advance their respective sciences, began to send designs and specifications for
computing machines to IBM Corporation, which until then had been a maker of
punched-card tabulating machines for the business market. From those days
through the 1980s, the relationship of Columbia with companies like IBM was
symbiotic and fruitful (and continues on a smaller scale to this day, mainly in the
Physics department with the construction of massively parallel supercomputers...
IBM Corporation itself was the child of Columbian Herman Hollerith
(de Cruz 2005).
The 1880 US Census had been the first systematic attempt to gather economic data
reflecting a wide range of aspects of the rapidly industrialising nation. Because the
United States, unlike Europe, had rapidly jumped from being an agricultural
economy to an industrial economy, it was not ’handicapped by an existing
infrastructure....[and was] perfectly positioned to make the most of any state-ofthe-art information processing technology that was available' (Essinger 2004, p. 155).
Like Jacquard, Hollerith was building his first prototypes in his spare time (Essinger
2004, p. 163).
Hollerith continued patenting his ideas. His ideas for automation of the census are
expressed in Patent No. 395,782 of Jan. 8, 1889, as quoted by de Cruz (2005):
The herein described method of compiling statistics which consists in recording
separate statistical items pertaining to the individual by holes or combinations of
holes punched in sheets of electrically non-conducting material, and bearing a
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specific relation to each other and to a standard, and then counting or tallying
such statistical items separately or in combination by means of mechanical
counters operated by electro-magnets the circuits through which are controlled
by the perforated sheets...

The Hollerith machines as they became known were invariably leased, rather than
sold, to clients. The blank punch-cards were sold, and became a huge income stream
for the company in the years to come (Essinger 2004, pp. 173-4).
'Census Data for the Year 1890' is online at
<isher. lib. virginia.edu/cgi-local/censusbin/census/cen.pl?year=890>
Hollerith (1889) on demographic data collection:
If it is of interest and value to know the number of males and of females in our
population, of how much greater interest is it to know the number of native
males and of foreign males; or again, to know the number of native white males,
of foreign white males, of colored males, etc.; or still again, the combination of
each one of these facts with each single year of age....To know simply the
number of single, married, widowed, and divorced persons among our people
would be of great value, still it would be of very much greater value to have the
same information in combination with age, with sex, with race, with nativity,
with occupation, or with various sub-combinations of these data. If the data
regarding the relationship of each person to the head of the family were properly
compiled, in combination with various other data, a vast amount of valuable
information would be obtained....It the living population were tabulated by
combinations of age and occupation, and likewise the deaths by ages and
occupations, we would then have data from which some reliable inferences might
be drawn regarding the effects of various occupations upon length of life. It
might even be possible to construct life tables for the various occupations as we
now do for the different States and cities. Such information would be of service
in relation to life insurance and other problems.
'Hollerith's name is synonymous with the advent of automatic computing; until about
1940, punched-card calculators, tabulators, and so on were commonly called
"Hollerith machines", even when they were made by other companies' (de Cruz).
'Hollerith's machines were also used for censuses in Russia, Austria, Canada, France,
Norway, Puerto Rico, Cuba, and the Philippines, and again in the US census of 1900'
(de Cruz).
Deutsche Hollerith-Maschinen Gesellschaft, or German Hollerith Machines. According
to Black, through another specially set up company, Watson Business Machines,
Watson played a leading part in negotiations with the Nazi government, from 1933
travelling periodically to Germany and meeting with Hitler himself (Eisenstadt 1998).
By establishing IBM's European headquarters in Geneva and other manipulations
Watson managed to wrangle US laws to continue trading with the enemy even after
the United States entered the war in 1941 and when the savage treatment of
German-occupied territories was well understood in the US (Black 2002, 2004).
Clearly, this was a highly lucrative, if unprincipled, deal for IBM. According to
historian Sybil Milton from the US Holocaust Memorial Museum 'DEHOMAG's contract,
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signed in 1937 for the 1939 German census, required 70 sorters, 50 tabulators and 90
million cards, according to IBM's publication. To calculate this data, DEHOMAG leased
the labor of 1,200 keypunch operators' (Eisenstadt 1998).
In June 2001 a Swiss Appellate Court allowed that a landmark suit against IBM filed
by a coalition of Roma/Sinti people could go ahead. IBM’s wartime European
headquarters during WW11 was in Geneva. The group, the Gypsy International
Recognition and Compensation Action (GIRCA), were inspired by Edwin Black's book,
IBM and the Holocaust. GIRCA allege that 'IBM aided and abetted the mass slaughter
of gypsies by knowingly allowing the Nazis to use its punch-card Hollerith tabulating
machines to code, track and identify Gypsy victims' (Ramasastry 2004). Allowing the
action to proceed and making explicit IBM's possible complicity through the provision
of 'material and intellectual assistance’ the judge said, "The precision, speed and
reliability of IBM's machines, especially related to the censuses of the German
population and racial biology by the Nazis, were praised in the publications of
Dehomag itself...It does not thus seem unreasonable to deduce that IBM's technical
assistance facilitated the tasks of the Nazis in the commission of their crimes against
humanity, acts also involving accountancy and classification by IBM machines and
utilized in the concentration camps themselves" (Black 2004).
The latest development is that 'Girca won a first round on December 22nd, 04,
when the Swiss Supreme Court rejected an appeal of IBM against the decision of the
Geneva Appeal Court which recognised that Geneva was the right place of
jurisdiction to sue IBM for its alleged acts of complicity with the Nazi Germany. The
2nd round will be dedicated to the legal critical question of the statute of limitation
of the action. A final decision on this question should be got at the end of 2005 /
beginning 2006. If Girca loses this round, the case will be over.’
Source: <www.gypsycompensation.org/News_en.htm>
A recent survey of internet web server usage (Netcraft October 2005) received
automated responses 'from 74,409,971 sites, an increase of 2.68 million sites from
the September survey. The large gain makes 2005 the strongest year ever for
Internet growth, as the web has added 17.5 million sites, easily surpassing the
previous annual mark of 16 million during the height of the dot-com boom in 2000’
<news. netcraft. com /archives/web_server_survey. html>.
I have drawn upon A History of Modern Computing by Paul Ceruzzi (2003),
Turing and the Universal Machine by Jon Agar (2001), and Weaving the Web (1999)
by Tim-Berners-Lee, in order to understand the technical advances made in the
modern period, whilst not referencing most of these developments directly in my
thesis.
Dr Irene Watson (2002), eminent lawyer, academic and Indigenous woman of
Tanganekald and Meintangk peoples (traditional owners of the Coorong and lower
southeast of South Australia), in her erudite and poetic paper Aboriginal Laws and
the Sovereignty of Terra Nullius, writes:
Our laws of ruwi are ancient. They come from a time the old ones called
Kaldowinyeri — the dreaming. A place of lawfulness, a time before, a time now,
and a time yet coming to us. A time when the first songs were sung, as they sang
the law. Laws were birthed as were the ancestors — out of the land and the songs
and stories recording our beginnings and birth connections to homelands and
territories now known as Australia. Our laws are lived as a way of life; they are
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not written down as the knowledge of the law comes through the living of it. Law
is lived, sung, danced, painted, eaten, walked upon, and loved; law lives in all
things.
See: <www.borderlandsejournal.adelaide.edu.au/vol1no2_2002/watson_laws.html>
In other words, an invention (accompanied by technical documentation such as
design drawings, notes, and prototypes) must at some point be released into the
public realm. There it can be tested in real world conditions, faults identified and
remedied, and improved. Patented inventions and tightly guarded trade secrets
notwithstanding, it is only through such circulation of ideas, schema and the
machines or processes themselves, that the generative potential of inventiveness
and creativity can be fully manifested.
'...e-mail communication...remains the most popular use of computer
communication in the world today' (Castells 2000, p. 49).
All of these achievements were conceived and worked on extensively by Stallman,
whilst benefiting from the ideas, computing resources and/or labour of other
contributors and supporters.
Long-time computer culture guru Howard Rheingold describes hackers as 'selfconfessed compulsive programmers’ who regard 'intense, prolonged interaction with
a computer program as a particularly satisfying kind of dialogue with his [sic] own
thoughts' (Rheingold 2000, p. 20). 'The hacker ethic....meant writing the best
possible programs’ (Williams 2002, Chapter 4). 'Stallman defines the hacker spirit as
ployful cleverness' (Moody 2001, p. 16). In his article A Brief History of Hackerdom
Eric Raymonds (1999) claims that:
MIT's computer culture seems to have been the first to adopt the term 'hacker'.
The TMRC's [Tech Model Railroad Club] hackers became the nucleus of MIT’s
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, the world's leading center of Al research into
the early 1980s. And their influence was spread far wider after 1969, the first
year of the ARPAnet....lts electronic highways brought together hackers all over
the US in a critical mass; instead of remaining in isolated small groups each
developing their own ephemeral local cultures, they discovered (or re-invented)
themselves as a networked tribe....Hackerdom grew up at the universities
connected to the Net, especially (though not exclusively) in their computer
science departments'.
Source: <www.oreilly.com/catalog/opensources/book/raymond.html>).
Stallman was still a physics grad student at nearby Harvard University when he first
took a summer job at MIT's Al lab. Even as a student Stallman's hacking prowess was
legendary (Moody 2001, p. 15).
'A program would develop the way a city develops...Parts would get replaced and
rebuilt. New things would get added on. But you could always look at a certain part
and say, "Hmm, by the style, I see this part was written back in the early 60s and
this part was written in the mid-1970s'". Richard Stallman, quoted by Williams
(Williams 2002, Chpt 1).
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A hacker linguistic tradition is to mirror computer programming conventions by using
recursive terms. GNU is short for 'GNU's not Unix’. See The Jargon File for examples
of hacker speak: <www.isri.unlv.edu/~slumos/jargon/Table_Of_Contents.html>.
UNIX developed out of a strong relationship between Bell Laboratories and various
academic institutions, pre-dating the self-identification of computer programmers as
’hackers'. A sense of 'community' was bom from the people who were
developers/users of UNIX, a forerunner of things to come in the free software
movement. A readable narrative of the collaborations from which UNIX arose is
online. See History of UNIX: On the Evolution of Unix and the Automation of
Telephone Support Operations (i.e. of Computer Automation) by Ronda Hauben at:
<www.dei.isep.ipp.pt/docs/unix.html>.
The core freedoms are explained on the GNU Project website:
The word 'free' in 'free software' pertains to freedom, not price. You may or may
not pay a price to get GNU software. Either way, once you have the software you
have three specific freedoms in using it. First, the freedom to copy the program
and give it away to your friends and co-workers; second, the freedom to change
the program as you wish, by having full access to source code; third, the freedom
to distribute an improved version and thus help build the community. (If you
redistribute GNU software, you may charge a fee for the physical act of
transferring a copy, or you may give away copies).
Source: <www.gnu.org/gnu/gnu-history.html>.
Free Software Definition online at <www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.html>.
Benjamin Mako Hill (2005), Towards a Standard of Freedom: Creative Commons and
the Free Software Movement, <www.advogato.org/article/851.htm>.
The Free Software Foundation (FSF) was established in 1985 as a tax-exempt charity
for free software development and distribution <http://www.fsf.org>.
Copyright, patent and trademark laws form the triumvirate of legal means to contain
the circulation of knowledge and its applications.
The Wikipedia webpage on copyleft at <en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copyleft> states:
Copyleft describes a group of licenses applied to works such as software,
documents, and art. Where copyright law is seen by the original proponents of
copyleft as a way to restrict the right to make and redistribute copies of a
particular work, a copyleft license uses copyright law in order to ensure that
every person who receives a copy or derived version of a work, can use, modify,
and also redistribute both the work, and derived versions of the work. Thus, in a
non-legal sense, copyleft is the opposite of copyright.
Although this is demonstrably changing now, especially in the sciences, with rampant
use of patent laws over discoveries. Even actual life forms and human DNA have
been patented. See Bollier (2002).
The press release also states that 'the GPL is employed by tens of thousands of
software projects, companies and governments around the world, and is supported
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by large communities of software developers and users who wish to share their work
for the benefit of all.' Source: Announcing the GPL Version 3 Development and
Publicity Project (GPLv3) - Stichting NLnet donate 150, 000 EUR to support GPLv3
activities <mail.fsfeurope.org/pipermail/press-release/2005q3/000116.html>.
<www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html>
The main advantage being that the more people who use a software, the greater
number of software bugs will be discovered, reported and fixed. This results in a
more robust and stable software application for the user community.
On 6 Sept 2005 the Free Software Foundation (FSF) announced its GPL Version 3
Development and Publicity Project, the first major license revamp since 1991. It was
prompted by various government and corporate moves to apply patent laws to
software . See GPL Revision gets underway
<www.eweek.eom/article2/0,1895,1856022,00.asp>. The FSF states that 'the
project will bring together thousands of organisations, software developers, and
software users from around the globe during 2006, in an effort to update the world's
most popular Free Software licence. The GPLv3 promises to be one of the largest
participatory comments and adoption efforts ever undertaken'
<mail. fsfeurope.org/pipermail/press-release/2005q3/000116. html>.
There is a distinction between software in the public domain, and free software
which has been copylefted by applying the GPL. The social pact underlying each
model is different; the GPL, whilst appearing more restrictive in the first instance,
ensures ecological variety on the digital commons. Paradoxically, placing software in
the public domain can lead to the eventual privatisation of its content or innovative
qualities.
The simplest way to make a program free is to put it in the public domain,
uncopyrighted. This allows people to share the program and their improvements,
if they are so minded. But it also allows unco-operative people to convert the
program into proprietary software. They can make changes and distribute the
result as closed software. This means that people who receive the program in
that modified form do not have the freedom that the original author gave the
software when she placed it in the public domain; the middleman has stripped it
away. Copylefting free software ensures that anyone who redistributes the
software, with or without changes, automatically passes along the freedom to
further copy examine, improve and run it (A FLOSS Primer, 2004).
Activist-run international video archives include <ngvision.org> originating in Italy,
and the video syndication network <v2v.cc/> from Germany. Both of these
moderated sites (moderated to avoid being spammed with porn) are growing
repositories of videos from activists and experimental video makers around the
world. There is also the Indymedia video portal at
<www.indymedia.org/projects.php3>. A mainstream cultural archiving project on
the commons is Archive.org at <archive.org>. The sharing and streaming of videos is
helped by softwares such as VideoLAN (VLC), a free cross-platform media player.
See <www.videolan.org>.
See <http:creativecommons.org>.
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See for example, the GNU Free Documentation License created by the FSF for
software manuals and any other informational texts at:
<www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html>.
Libre Commons Licenses at <www.libresociety.org/library/libre.pl/libre_Commons>.
As of July 2005 there were two forms of these licenses. The libre Commons Res
Communes License declaring ones work 'to a common that is shared between us as
human beings. It is therefore owned in common with others' (Berry 2005). On the
other hand the libre Commons Res Divini Juris License has a greater ambit declaring
ones work 'to the realm of the gods. Where as a moment of clearing it contributes to
a permanent state of exception rejecting state law and liberal conceptions of the
nation state'
Berry 2005, at <www.mail-archive.com/nettime-l@bbs.thing.net/msg02863.html>).
On the 'Creative Commons': A Critique of the Commons without Commonalty, an
article by David Berry and Giles Moss first published in Free Software Magazine
<www.freesoftwaremagazine.com>, then posted to nettime, goes in for the kill on
CC and its liberal lawyer/founder Lawrence Lessig. The authors argue that:
the Creative Commons project on the whole fails to confront and look beyond the
logic and power asymmetries of the present. It tends to conflate how the world is
with what it could be, with that we might want to be. It's too of this time 96 [sic]
it is too timely. We find an organisation with an ideology and world view that
agrees too readily with that of the global 'creative' and media industries. We find
an organisation quick to accept the specious claims of neo-classical economics,
with its myopic 'incentive' models of creativity and an instrumental view of
culture as a resource. Lawrence Lessig is always very keen to disassociate himself
and the Creative Commons from the (diabolical) insinuation that he is (God
forbid!) anti-market, anti-capitalist, or communist. Where we might benefit from
critique and distance, the Creative Commons is too wary to advocate anything
that might be negatively construed by the 'creative' industry. Where we would
benefit from making space available for the political, the Creative Common's
ideological stance has the effect of narrowing and obscuring political
contestation, imagination and possibility (Berry & Moss 2005).
Florian Cramer is one of a handful of cultural critics who write regularly about
software art and social software. His website is <cramer.netzliteratur.net>.
Both Cramer and Maleve note another alternative to CC and the GPL, the Licence Art
libre (LAL). It was devised in 2000 by Copyleft Attitude, a group of artists and
lawyers wanting a participatory framework for artists to make, build upon and
disseminate work using a 'model of positive collaboration'. This was envisaged as
having a 'transforming potential' on the field of art itself (Maleve 2005). See:
<www.artlibre.org>.

Stallman knew he had to write the software from scratch, that is, without ever
looking at the code underlying the UNIX software because of changes to the US
Copyright Act in 1976, which specifically brought software under its aegis. To avoid
future legal suits about copyright infringement, he could not look at, be influenced
by or utilise elements of UNIX. See Works Made for Hire under the 1976 Copyright
Act at <www.copyright.gov/circs/circ9.html> which includes 'a software program
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created within the scope of his or her duties by a staff programmer'. This law was
amended in 1980 to categorise computer software as 'literary works'
<www2. library.ucla.edu/copyright/2123.cfm>.
Richard Stallman put the word out about his the project on the <net.unixwizards>
and <net.usoft> newsgroups in September 1983. He said, "I consider that the golden
rule requires that if I like a program I must share it with other people who like it. I
cannot in good conscience sign a nondisclosure agreement or a software license
agreement. So that I can continue to use computers without violating my principles,
I have decided to put together a sufficient body of free software so that I will be
able to get along without any software that is not free. [...] I am asking computer
manufacturers for donations of machines and money. I'm asking individuals for
donations of programs and work." A copy of the full text of his is online at:
<www.gnu.org/gnu/initial-announcement.html>
1,5

A kernel is the heart of an operating system, the collection of software that
interfaces directly with the hardware. It ’consists of only the most essential
commands to move data and control the processor’ (Ceruzzi 2003, p. 372). See
detailed explanations of the kernel, and operating systems in general, online at
<en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kernel_(computer_science)> and
<en. wikipedia.org/wiki/Operating_system>.
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A compiler is a piece of software that translates one computer program (written in a
'high-level' computer language) into a different and 'low-level' language, enabling the
program to run on a wider range of machines and under various operating systems.
The original GCC compiler was written by Richard Stallman, then added to by other
developers. It is so elegant and flexible that it is revered by programmers. See
<en. wikipedia.org/wiki/GNU_Compiler_Collection>.
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Minix is a simple, cheap, proprietary 'minimal UNIX clone' written by computer
scientist and educator Andrew S. Tanenbaum. Tanenbaum explains, "When AT&T
decided to forbid the teaching of the UNIX internals, I decided to write my own
version of UNIX, free of all AT&T code and restrictions, so I could teach from it."
Within a month of Tanenbaum announcing the minix operating system on a news
group in 1986, forty thousand people had subscribed, foreshadowing the huge
interest Linux would generate a few years later. Like Linux, over the years it had
been improved (by Tanenbaum himself) in response to bugs being reported by its
wide user base in the education sector. See 'Some Notes on the "Who wrote Linux"
Kerfuffle, Release 1.5’ by Tanenbaum, online at: <www.cs.vu.nl/-ast/brown/>.
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Linus Torvalds is most commonly referred to as 'Linus' in newsgroups and computing
histories. Whereas Richard Stallman is referred to as either 'Stallman' or 'rms' (his
email handle).
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Linus Torvalds posted this message on the comp.minix.os USENET newsgroup on 25
August 1991:
Path: gmdzilunidolfauern lira, uka.delsol.ctr.Columbia.edulzaphod.mps.ohiostate.edu!wupost!uunet!mcsun!news.funet.fi!hydra!klaava!torvalds
From: torva...@klaava.Helsinki.FI (Linus Benedict Torvalds)
Newsgroups: comp.os.minix
Subject: What would you like to see most in minix?
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Summary: small poll for my new operating system
Keywords: 386, preferences
Message-ID: <1991 Aug25.205708.9541@klaava.Helsinki.Fl>
Date: 25 Aug 91 20:57:08 GMT
Organization: University of Helsinki
Lines: 20
Hello everybody out there using minix I'm doing a (free) operating system (just a hobby, won't be big and
professional like gnu) for 386(486) AT clones. This has been brewing
since april, and is starting to get ready. I'd like any feedback on
things people like/dislike in minix, as my OS resembles it somewhat
(same physical layout of the file-system (due to practical reasons)
among other things).
I’ve currently ported bash(1.08) and gcc(1.40), and things seem to work.
This implies that I'll get something practical within a few months, and
I'd like to know what features most people would want. Any suggestions
are welcome, but I won't promise I'll implement them :-)
Linus (torva...@kruuna.helsinki.fi)
PS. Yes - it's free of any minix code, and it has a multi-threaded fs.
It is NOT portable (uses 386 task switching etc), and it probably never
will support anything other than AT-harddisks, as that's all I have :-(.
Source: <groups.google.com/group/comp.os.mimx/msg/b813d52cbc5a044b?dmode=source&hl=en>

<en. wikipedia.org/wiki/Linux>
Wikipedia itself is making a massive contribution to the digital commons. Using
MediaWiki open source software the Wikipedia project (funded by philanthropic
institutions and supporters) is a collaboratively-authored free encyclopedia which
strives for accuracy. The software enables easy hyperlinking back to attributed
sources, references and associated topics. 'Wikipedia was created in January 2001,
by founders Jimmy Wales and Larry Sanger, plus some enthusiastic collaborators.
Three years later...there were 13,000 active contributors working on over 1,800,000
articles in more than 100 languages.’ See <en.Wikipedia.org> and
<en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:About>. The growth of this 'free culture'
knowledge base powered by free labour has been exponential. According to a recent
report there are now 22 million articles in 200 languages on Wikipedia making it
the 'most detailed encyclopedia in history' (Dodson 2005).
For a critique of Wikipedia see 'DIGITAL MAOISM: The Hazards of the New Online
Collectivism' by Jaron Lanier, commissioned and published by The Edge at
<www.edge.org/documents/archive/edge183.html>.
'Usenet is one of the oldest computer network communications systems still in
widespread use. It was established in 1980 following experiments the previous year,
over a decade before the World Wide Web was introduced and the general public
was admitted to the Internet. It was originally conceived as a 'poor man's ARPANET’,
employing UUCP to offer mail and file transfers, as well as announcements through
the newly developed news software’ <en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Usenet>.
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Newsgroups traditionally were accessed through simple text-based software
programs called newsreaders. According to Wikipedia there are over 100,000 Usenet
newsgroups, but only 20,000 are currently active, with mailing lists and weblogs
providing new channels of internet-mediated communication
<en. wikipedia.org/wiki/Newsgroup>.
Deja News Research Service began archiving the discussions on Usenet groups in
1995, ’transforming] a loosely organized and ephemeral communication tool into a
valued information repository' by making a web-based searchable user-friendly
interface <en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DejaNews>. Search engine giant Google
subsequently bought this and other newsgroups archives
<en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Google_services_and_tools#Google_Groups>.
Slashdot was started in 1997 by Rob "CmdrTaco" Malda. It is the place for geeks, and
discussions cover both highly technical programming and computing matters, and
larger social issues surrounding free software, open source, attempts at legislative
enclosures, and so on. See <slashdot.org>.
Linus Torvalds (quoted in Ghosh 1998):
Making Linux freely available is the single best decision I've ever made [...]
Essentially, making it free is what made a difference between a system that was
something one person was able to write in half a year, and a system that rivals
(and surpasses) commercial operating systems. There are lots of advantages in a
free system, the obvious one being that it allows more developers to work on it,
and extend it. However, even more important is that it [...] also gave me a lot of
people who used it and thus both tested it for bugs and tested it for usability.
The "usability" part comes from the fact that a single person (or even a group of
persons sharing some technical goal) doesn't even think of all the uses a large
user community would have for a general-purpose system. So the large user-base
has actually been a larger bonus than the developer base
Linus changed the original copyright notice about six months after the first release
saying:
It didn't take long before people started asking for permission to make
floppy distributions for people who didn't have Internet access, and they
obviously didn’t want to do this at a loss (the original copyright didn't even allow
copying charges). As I was heavily dependent on the GNU C compiler to actually
do any work on Linux, I changed the copyright to the GNU "Copyleft", the GNU
Public License. That one allows you to sell it freely and do whatever you want
with it, but obviously still requires that any modifications will have to be made
available too (Linus Torvalds, quoted in Ghosh, 1998).
Stallman would have preferred to call the operating system 'Lignux' to reflect the
symbiotic nature of the projects <www.gnu.org/gnu/linux-and-gnu.html>. See Moody
(pp. 87-105) for an account of the union of GNU and Linux, and the evolution of the
first GNU/Linux software distribution packages.
For example, Linux Counter estimates 29 million in March 2005
<counter.li.org/estimates.php>.
Unlike the development of commercial software where programmers' labour can be
quantified through time sheets or budgeted hours, because of the voluntary and
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distributed nature of free software development, it would be an impossible task to
estimate how many hours of immaterial labour has gone into the creation of
GNU/Linux.
'Forking' describes a situation when, for whatever reason, the programmers working
on a piece of software disagree on its development pathway. The software then
'forks', with one programmer or team developing it along one pathway, and the other
camp developing it along a different pathway. At some point, the code begins to
differ so profoundly that two distinct (but related) versions of the software exist,
with all the incompatibilities this implies. Forking creates unnecessary duplication of
labour, particularly significant when all this labour is given voluntarily. More
importantly, two distinct communities will gravitate around the two softwares. In
the case of GNU/Linux, this would have been a real 'tragedy on the commons',
dividing people rather than uniting them.
130

For a brief history of the adoption of FLOSS as an acronym see
<en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FLOSS>. Rishab Aiyer Ghosh is a prolific researcher and
writer on FLOSS, with his oft-quoted article Cooking pot markets: an economic
model for the trade in free goods and services on the Internet appearing in the
same issue of FirstMonday as Eric Raymond's The Cathedral and the Bazaar in March
1998 <www.firstmonday.org/issues/issue3_3/index.html>. Ghosh was the program
leader in the Free/libre and Open Source Software: Survey and Study, which
published its final report in June 2002. According to the report this was the first
collation of 'hard data' about the impact and potential of FLOSS in economic terms
<flossproject.org/index.htm>. Ghosh is active in researching the socio-economic and
legal implications of the spread of FLOSS, particularly in developing countries. See
also Stallman (2004) for his positive acceptance of the term FLOSS.
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<en. wikipedia.org/wiki/Free/libre_Open_Source_Software>
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Australia does not have a national Bill of Rights. Neither do Australians have
constitutionally-protected rights to freedom of speech in the same form as United
States citizens. As an artist and a writer frequently working with contentious subject
matter, I am very aware of cultural activists' vulnerability under Australian law. This
vulnerability has come to the fore of the civic imagination in October 2005 with the
Australian Federal Government's proposed new anti-terrorism legislation. Amongst
other 'draconian' provisions, the legislation singles out the crime of sedition, which
has prompted a coalition of high profile writers and artists to rally loudly against the
draft law.
One version of the Draft Anti-Terrorism Bill online at
<smh. com.au/media/draftbill2005.pdf>.
Law Council of Australia's concerns summarised at
<www.lawcouncil.asn.au/shared/2418309974.pdf>.
See commentary The New Anti-Terror Laws in Australia, at the Centre for Reseach
on Globalisation at
<www.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=viewArticle&code=BUK20051014&articleld=1079>.

Sedition gag is no joke, say satirists at
<smh.com.au/news/national/sedition-gag-is-no-joke-say satirists/2005/11 /06/1131211949478.html#>.

First of all, growing up in the US in the 1960s, I certainly was exposed to ideas of
freedom and then in the 1970s at MIT, I worked as part of a community of
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programmers who cooperated and thought about the ethical and social meaning
of this cooperation. When that community died in the early eighties, and by
contrast with that, the world of proprietary software, which most computer users
at the time were participating in, was morally sickening. And I decided that I was
going to try to create once again a community of cooperation (Stallman 2004).
We prefer the term "free software" because, once you have heard it refers
to freedom rather than price, it calls to mind freedom. The word "open" never
does that.
Source: Free Software Foundation, <www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.html>.
Stallman saw himself as a 'victim', so strong was his 'righteous anger' over the
encroachment on his individual right to share and use code (Williams 2002, Chpt 1).
In 1989, floppies and magnetic tape spools were the main ways in which software
programs were distributed. The League for Programming Freedom is still active; see
<lpf.ai. mit.edu/>.
Linus Torvalds, interviewed by Ghosh (1998) responded to the question "What did you
want out of releasing Linux publicly, the first time?", saying:
Originally Linux was just something I had done, and making it available was
mostly a "look at what I’ve done - isn't this neat?" kind of thing. Hoping it would
be useful to somebody, but certainly there is some element of "showing off" in
there too. The "fame and reputation" part came later, and never was much of a
motivator, although it did of course to some degree enable me to work on it
without feeling guilty about neglecting my studies ("Hey, this is much better for
me than getting a degree quickly"). A large motivator these days (and this started
to happen pretty quickly after making it available) was just that people started
using it and it feels good to have done something that other people enjoy using.
137

Linus is also fifteen years younger than Stallman, a generational difference.
The model arising out of the Linux paradigm 'involves using a distributed team,
connected by the Internet, to feed through smaller elements that together make up
the whole...and to let users debug the system' (Moody 2001, p.89). According to
software developer (of Fetchmail) and writer Eric S. Raymonds 'when you start
community-building, what you need to be able to present is a plausible promise' to
other programmers that the software 'can be evolved into something really neat in
the foreseeable future' (Raymonds 2001, Section 10).

139

On April Fool's Day 1998 the release of the first proprietary software product with its
code available as open-source occurred with Netscape's popular Communicator web
browser suite. The source code was nicknamed 'Mozilla'. This business decision had
been strongly influenced by the evangelical ideas contained in Raymond's paper The
Cathedral El the Bazaar (first publicly presented at the Linux Kongress in May
1997). Because Netscape wanted 'to foster wider corporate interest in development
in open source environments' it drew upon the free software model created 14 years
earlier, creating the necessary infrastructure of legal licenses and an open
development information clearing house in the form of a website to encourage
participation from the developer community. By '[gjiving away the source code
Netscape was collaborating with the Net' (Hamerly et al, 1999). Today's Mozilla
Firefox is steadily chipping away at Explorer's market share of the browser market.
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According to Krishnamurthy, as of January 2005 there have been 20 million
downloads of Firefox, and 'Microsoft's Internet Explorer’s share is down to 90.6%, the
lowest in three years', a significant drop considering Microsoft's huge installed base
and the bundling of its Internet Explorer browser with the Windows operating
system, giving it a huge competitive edge over other players (Krishnamurthy 2005).
The language of the open source group appears to equal the evangelical zeal of
Stallman, just using different herbs and spices, as the following text from the Open
Source Initiative (OSI) demonstrates:
We were reacting to Netscape's announcement that it planned to give away the
source of its browser. One of us (Raymond) had been invited out by Netscape to
help them plan the release and follow-on actions. We realized that the Netscape
announcement had created a precious window of time within which we might
finally be able to get the corporate world to listen to what we have to teach
about the superiority of an open development process.
We realized it was time to dump the confrontational attitude that has been
associated with "free software" in the past and sell the idea strictly on the same
pragmatic, business-case grounds that motivated Netscape. We brainstormed
about tactics and a new label. "Open source," contributed by Chris Peterson, was
the best thing we came up with.
Over the next week we worked on spreading the word. Linus Torvalds gave
us an all-important imprimatur :-) the following day. Bruce Perens got involved
early, offering to trademark "open source" and host this web site. Phil Hughes
offered us a pulpit in Linux Journal. Richard Stallman flirted with adopting the
term, then changed his mind.'
Source: <www.opensource.org/docs/history.php>
According to Stallman '[t]he Open Source Movement was founded specifically to
discard the ethical foundation of the free software movement (Stallman 2004).
Debian is one 'distribution' or 'flavour' of GNU/Linux and Bruce Perens was one of its
project leaders, and a respected member of the programming community. Debian's
creator Ian Murdock is acknowledged as a key figure in the early days of the
development of the open source software model, as it was his idea to use the Linux
model for other software development projects:
The basic idea behind open source is very simple: When programmers can read,
redistribute, and modify the source code for a piece of software, the software
evolves. People improve it, people adapt it, people fix bugs....We in the open
source community have learned that this rapid evolutionary process produces
better software than the traditional closed model, in which only a very few
programmers can see the source and everybody else must blindly use an opaque
block of bits. Open Source Initiative exists to make this case to the commercial
world.
Sources: <www.opensource.org> and
<www.opensource.org/docs/definition_plain.html>.
'Hacktivism' has a rich history which there is not space to discuss in detail. It covers a
multitude of forms of 'electronic civil disobedience' (following the analogue tradition
of Henry Thoreau) and has been described by metacOm (2003) as 'the fusion of
hacking and activism; politics and technology' and a 'continually evolving and open
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process' which employs 'the use of one's collective or individual ingenuity to
circumvent limitations, to hack clever solutions to complex problems using computer
and Internet technology’ <www.thehacktivist.com/hacktivism.php>. American
cultural activist collective, Critical Art Ensemble (CAE), used the term 'electronic
civil disobedience' in their seminal book The Electronic Disturbance (1994).
The Floodnet software was developed in 1997 by the Electronic Disturbance
Theatre (EDT) as a materialisation of the ideas of CAE (although CAE contest EDT's
praxis vehemently — another discussion too long for here). This powerful and flexible
social software tool has subsequently been used by a wide range of groups around
the world. It enables 'virtual sit-ins', and symbolic and performative gestures in the
electronic realm, to draw attention to social and political issues in the material
realm. The Mexican government's oppressive treatment of the indigenous poor
(articulated and countered by the Zapatista movement), the anti-Lufthansa
'Deportation Class' actions, and the Minute Men vigilante anti-immigrant group, have
all been fields of action for networked collective protest performances using this
hacktivist software. For a chronology of Floodnet actions see:
<www.thing.net/~rdom/ecd/ecd.html>.
This thesis has been written using Open Office word processing software, and webbased research undertaken using Mozilla Firefox browser software and Mozilla
Thunderbird email. See <www.openoffice.org> and <mozilla.org>.
GIMP can be downloaded from <gimp.org>.
GNU/Linux has already been extensively discussed and referenced in this thesis. The
Apache web server is the world's most popular HTTP server application, being used
to server 69% of all websites according to the Netcraft survey of August 2005,
<news. netcraft. com/archives/2005/08/01 /web_server_survey_turns_10_finds_70_miUion_sites.html>.

See the Apache Software Foundation at <www.apache.org/> for an overview of the
numerous open source code projects supported under its banner.
MySQL is 'the world's most popular open source database, with more than 8
million active installations' <www.mysql.com>. Used in combination with the
programming language PHP, the database and server tools underpin numerous web
projects on the digi-commons, including Wikipedia and many Indymedia sites.
'Perl is a general-purpose programming language originally developed for text
manipulation and now used for a wide range of tasks including system
administration, web development, network programming, GUI development, and
more' <perldoc.perl.org/perlintro.html>. Written by Larry Wall it is highly revered in
the free software community. See <history.perl.org/PerlTimeline.html>.
As the syntax of Perl is very 'natural' and intuitive it has been a program language
of choice for many software artists, including Mongrel. In 2005 I began teaching
myself Perl. Below is a section of code from my first Perl poem, which if run under
Perl dynamically calculates and displays alpha-numeric information. In other words, I
have written an executable file using a standard text editor. This text file when run
in the Perl software environment will generate various mathematical calculations
and display a user’s textual responses to questions printed on the terminal screen.
The executable code for my Perl poem follows:
$radius=50;
$area=3.14159*($radius ** 2);
print $area;
print "\n";
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$a=2 ;
$b=3 ;
print
print
print
print

$a+$b;
"\n";
$a*$b;
"\n";

$name="inongrel";
print "i met $name";
print "\n";
print ' i met $name in the mud';
print "\n";
print "i lost \$name in the mud";
print "\n";
$name="myself";
print "i met $name in the mud";
print "\n";
$line="lovelymongrel"xlO;
print "\n";
print $line;
print "\n";
print "\n";
$ghostl="doll";
$ghost2-"yoko";
$all="$ghostl$ghost2";
print "$all";
print "\n";
print int("6.5");
print "\n";
print "where is the mud?";
$mud=<STDIN>;
chomp $mud;
print "the mud is $mud, forever haunted";
print "\n";
print "why am i here?";
$here=<STDIN>;
chomp $here;
print "perhaps $here, but nothing is certain";
print "\n";
This quote is part of an email exchange amongst Stallman, Rishab Aiyer Ghosh,
FLOSS Survey lead author, and Ruediger Glott, sociologist and FLOSS-team member
in 2002. Excerpts from this dialogue can be found at:
<www.infonomics.nl/FLOSS/floss1/stallman.html>.
The Road Ahead is the title of a book written by Microsoft CEO, Bill Gates, in 1995.
See <www.microsoft.com/billgates/roadahead/clntro.asp>. It copped quite a few
serves of criticism for failing to recognise the central importance of the internet
within 'information society'.
'...the book's first edition, with its clunky accompanying CD-ROM, mentioned the
Web a mere seven times in nearly three hundred pages. Though later editions
tried to correct this gaffe, "The Road Ahead" remains a landmark of bad
techno-punditry - and a time-capsule illustration of just how easily captains of
industry can miss a tidal wave that's about to engulf them' (Rosenberg 2000).
See Scott Rosenberg's scathing review of Gates's 'stupefyingly bland’ second book,
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Business @ the Speed of Thought, in his article Why Bill Gates still doesn't get the
Net at <archive.salon.com/21st/books/>.
149

The following websites are useful portals into current discussions and news:
Association for Progressive Communications (APC),
<www.apc.org/english/index.shtml>
Bytes For All - focussing on India and South Asia mainly, <www.bytesforall.org>
UNESCO Free Software Portal <fsd.unesco.org/directory> and
<portal.unesco.org/culture/en/ev.php-URL_ID=7733aURL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html>
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Africa Source (2004) was the first pan-African FOSS conference, followed by Africa
Source II - Free and Open Source Software for Local Communities in January 2006.
The Africa Source events have been co-organised by the Tactical Technology
Collective (Tactical Tech), an interdisciplinary group based in Amsterdam which
'aims to strengthen social technology movements and networks in developing and
transition countries, as well as promote civil society's effective, conscious and
creative use of new technologies'. See <www.tacticaltech.org/africasource>,
<www.tacticaltech.org/africasource2> and <www.tacticaltech.org>.
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One estimate is that Brazil is spending US one billion dollars on free and open source
software implementation in the education sector alone. In an article by Bill
Weinberg (2005) for Linux World magazine on Open source adoption in Brazil for
education, the author cites local research which claims that '40% of local educational
PC hardware purchases [in Brazil] deploy exclusively with Linux and FOSS workloads'.
Outside of the education sector the government has been running a popular program
called Computadores para todos (Computers for Everyone) which facilitates the
purchase of PCs running FOSS and internet subscriptions. Source:
<linux.sys-con.com/read/128131 .htm>.
In FOSS: Free / Open Source Software, What, Why & How Brazilian academic
Antonio Dourado de Rezende quotes Eben Moglen stating 'Brazil is now the case
study. It will play a major role in intellectual property talks and is going to provide
an alternative example' (de Rezende 2005). de Rezende discusses the government
funded community-run telecentros, 'where computers run special GNU/Linux
distributions with apps tailored for educational purposes....The city of Sao Paulo has
received the largest inclusion project run on FOSS in the world, serving roughly one
million people in aboutone hundred telecentros' (de Rezende 2005).
For me, these initiatives in 2005 recall the 1970s' visions of radical educators
Paolo Freire and Ivan lllich (1971) for social empowerment in Latin America via self
education, learning networks and grassroots media projects.
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President Lula is supported, and 'profoundly influenced', by his Minister of Culture,
Gilberto Gil. Gil is one of Brazil's most revered musicians, and internationally
acclaimed for his unique style which has moved from 'tropicalismo' in the 1960s to a
contemporary fusion of Latin and African beats. See <www.gilbertogil.com.br>.
He also contributed conceptually to the Creative Commons Sampling Licences, and
has a released a number of tracks under this licence. See:
<creativecommons.org/about/sampling>.
In January 2005 Gilberto Gil ('above all I am a hacker at heart') was a speaker on
a panel on at the World Social Forum at Porto Alegre, along with sociologist Manuel
Castells and two 'papas ciberneticos', John Perry Barlow and Lawrence Lessig. See
<novae.inf.br/fsm2005/revolucao_digital.htm>.
'Gil...said that the movement for internet freedom “is not anti-, but pro- global
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citizenship, information, and the exercise of sensitivity and humanity.” An
enthusiast, the minister, said he wanted to see the “hacker” culture predominating
in the future. “Hackers spread knowledge and believe in sharing information.”'.
Source: Meeting of illustrious "hackers" at the World Social Forum,
<www.apc.org/english/news/index.shtml?x=30602>.
See interview with Gil at:
<www.guardian.co. uk/arts/features/story/0,11710,1592188,00.html>.
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Free Software Foundation Latin America (FSFLA) was founded in 2005.
See <mail.fsfeurope.org/mailman/listinfo/fsfla-anuncio>.
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Africa Linux Chix is a lively Pan-African mailing list launched in 2004, and addresses
regularly, amongst other issues, the sexism displayed in open source contexts:
With FOSS, countries will no longer have to prioritise between poverty and the
digital divide. Also since women are the ones mostly affected by poverty and
HIV/AIDS, it is relevant that they be properly tooled and positioned to make that
difference in their lives. Furthermore, ICT is still male dominated, moreso the
Open Source technical environment, so Linuxchix Africa will play a role as a
catalyst that will demystify FOSS to the people who stand to benefit the most
from it.
Source: <www.apcwomen.org/news/index.shtml?x=91201 >.
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See for example Lawrence Lessig's blog describing Gilberto Gil's poetry slam on free
culture. Lessig also notes the visionary Thousand points of culture project - to build
a thousand places around Brazil where free software tools exist for people to make,
and remix, culture'. Source: <www.lessig.org/blog/archives/2005_01.shtml>.

Alan Toner's insightful short text The Problem with WSIS, critiques the explicit
colonial relations between 'information society' and 'intellectual property' with
reference to the shadowy World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO). It could
be argued that it is precisely this new form of colonial domination that is
strengthening the resolve and political will in particularly Latin America, the
Caribbean and Africa to use free software as a central platform for social
transformation.
Where once corpses accumulated to the advance of colonialism or the
indifference of commodity capital, now they hang in the profit and loss scales of
Big Pharma, actuarially accounted for and calculated against licensing and royalty
revenue. With the aid of stringent IP law, companies are able to exercise a
biopolitical control that takes to new extremes the tendency to liberate capital
by restricting individual and collective freedoms and rights - even the right to life
itself. (Para. 1)
In 1986, with the Uruguay Round of the GATT negotiations on the
horizon...the Intellectual Property Committee (IPC), determined to ensure that
corporate IP concerns be inserted into the negotiation agenda and fully
integrated into any ultimate agreement. It was the IPC’s efforts to orchestrate
business lobbying efforts on a global basis which culminated in TRIPS, now
administered by the WTO. TRIPS will transfer an estimated 40 billion dollars from
the poorest states over the next ten years, according to the World Bank, via
patented medicines and seeds, and net rent transfers through royalties and
licenses. (Para. 10)
Source: <world-information.org/wio/readme/992006691 /1078414568/print>.
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Distance Art' is a term used by Chandler £t Neumark (2005)in their impressive
anthology At a Distance: Precursors to Art and Activism on the Internet. The book
gathers together writings by practitioners covering a swag of socially-driven
experimental practices within the framework of distance art, including Fluxus, Mail
Art and distributed texts.
See for example, the Global Consciousness Project at Princeton University,
documented online at <noosphere.princeton.edu/>. For a discussion of speculative
programming see <twenteenthcentury.com/uo/index.php/SpeculativeProgramming>.
Mongrel evolved as an art group in 1995-96 after some of the members originally met
at ARTEC in Islington, North London. ARTEC, through its Access to Digital Arts Course
(ADAC), was an innovative intervention into multimedia education and reskilling
aimed at people whom the State classified as 'long-term unemployed’, and Medosch
(2003) tags 'young misfits'. Graham Harwood was one of the teachers at Artec, and I
experienced the place myself as an artist-in-residence for three months in 1997. Just
as Australia had established Co-operative Multimedia Centres around the country as
part of Prime Minister Paul Keating's 'Creative Nation', similarly England was vaunting
the economic benefits of fostering the 'creative industries'. The Labour Government
was running its 'Cool Britannia' campaign and YBA,Young British Artists, were making
their (trade)mark in the international art market with shows such as Sensation.
Beyond the official rhetoric and blue-eyed favourites, other artists from the poorer
quarters of town were defining why they were well placed to contribute to the
'socialisation' of new technologies.
Mongrel artist and ex-Artec student, Mervin Jarman, explains:
Artists are the ideal people to experiment with new technology. While the rest of
us may find that computers won't do the tasks we want them to, artists can
investigate playfully and be creative with what the machines an do, rather than
being frustrated by what they can't do.
Source: <www.container-project.net/FAQ.html>
Mongrel describe their coming together as follows:
Mongrel grew out of a series of powerful cultural and political exchanges at Artec
in 1995 (The London Technology Centre which was located in Islington London.
Artec specialised in the arts, and training for the long term unemployed as well
as taking on some commercial work). Harwood was teaching a group of people on
a one-year European Social Fund course at Artec, skilling them up for a digital
future. Harwood had just finished the installation version Rehearsal of Memory
and needed help to create the CD-ROM version of the project. Students including
Richard Pierre-Davis stayed on after the end of the course to help create the CDROM. Rehearsal of Memory, which went on to be very successful featuring at
many festivals around the world.
During this time it became apparent that there was little critical attitude
to the exclusive nature of the emerging technologies. Some of the black students
were finding it hard to get a foothold in the industry, while other students
wanted to explore the technologies for their own social/experimental, artistic
reasons. There appeared to be no space for this to happen within Artec or
outside. Students discussed setting up a Mongrel organisation to explore their
own ways of making things. Matthew Fuller and Harwood were creating proposals
for Natural Selection. Using the successes of previous projects, Harwood asked
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Richard Pierre-Davis and Matsuko Yokokoji to join him in a project looking at
National Heritage; this slowly cemented into Mongrel with Mervin, who was also
on the course at Artec, joining sometime later.
Source: <www.mongrelx.org/home/index.cgi7MongrelHistory>
Some documentation of the Rehearsal of Memory project by Mongrel can be found at
<www.mongrelx.org/home/index.cgi7R0M>.
See Re-siting Race in the Technoculture Society: The Natural Selection Search
Engine Project and British Cultural Politics in the late 1990s by Christopher
McGahan for a critique of a number of projects by Mongrel, and Mervin Jarman.
<www.wac.ucla.edu/extensionsjournal/Essays/McGahan.htm>.
DMZ Media Arts Festival was held at the Limehouse Town Hall between 14-15
November 2003. Essay and links to participating groups at <dmz.spc.org/>.
Later in london.ZIP Medosch (2003) singles out the work of Mongrel and another
London collective, l/O/D, (Matthew Fuller, Simon Pope and Colin Green — makers of
Webstalker, an alternative paradigm to the familiar web browser), contextualising
their unique contributions in terms of the international media art (or 'new media')
field, saying:
Their brand of 'social software' stands in refreshing opposition to other types of
media art. When the discussion at leading international festivals like Ars
Electronica was still dominated by old fashioned artificial intelligence and
immersive goggle-wearing 'cyberspace' art, marred by an unquestioned proximity
to the military industrial complex, artists like Mongrel and l/O/D created a
socially aware thread in media art that destroys the white-boy-genius-in-ivorytower paradigm. This was widely welcomed as a breath of fresh air and it created
openings for an alternative view on technology that holds huge potential for the
future.
Written for the catalogue of DMZ, a version of london.ZIP is archived online at:
<dmz. spc.org/londonzip.html>
Although not the first book in the Italian language on the subject of new media art,
NET. ART: L'arte della connessione was the first to focus specifically on the sub-genre
known as net.art.
Harwood acknowledges Stefan Szczelkun as 'the Daddy of Mongrel’ (Source: pers.
comm, with author). Szczelkun, Harwood and other working class artists founded
Working Press in 1987 'to self-publish offset-litho books under a collective imprint'.
IF COMIX was one of their twenty or so publications.
Source: <www.stefan-szczelkun.org.uk/phd108.htm>.
Other examples of this specifically English cultural tradition and attitude include
the radical queer group Homocult (’common as muck, bent as fuck'), and the writing
of Stewart Home. See <www.openlyclassist.org.uk/gallsubl.html> and
<www.stewarthomesociety.org/>.
It is instructive to read Szczelkun in full on this subject, and his perspective
complements the work of the French historian Paul Mantoux written some one
hundred years earlier (see Endnote 35).
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Between 1760 and 1860 seven million acres of commons were enclosed with a
subsequent loss of commoners' rights. At the same time, primitive factory
conditions demanded a workforce which could repeat mindless tasks in an endless
daily routine. The destruction of traditional culture, with its cyclical sense of
time, and native communalism, was required to achieve this proletarianisation.
By 1860 more than half the population was living in towns and cities. But in spite
of the vicious exploitation and loss of ancient traditions, the urban environment
had its compensations.
As the cities developed people lived in greater concentrations than they
had ever done before. Enormous numbers of people could be in touch with each
other in the street; crowds could gather in response to events at short notice;
clubs for self-education grew....Although drastically poor, working class culture
was dynamic, vibrant and autonomous....What has been mythologised as a bland
'community spirit' was the early growth of a potentially liberatory urban culture (
Szczelkun 1993, p. 7).
The title of this section comes from an anecdote related by Mervin Jarman to
Matthew Fuller (1999).
...thing is as a youth growing up in Jamaica we had a kind of figure head in
folklorist Mrs. Louise Bennet-Cobally affectionately Miss Lou - now Miss Lou
always say fe her Auntie Rochi used to say 'tun yuh hand and meek fashion’ which
is the mentality responsible for Jamaica's creativity and dynamic energies. So yes
indeed the Container shall see a very interesting explosion of creative flair, I
can't give you any specifics but I can guarantee a dynamo of exciting activities.
The technology will emphasise interactive digital media plus some basic life
skills, thus the technology is about resourcing humans with communicative skills
and tools. My hope is to get more ghetto people to develop an appetite for using
computers productively and if I can pass on the little that I have come to know to
at least one person then I would be grateful.
The Container Project is an inspiring example of the potential for social change
being realised through art and media. It is also an exemplar of how one person's
dream and vision can be amplified and helped into materialisation through the
support of networks and groups, Mongrel included. Although I have not visited the
Container personally (yet!), it has been a pleasure to have many conversations with
Mervin Jarman about the project, since I first met him at Artec in 1997 until our last
meeting at the Jelliedeel Shed in Southend in January 2005. Our ongoing dialogue
has informed my summary of his project in this thesis. I plan to make a detailed
study of the Container Project at a future date.
By sharing his media-making skills, Mervin believes he can empower people to
express themselves. He wants to give young people in Jamaica an alternative to
‘picking up their guns and defending their corners’. He wants them to ‘start
realising their potential in other areas... start to tell their stories’. And he is
absolutely confident that the Container project will be a success: ‘It’s a foregone
conclusion... the interest is there. The creativity is also there. Everyone has
stories’ (de Silva).
The Container Project website is a repository of material documenting the history of
the project and links to its current activities. See <www.container-project.net>.
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Photo documentation of the process of setting up the Container in Palmers Cross is
online at <www.container-project.net/C-Document/Album/page1.html>. The
photographs illustrate the level of community participation in the project, and
demonstrate the inviting quality of the open architecture of the kiosk-style lab.
According to its makers, dyneibolic was the first distribution of GNU/Linux operating
system distributed on a CD which did not require the user to install it permanently
on their computer. Instead, the user would simply load the CD and it would open up
into a user-friendly GNU/Linux system, with nifty free software multimedia tools as
a bonus. I have trialled dyne:bolic, and its main advantage for a non-geek is that you
don't need to convert your computer to a permanent Linux box, in other words, you
are spared making the significant commitment to a change of operating system.
See: <dyne.org> and <dynebolic.org/manual-in-development/dynebolic-x44.en.html>
It is significant that the idea of dyneibolic grew out of the Italian 'Hackmeeting'
movement, and is thus linked closely to the praxis of auto-gestation. Informed by
this praxis, cultural and political projects arise from the large network of squatted
social centres around Italy. I have drawn on an interview I conducted with Roman
cultural activist and video maker Agnese Trocchi in 2005 to better understand the
Hackmeeting culture.
Despite Harwood's personal reservations about 'the failings' of Nine (9), it offers an
easy-to-use multimedia platform, and houses stories from communities around the
world. It has been positively reviewed by various writers including Berry, Bosma,
Fuller, Greene, Lovink and Medosch. Nine(9) can be explored online at
<9.waag.org>. Further background can be found on Mongel's wiki at
<www.mongrelx.org/home/index.cgi7Software>.
Details of the Linker software are online at <www.linker.org.uk>.
Harwood has elsewhere explained it slightly differently as 'The ikonic images are
propositions (a showing or telling) drawn from a gut reaction to some political or
cultural event somewhere or constructed out of found images on the net' (Mongrel
2004 c).
Perl is often referred to as the 'glue' of the internet. This 'high-level programming
language' was written by programmer Larry Wall in the 1980s. He wanted his
program to be easy to learn, widely used and freely accessible (Christiansen &
Torkington 1999; Moody 2001). According to Eric Raymond, after Linux and its
initiator Linus Torvalds, the second most important community to build up around a
software and 'charismatic leader’ in the 1990s was 'the Perl culture under Larry Wall'
(Raymond 2000). Linguistically, Perl is intuitive in a way that a more mathematical
language such as C++ is not. It has been a language of choice for a number of artists,
writers and poets, as its form seems to lend itself to poetic expression. Netmonster
is written in Perl, and uses many existing Perl libraries.
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Mongrel member Richard Wright (2005) wrote a nifty piece of code for this project
(later used in Netmonster), creating a rotation function to make text radiate (Wright
2005, pers. comm., 18 Aug). Virtually the rest of the code, an estimated sixty
thousand lines of Perl, was either written by Harwood himself, or sourced from
publicly-available Perl Libraries, and stiched together by Harwood.
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Some visual evidence can be found on Mongrel's WIKI pages at:
<www.scotoma.org/notes/index.cgi7MoonsterUpdate9>.
Following is some code written by Harwood in Perl. It is a set of instructions to
Gimp, telling it to manipulate files in the database in various ways. Attributes of a
file include its font style (if it is a text file), opacity, angle of rotation, size, its
colour gradient values and degree of blurriness or sharpness.
Source: <www.scotoma.org/notes/index.cgi7Gimplmage>.
new Gimp::Display($Global_img);
# open the DB and add the FuckTheWar images
#$Mode = NORMAL_MODE;
#$Opacity = 100;
#my $angle_in_degrees = 90;
# my $x = 1500;
# my $ y = 2000;
my $text = <<EOF;
Britain, by far Washington's most hawkish ally in europe,
put its name to the contentious letter along with fellow
un security council member Spain.
Blair, on his way to
Washington, said Thursday that "If the process of
disarmament can't be done by UN inspectors then it will
have to be done by force. We don't want a war in the
region';
#E0F
my $Size = 50;
my $font = '-monotype-arial-bold-r-normal--0-0-0-0-p-0iso8859-9' ;
my $colour = DEFAULT_F0NT_C0L0UR;
my $emotionalblur = 10;
&Do_Text(
$Global_img,
$ font,
$text,
$Size,
$colour,
$blur,
$angle_in_degrees,
$Mode,
$0pacity,
$x, $y
) ;

181See <www.scotoma.org/notes/index.cgi7Gimplmage>.
182

There is a long tradition of inserting poetry into underlying computer code. I was
introduced to this after giving an artist talk in the mid 1990s at Cyberia, London’s
first internet cafe. The talk was to a room of archetypal young male geeks who on
the whole were not very interested in my fireside chat about the adventures of my
online avatar GashGirl. However, one programmer approached me, asking if he could
use some of my online writing as a component of the Perl software poetry he was
creating. I was intrigued by the thought of some of my writing being distributed in
such an unusual form, and happily agreed. See Section 4.7 of this thesis for an
example by Harwood where an entire text is presented as comments.
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In Lifting the Hood-The Prisoners of Abu Ghraib, a documentary by Olivia Rousset
(2005), screened in Australia on SBS's Dateline program in late 2005, some of the
men in the infamous Abu Ghraib torture photographs spoke publicly. Haj Ali, the
hooded man wired up, spoke with grace and dignity of his traumatic experiences. He
has formed an organisation to help other survivors of torture. Another man, more
familiar as the terrified semi-naked figure backed against a wall, also spoke on
camera. The sensation of watching this film was for me very powerful, as if the men
came out from those images still circulating with lives of their own in the networks,
and became more real, less iconic, and their pain more brutal to share.
See: <news.sbs.com.au/dateline/index.php?page=archive&daysum=2005-11 -09#>.
Additional information: <www.aliveinbaghdad.org/aib/?p=942>.
I think of farming and recall Zia Teresa in Cranford, and her bountiful garden of fruit
and vegetables and herbs. At the end of the harvest season I watch her carefully
selecting a few runner beans, a tomato or two, some nice pansies and so on. Each
plant has its own method of seed retrieval. Tomato seeds need to be washed to
neutralise the acidity. The beans need to dry in their pods. She knows that these
seeds will offer the best crop in the following year, barring acts of God
(specifically, the pesky squirrel and the frost). To grow a juicy tomato you need a
good seed. I think of breeding and I imagine two or more fertile creatures of the
same species. Put them together for a little mating action and you are never sure of
exactly how the litter will look, but it is likely that some will resemble the parents,
and others will be complete surprises, or throwbacks to earlier generations.
A sense of the passage of time can completely desert the creator, adding to the
subjective experience of a fugue. One of the dictionary definitions of 'fugue' is 'a
dreamlike state of altered consciousness that may last for hours or days’.
Source: WordNet ® 2.0, © 2003 Princeton University.
Philip Galanter (2003) is an artist and professor whose definition of Generative Art is
widely cited:
Generative art refers to any art practice where the artist uses a system, such
as a set of natural language rules, a computer program, a machine, or other
procedural invention, which is set into motion with some degree of autonomy
contributing to or resulting in a completed work of art.
This phrase is taken from Mongrel's Perl Routines to Manipulate London (also known
as London.PL) project, after William Blake. See the following excerpt:
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

NAME
London - Simple Act Redress
The American War was the last judgment on England.
Inoculated against the sewer. Albion's Angels
Rise up on wings of iron & steel, spreadsheet & rule:
To gift sanitation & sulphurous fire to:
The wheat of Europe,
The rice of Asia,
The potato of America,
The maize of Africa.
Massacre-bloated, angels crawl from the corpse of war.
Five times fatter than when they entered.
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See Bosma (2002 b), software art and perl poetry: Graham Harwood and William
Blake, for a comprehensive description of, and background to, Harwood/Mongrel's
London. PL.
A version of Lungs was launched at Mongrel's Jelliedeel Shed in Southend on 7 May
2005.
Harwood had been exploring the idea of using poetic software invocations to 'bring
back the dead' for many years before Lungs. Bosma (2002) describes London.PI,
noting how this idea and code can be a template for evoking the horror of other
social atrocities:
The poem starts by describing its context, and the reason for its existence or
development. It then continues with a method for calculating the lung volume of
children according to class, age and height. From this lung volume the program
then goes on to calculate the volume of air replaced by the last scream of the
child. The amount of air replaced by all last screams of dying children in London
from 1792 until now together will finally be emitted through a horn or siren, to
be heard throughout London.
Following is another example, written as program instructions (Harwood 2005, pers.
comm., 16 Nov). My understanding, based on conversations with Harwood over many
years, is that his interest is to make visible what is generally invisible - the layers of
neglect, abuse, injustice and inequity, which have fuelled capitalism for
generations. Art is one strategy to reveal history (whether that history lies some
time in the past or is happening contemporaneously), and (possibly) to become a
provocation for social change or subjective transformation.
Refuse reason while resurrecting the dead
Part 1 :
Take a data-base of a social atrocity and harvest from it the
ages, names and heights of individual victims. From this the
computer extrapolates the vital lung capacity for each
person. This is converted to cubic litres of last breath of
each victim eg:
$VitalLungCapcity = ((0.041 * $Height) - (0.018 * $Age))
- 2.69;
$Vietim_Breath_LAST = $VitalLungCapcity;
Part 2 :
Set up or use a preexisting public address system placed in
the vercenity of the atrocity or contextually related area.
With the sound radiating up to one mile from the source. Push
the sum of all the victims vital lung capacity of air through
the audio system;
Example->Srebrenica->Amsterdam->
From reports of the International Committee of the Red Cross
we estimate that 8000 Bosnian Muslim men were killed by
Bosnian Serb forces, see (Red)
We know the ages are from 15 - 70;
And the height of each individual is between 150 and 180;
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$Height = 170; $Age = 35;
$VitalLungCapacity = ((0.041 * $Height) - (0.018 * $Age)) 2.69 ;
( 3.65 litres * 8000 bodies ) = 29200 litres of air.
We then push 29200 litres of air through a speaker system in
the wave form of a scream.
The 'zero' in Netmonster v.0.2 indicates that the software is still in pre-release or
beta stage. In contrast, if it was the second iteration of a software that was already
publicly available, it would probably be referred to as Netmonster v.2.0.
The highest level of non-general user, is a 'specialist' user, whom I will designate the
'uber user'. In the case of Netmonster Harwood is the uber user; he is both the
software's creator, and the System Adminstrator (Sys Admin) of the Mongrel server.
Both of these roles necessitate that he has maximum privileges to access any part of
the computer system, and any of the software which resides on it. Access privileges
are set within the root directory of network, by the Sys Admin. These 'permissions'
are expressed as a series of letters - r, w, x — read, write, execute. The permissions
can attach to either files or directories (groups of files). If a user has permission to
read a file (r), it means that they can look at the contents of the file. If a user has
permission to write to a file (w), it means that they can alter, add to or delete the
contents of that file. If a user has permission to execute a file (x), it means that they
can run the software program of that 'executable' file.
In 2004 a colleague in the Faculty of Media, Society and Culture at Curtin University
of Technology, Dr Antonio Traverso, had invited me to consider submitting a
proposal for an Artist-in-Residency in his faculty in 2005. I had just returned from
the residency with Mongrel at Brown University, where I had fallen under the
Netmonster spell. With support from both Mongrel and Dr Traverso, I applied for a
residency. My project originally was entitled What Lies Beneath, and is summarised
below.
The starting point...is the relationship between...the US/Australia Free Trade
Agreement (probably issues around Intellectual Property, and enclosure of
knowledge and ideas), and new scientific discoveries about the composition and
geothermal dynamics of the Earth’s inner core. Thus, both the online space and
offline printed collages will explore unanticipated connections and tensions
between legal, governmental, social and scientific forms of agency.
The residency was approved, and then the Great Tsunami of Boxing Day 2004
happened. I sat in Zia Teresa's living room in Cranford, feeling plane after plane fly
into Heathrow Airport a few fields away, and we watched the death toll rising from a
few hundred to thousands to ten of thousands. By the following day I knew that I
couldn't make a project about magma and the earth's core and geo-thermal
disturbances. It seemed inane, in light of such real devastation, suffering and loss of
life. So my starting point shifted back to just Free Trade Agreements, and the belief
that another counterpoint would present itself in its own good time.
Background on the Boxing Day Tsunami (also called the Indian Ocean Earthquake):
<www.ga.gov.au/ausgeonews/ausgeonews200503/tsunami.jsp>.
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See the Australian grassroots campaign site, Global Trade Watch, at
<www.tradewatchoz.org/>, and the comparable American campaign at
<www.citizenstrade.org/index.php>. The Australia-United States Free Trade
Agreement (AUSFTA) came into force on 1 January 2005, 5 days after the Boxing Day
Tsunami, and as I began work on Rough Trade with Mongrel at Southend. The one
thousand page AUSFTA is online at:
<www.dfat.gov.au/trade/negotiations/us_fta/final-text/index.html>.
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HTML is the abbreviation for Hyper Text Mark-up Language, which is the
programming language that all web pages are written in. Unlike JAVA which is a
proprietary high-level programming language enabling more complex and dynamic
calculations to happen via a web interface, HTML is constructed of commands, tags
and attributes which are written in English and a numbering system, so no other
programming knowledge is necessary. Even web-authoring programs such as
Dreamweaver which allow people to make web pages using a graphical interface
have the HTML code lying underneath.
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See details on HAARP at <www.haarp.alaska.edu/>, a serious critique by Prof. Michel
Chossudovsky at <www.globalresearch.ca/articles/CHO409F.html>, and recent
discussion on Slashdot at <slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=05/11 /17/0047235&from=rss>.
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As mentioned earlier, Netmonster v.0.2 was only used by Harwood, and is not
documented in this thesis.
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The 'native' size of the collage is approximately 2.5 square metres. Due to
restrictions in the width that commercial digital printers can handle, the size of the
outputs is typically reduced to about 1.5 square metres.
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Harwood (2005, pers. com., 15 Nov,) wrote to me:
Your dreams are cool — do you think you have witches' blood? It seems that some
six hundred were done to death in this area. There is a doom pond now buried
under a new housing dev in Leigh that the witches were drowned in - the story
goes that a builder decided to bung some rubble in the pond so he backed up a
double team of horses and cart to offload and then he backed them too far and
then slipped in - the pond swallowed the two teams cart and all without trace,
the pond was so deep.
Maybe this is why this place has such strange air — all those ancestors
drowned.
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On 8 February 2005 I emailed Harwood with ideas for a kind of voudou

program:

It could be nice for an interaction between human, and monster, and spirits of
dead poets and philosophers and witches etc
1. monster sub-routine delivers swag of keywords like u have already
programmed
2. for human to be able to sort through the keyword list, retrieving words
that fired their imagination or evoked a memory or gave goosebumps etc
3. human stores these words in a wordcatcher machine
4. after time has passed, and the wordcatcher is full, a voudou program is
run, and it generates a cloud of text from a poet or philosopher or pirate or witch
or hulk-child
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5. the word catcher parses (?) the voudou cloud, and drops in some of the
words in its storage, randomly replacing a word in the voudou cloud text with a
wordcatcher keyword, i think with no regard to grammar classes; a verb could
replace a noun, etc
In response to these ideas Harwood coded a few sub-programs, including the voudou
cloud generator, which, due to other projects priorities, we have only used once to
date. It is an area I would like to explore more in the future.
occult adj 1: hidden and difficult to see; ... 2: having an import not apparent to
the senses nor obvious to the intelligence; beyond ordinary understanding;
"mysterious symbols"; "the mystical style of Blake"; "occult lore"; "the secret
learning of the ancients" [syn: mysterious, mystic, mystical, secret, orphic] n 1:
supernatural forces and events and beings collectively; " 2: occult practices and
techniques; " Source: WordNet ® 2.0, © 2003 Princeton University
The original declaration signed by Digger Gerard Winstanley and others begins:
A

DECLARATION
FROM THE

Poor oppressed People
OF

ENGLAND,
DIRECTED
To all that call themselves, or are called
Lords of Manors,

through this NATION;
That have begun to cut, or that through
fear and covetousness, do intend to cut down
the Woods and Trees that grow upon the
Commons and Waste Land.
Printed in the Yeer, 1649.
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A copy of the complete declaration, and other documents by the Diggers, and the
associated group, the True Levellers, can be accessed at:
<www.tlio.demon.co.uk/poor.htm>
Some background on Mongrel's National Heritage project is online at
<www.mongrelx.org/home/index.cgi7NationalHeritage>.
The text and perl poem executed-coat-thief by Harwood was published in 2003 on a
number of cultural mailing lists including nettime, rhizome, and
[softwareandculture]. See:
<listserv.cddc.vt.edu/pipermail/softwareandculture/2003-0ctober/000252.html>
205

On 25 November 2005 Mohammed B. was online at
<www.volkskrant.com/oog/index10.php>.

206

Bob Marley's classic 1979 song, War:
Well, everywhere is war Me say war.
War in the east,
War in the west,
War up north,
War down south War - war
This song famously included words from a speech calling for peace by Ethiopian king
HIM Haile Selassie to the United Nations in 1964).
<www.solariactionnetwork.com/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?p=6609&>
On 15 November 2005 Harwood sent me an email to me saying:
Today is a sad day: Free Kennington is no more <www.stagnesplace.net/>
The riot police moved in to the 30 year old squats —
Stefan [Szczelkun] lived here - me and matt [Fuller] met up here — Stuart home
— bob marley was here - oldest rasta temple in London. So much happened here
for so many Londoners - it's the final nail in the coffin

207

Bios in computing jargon stands in for [b(asic) i(nput/) o(utput) s(ystem)], and refers
to the part of each computer's operating system that basically instructs the
computer how to wake up, breathe and put on the coffee.
Bios. n. The set of routines stored in read-only memory that enable a computer
to start the operating system and to communicate with the various devices in the
system, such as disk drives, keyboard, monitor, printer, and communications
ports.
Source: The American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, 4 ed., © 2000
by Houghton Mifflin.
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MOAB — Massive Ordnance Air Blast Bomb, or 'Mother Of All Bombs', is a 9,500 kg
'monster weapon' developed and tested by the United States Air Force just before
the 2003 invasion of Iraq. Source:
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<www.globalsecurity.org/org/news/2003/030312-moab02.htm>.
'...Air Force officials said it was built at least in part for psychological warfare'.
Source: <www.f-16.net/f-16_news_article137.html>.
The 'PsyWar' in Iraq was already being judged a failure a few months after the
invasion by some observers. See 'The Pentagon's Bungled Psyops Strategy’ by Brian
Cloughly at <www.counterpunch.org/cloughley09032003.html>.
When 'PsyOps' (Psychological Operations) isn't enough to sow fear on the
informational plane, then material weapons can be tactically deployed on
informational targets. The revelations in late November 2005 of a leaked memo,
detailing George Bush's 'interest' in bombing Arabic satellite tv station Al-Jazeera
during the onslaught on Fallujah in April 2004 demonstrates battle plans being laid
out simultaneously on the material and symbolic planes. When the British
newspaper, the Daily Mirror, announced its intentions to publish the memo, the
government used the Official Secrets Act to halt publication, adding another front to
the battle for 'hearts and minds' in this interminable Perma War, or Guerra Totaie
Permanente, as llaria Vanni tells me they say in Italy.
<www. mirror, co. uk/news/tm_objectid=16397937&method=full&siteid=94762&headline=exclusive--bushplot-to-bomb-his-arab-aUy-name_page.html>
<www. mirror, co. uk/news/tm_objectid=16401707&method=full&siteid=94762&;headline=law-chief-gagsthe-mirror-on-bush-leak-name_page.html>

See Monique Wittig (1969), Les Guerilleres:
The women say they have learned to rely on their own strength. They say they
are aware of the force of their unity. They say, let those who call for a new
language first learn violence. They say, let those who want to change the world
first seize all the rifles. They say that they are starting from zero. They say that a
new world is beginning.
Every Move You Make by The Police (1979), could be read as a prophesy of
surveillance society. See also 'Every Move You Make, Every Breath You Take', in
Information Week, 30 Aug 2002, detailing web-based infoveillance of parolees, at
< www.informationweek.com/story/ IWK20020830S0027>.
Every breath you take, Every move you make
Every bond you break, Every step you take
I’ll be watching you
Every single day, Every word you say
Every game you play, Every night you stay
I’ll be watching you
New-York based group, the Surveillance Camera Players (SCP), have been making
Situationist-inspired performances since 1996, utilising the screens and cameras of
CCTV, as a way of exposing some of the mechanisms of control in the streets and
public spaces of information society. See an interview with founder Bill Brown at
<v/ww.surveillance-and-society.org/articles1 (3)/interview.pdf>. On the SCP website
is the following quote by NYC Police Commissioner Safir: "Only someone completely
distrustful of all government would be opposed to what we are doing with
surveillance cameras". See SCP online at <www.notbored.org/the-scp.html>.
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In 5 Theses on Informational-Cognitive Capitalism George N. Dafernos (2005) states:
The realm of such networks of cooperative development is underpinned by the
pleasure principle...they re-discover the joy...that accompanies creative
work...collective subjectivity is impregnated with the sperm of radicality, as
people are suddenly becoming aware of the reversal of perspective that lies in
the shadows: a production setting...[which] exposes the poverty of production
effectuated for the sake of profit. A direct confrontation stretching from the
terrain of ideas to the very institutional nucleus of capitalist society is underway.
On the one side stands the beast of living labour organised independently of the
capitalist demand, and, [on the other], the imaginary of intellectual property
law...
Following one of Stefan Szczelkun's references, I discovered the poet and leader of
the national liberation movement in Guinea-Bissau, Amilcar Cabral. He wrote of the
deep connections between political liberation, and the generation of traditional and
hybridised cultural expressions. Although in his speech delivered in 1970 (a couple of
years before his assassination), he speaks in terms of liberation from a foreign
oppressor, it is interesting to consider these ideas in terms of the liberatory cultural
practices on the digital commons, in relation to the oppressive forces of
globalisation and its cultural imperatives:
A people who free themselves from foreign domination will be free culturally only
if, without complexes and without underestimating the importance of positive
accretions from the oppressor and other cultures, they return to the upward
paths of their own culture, which is nourished by the living reality of its
environment, and which negates both harmful influences and any kind of
subjection to foreign culture. Thus, it may be seen that if imperialist domination
has the vital need to practice cultural oppression, national liberation is
necessarily an act of culture.
Source: <www.cwo.com/-lucumi/cabral.html>.
From Trigram 21 of The Tao Te Ching by Lao Tzu. Translation by D.C. Lau (1963).
Sourced online at <www.terebess.hu/english/tao/lau.html>.
As a thing the way is
Shadowy and indistinct.
Indistinct and shadowy,
Yet within it is an image;
Shadowy and indistinct,
Yet within it is a substance.
Dim and dark,
Yet within it is an essence.
This essence is quite genuine
And within it is something that can be tested.
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Appendices and End Pockets

Appendix A: Synopses of public presentations of Rough Trade
•

Rough Trade - My Own Private Netmonster, University of South Australia,
Adelaide

•

Of Monsters and Meadows, Curtin University, Perth

•

Rough Trade - FLOSSing between some cracks - 3 scenes, University of
Technology, Sydney
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Visual Art and Design Research Group
of the Louis Layboume Smith School of Architecture and Design
and the South Australian School of Art
University of South Australia

presents

Colloquium II:

Trace, or Spatial Cinematics

Ross Gibson,

Life After Wartime,

2003

Monday 28 February 2005
9:00-11:30am Papers: BH5-08
12:30-4:30pm Workshop: Computer suite BH4-09
4:30-6:00pm Screenings: Gallery Level 5, Building K
(new building of the School of Architecture and Design and SA School of Art)
What is the relation between architecture and film beyond the function of representation, where the
identity of architecture is not reliant on being preserved as image in film, and film-making is not
governed by an imperative in this relation to depict architecture as a monumental presence in space.
How can we see architecture, not as presence, but as a condition, in film? To pursue this point,
architecture must resist becoming-image, where the coalescence of action, sound, narrative, framing,
digital materiality - or what in short can be said to be the ‘cinematic’ in film - must continually be
deferred. How do images and sound operate outside the function of representation? Can cultural
continuity exist away from the monumental image? Can cinema ‘tell’ without showing? Can restrictive
framing, and temporal delays, interference or noise, show more than less? Do we find architecture
when we find the film in the ‘cut’?
Speakers include: Prof Ross Gibson, Professor of New Media and Digital Culture, School of Design
Architecture and Building, University of Technology, Sydney; Dr Kathi Holt-Damant, School of
Geography, Planning and Architecture, University of Queensland; multimedia performer and designer,
Andy Petrusevics, artist and writer working with online environments Francesca Da Rimini,
electronic media visual artist and writer Teri Hoskin, and experimental video and TV editor, Thom
Corcoran. The colloquium will be convened by Steve Loo, Architecture Program Director, Louis
Layboume Smith School of Architecture and Design, University of South Australia.
Participants will be invited to construct short experimental films and/or web-based interventions in the
Spatial Cinematic workshop following the papers. No prior knowledge of digital software is expected.
The films and web-work will be screened over drinks at the end of the day.

This is a free colloquium and workshop, and places are limited. Register your interest with Sharee
Kuchel 08-8302 0366 or sharee.kuchel iTunisa.edu.au by Thursday 24 Feb 2005.

Visual Art and Design Research Group of the Louis Layboume Smith School of Architecture and Design
and the South Australian School of Art, University of South Australia presents

Colloquium il:
Trace, or Spatial Cinematics
Monday 28 February 2005
9:00-11:30am Papers: BH5-08
12:30-4:30pm Workshop: Computer suite BH4-09
4:30-6:00pm Screenings: Gallery Level 5, Building K

Rough Trade — My Own Private Netmonster
Francesca da Rimini

Netmonster is a generative social software developed by the acclaimed artist group Mongrel in
2004.

Programmable search strings ( underpinned by 60,000 lines of open source code and Perl libraries),
are periodically sent out along Google pathways to fetch payloads from the internet. The collected
data is then dynamically rendered as a vast collage which can then be remotely entered and further
manipulated by users. Images and texts can be preserved, discarded, downloaded or rewritten, and
search strings reconfigured, allowing for gradual or rapid evolution of the monster. A future
iteration of the Netmonster software will incorporate the capacity for the monster to automatically
contact by email or fax humans at the end of the web pages it collects.

Rough Trade is my own private Netmonster, currently programmed to retrieve data on “free trade”,
“HAARP” and “uranium”, a meditation on possible relations shared by neoliberalised capital,
weather warfare systems and toxic metal trading. Combining search bots, data visualisation tools,
image harvesting techniques and TMO (Textually Modified Organisms) production, Netmonster offers
a different way of researching and capturing dematerialised lacunae in the Matrix in the Age of
Permawar.

Rough Trade:
Mongrel:
Francesca da Rimini:

http://www.scotoma.org/TRADE/MONSTER.cgi
http://www.mongrelx.org
http://gashgirl.svsx.org/
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Francesca da Rimini acknowledges the generous support of Mongrel, who have
provided access to the Netmonster software, server space, bandwidth,
outstanding technical support and creative advice for this project.
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Of Monsters and Meadows: farm tales from the digital commons
Talk by Francesca da Rimini, Artist-in-Residence, Faculty of Media, Society and Culture
Bank West Theatre, Curtin University of Technology, Perth
6pm, Thursday April 14, 2005

Every object, every being,
Is a jar full of delight
from Rumi, The Many Wines, Turkey, 1200s
And she went, and came, and gleaned in the field after the reapers.
from The Book of Ruth, Old Testament
If you build it, they will come.
Spoken by The Voice' in the film Field of Dreams.

FLOSS - Free, Libre and Open Source Software - has unexpectedly emerged over the past 20 years as
a significant counterpoint to new forms of social control and containment in the over-industrialised
world. For example, think GNU/Linux operating system architecture, peer2peer filesharing programs
like BitTorrent and free Photoshop alternative, the GIMP. Or think digital fences, data mining,
ubiquitous surveillance systems, proprietary ownership of ideas and so on. But this contemporary
swell of urges is not without precedent. From the declarations of the Diggers and true Levellers in
17thC England to the establishment of free zones in the Caribbean by motley alliances of pirates,
smugglers and escaped slaves, people have consistently resisted top-down processes of enclosure by
creating new ways of sharing knowledge and (re)claiming communal spaces for no other reason than
contributing to “the common good”.
In contrast to the withering of the internet’s imaginary possibilities and the contraction of free ‘real
estate’ which has resulted from dot.commercialization, unsmart dot.bombs and anxious regulation,
the new media ecologies sprouting like topsy on the net commons can be experienced as lush,
visionary and anarchic. According to writer and software innovator Matthew Fuller, “software
creates sensoriums...ways of seeing, knowing and doing in the world that at once contain a model of
that part of the world it ostensibly pertains to and that also shape it every time it is used.”
Netmonster is a generative social software currently in development by Mongrel, an internationally
acclaimed artist group. Programmable search strings - key words chosen by the user - are
periodically sent out along Google pathways to fetch payloads from the internet. The collected data
is rendered back on the internet as a vast collage which can then be remotely entered, gleaned and
farmed by users. Images and texts can be preserved, discarded, downloaded or rewritten, and search
strings reconfigured, allowing for gradual or rapid evolution of the monster. Harwood, Mongrel's
developer/artist, describes NetMonster as “a suite of programs for the online resourcing and
collaborative construction of the 'networked image'. A responsive, immediate and sensuous space for
projects based on networked collaboration - the future of generative social software. The
cornerstone of all the code in the NetMonster is a commitment to the use, propagation and
development of free software - a key collaborative tool that posits a democratic alternative to
proprietary control over code.”
Rough Trade is my own Netmonster in a small meadow, programmed initially to glean grains of net
corn - “free trade”, “HAARP” + “uranium”; a meditation on neoliberalised capital, weather warfare
systems & toxic metal trading.
Rough Trade:

http: / /www.scotoma.org/TRADE/MONSTER.cgi

Mongrel:

http://www.mongrelx.org

Francesca da Rimini:

http://gashgirl.svsx.org

Francesca da Rimini acknowledges the generous support of Mongrel, who have
provided access to the Netmonster software, server space, bandwidth, outstanding
technical support and creative advice for this project. Thank you to Curtin
University - particularly to everyone in the Faculty of Media, Society and Culture,
and the Humanities IT support crew, for making this residency possible. Thank you
to University of Technology Sydney for supporting my Masters Candidature.
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Other Worlds Conference
University of Technology, Sydney (UTS)
28-29 April 2005
Title:

Rough Trade — FLOSSing between some cracks — 3 scenes

Speaker:

Francesca da Rimini, Masters by Research Candidate, UTS

Abstract:

Scene One: 1999. An autonomously-funded shipping container filled with computer kit and
narrative tools is dreamed for Palmers Cross, Jamaica, an ideas-rich but resource-poor
community riven for decades by gang rivalries, guns and lack of employment opportunities. As
the Container Project’s founder, Mervin Jarman, explains, “a big part of what I do can be
considered culture technology using the arts and ICT to capture and illustrate meaningful
engagement with others through one's life experience (one’s art) and the transformative qualities
that technology has to offer - it’s about making people feel good about themselves and their
community and giving them the tools to do something about it.” Four years later local people
have claimed the Container as their own space, a kind of village square in a box, and cultural and
economic currents are beginning to flow between England and Jamaica.

Scene Two: January 2005. I begin creating Rough Trade, a “mediated art” project using
Netmonster, a generative social software developed by the artist group Mongrel. Combining a
suite of search robots, data visualisation tools and image/text harvesting techniques, Netmonster
offers a different way of researching and capturing ghosts in the machine, enabling the
“collaborative construction of the 'networked image'”.Harwood, Mongrel's gnostic coder, states
that, “the cornerstone of all the code in the NetMonster is a commitment to the use, propagation
and development of free software - a key collaborative tool that posits a democratic alternative
to proprietary control over code”.

Scene Three: March 2005. A government-funded Open Source Software education unit within a
Technology Innovation and Incubator Centre somewhere in Australia. The manager tells of the
eleventh hour attempts by a well-known transnational Micro$erf corporation to block the opening
of a similar unit, citing unfair commercial advantage being given to a set of companies. He
opines that since the signing of the US-Australian Free Trade Agreement in January 2005 the
situation of corporate bullying in the open source sector has intensified.

This paper introduces two contemporary cultural projects existing on and around the ’Digital
Commons' - shared spaces/networks of ideas, skills and philosophies - and invites the audience to
decide whether these models form part of a bigger picture of social change.

Appendix B: Mongrel Publicity

•

Netmonster flyer

•

Poster for Mongrel artist-in-residency at Brown University

•

Flyer for the launch of the Jelliedeel Shed

•

Phone-Slam flyer

•

ARoundhead flyer

•

Lungs flyer
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The NetMonster
a Mongrel project
www.scotoma.org/notes/index.cqi7MonsterUpdate

r

Do I have anything to say - or does the network already take care of it?

I collect images, thousands of them - farm them, stick them together, filter them rotate them, stick them on myself. I translate text to image to text, building storm
clouds approaching the Thames on the eve of war. The image itself is not
reasonable, reducible or answerable.
CODE_OF_WAR = (anything taken out of the hands of the many and put in the
hands of a few);
We exist in a world where powerful social elites live their life through exceptional
fantasies - they mistakenly believe they can safeguard their privilege by hiding their
bonsai trees of knowledge in secret societies, under the tomes of law court papers,
magic rituals - art religions and the use of well tooled-up armies.
Is it possible to react to the CODE_OF_WAR without enhancing it, without
asthesticising it, without fetishising it?

The cornerstone of all the code in the NetMonster is a commitment to the use,
propagation and development of free software - a key collaborative tool that posits a
democratic alternative to proprietary control over code.
On day one the work consists of: a set of keywords - drawn from a gut reaction to
some political or cultural event - an empty database, a hungry server robot, a
telephone line.

The server-robot is programmed to search for the keywords words on-line. When it
detects a match in a target URL it extracts: images, sentences, email addresses and
telephone numbers of the sites owners. These are added to its own name space,
grafting links to the surface of the image. The robot then begins to email and
telephone the owners of the sites, telling them that they that have been targeted for
crimes against 'common sense' and giving them a link to their data. If they so wish
they can remove their data and the server application will stop harassing them.
In this way the empty gesture of a political icon learns to associate itself with the
mediated causes of its own existence, automatically creating dialogue between itself
and the owners of the sites whose work it incorporates.
The NetMonster suite: for the online resourcing and collaborative construction of the
“networked image”. A responsive, immediate and sensuous space for projects
based on networked collaboration - the future of generative social software.
Please see our main web site for further information about our past work:
www.monqrel.orq.uk, phone 01702 460590 or email admin@ielliedeel.org.
Funded by Arts Council England.
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A DIGITAL ARTS COLLECTIVE WORKING TO CELEBRATE
THE METHODS OF STREET CULTURE
Thursday, October 14 @ 7 pm

Smith-Buonanno 106
Net Monsters: Speculative Software and the Jelliedeel, Mongrel
World Premier Launch of Net Monsters
Sunday, October 3 @ 7 pm

Tuesday, October 5 @ 7 pm

Friday, October 15 from 1-4 pm

135 Thayer Street, Production 2

RISD Auditorium

Net Monster

Indy - Media screening

Artist Lecture, Mongrel

workshops - sign-up required

Learn about MONGREL
at www.mongrelx.org
All events free and open to the public.

To signup forthe workshops, email
mongrel@brown.edu

Seating is limited, first come-first
served. Questions? Call 401.863.2853

Monday, October 4 @ 11 am

Francesca da Rimini,
Graham Flarwood, Mervin Jarman

Wilson 309
Indy Media - Cnfting our Own

Friday, October 8 from 1 -4 pm

Peer Networks lecture

Indy Media

Francesca da Rmini

Own Peer Networks

- Crafting our

workshops - sign-up required
DESIGN COURTESY ) F GlL.FiSHMANOESlGN.COM

Sources The Creative Arts Council,
The Malcolm S Forbes Center
for Research in Culture and Media Studies and RISD

[cac]

JELLIED

SHED

Mongrel invites you to the informal launch of our
new space: The Jelliedeel Shed in sunny
Southend-on-Sea, and our first arts project for
Southend: Phone-Slam

Phone-Slam

Date: Saturday 15 January 2005
Time: 16:00pm to 21:00pm
Place: Southend-on-Sea

is the first project
to use Mongrel's recently
developed IP telephony network.
Phone-Slam is part of Being Here, a not-forprofit arts initiative managed by Momentum
Arts, funded by Southend Borough Council,
Arts Council England East and the European
Social Fund.
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The Jelliedeel Shed is Mongrel's new purpose equipped research centre
by the sea. The Shed now hosts our studios, server facilities and the
events space for our 2005 media arts programme.
The Jelliedeel Shed
Unit 38 Grainger Road Industrial Estate
Southend-on-Sea Essex SS2 5DD UK
Tel: +44 (0)1702 460590
E-mail: admin@jelliedeel.org
Web: www.jelliedeel.org
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Getting there: Trains from Liverpool Street to Southend
Victoria. (15, 24 and 55 minutes past the hour, journey
time is one hour). Grainger Road Industrial Estate is 5
minutes walk away - turn left from the station, across the
B&Q car park and take the right fork at the comer shop.

www.jelliedeel.org/images/jelliedeel-map.jpg

Southend Enter! v°te! win £2so!

Soundbites

Noises, stories, messages, songs, slogans... Can you phone-in the sound that
sums up Southend? Competition starts 15th Jan. Closes 1st March 2005!
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ADVANCE NOTICE!
ARoundhead is a iive arts project
in the telephone system of the
A Ro undhead s a collabora tion
between the artists group Mongrel,
the Facilities Dept and the Switchboard
Dept of the hospital.
ARoundhead is intended to create
an unexpected and humorous rupture
into selected staff s normal telephone usage. From May 19th to June 2nd,
Oliver Cromwell's head will be stuck in the telephone system asking for
your help or to transfer him to someone who can.
We hope you enjoy the intervention and if Oliver Cromwell should chose to
ring you, please spare a little time to hear him out or pass him around!

PLEASE EXPECT A CALL!
For more details on Functionsuite projects please visit: www.functionsuite.com

“Lungs”
a Harwood/Mongrel project

"Lungs" is a software poem memorial to the slave labour that worked in the
ex-munitions factory in Karlsruhe during World War II. By computing the vital lung
capacity of these forced workers, the program emits their last breath of air.
This work was first commissioned by the Centre for Media Art (ZKM), Karlsruhe for
"Making Things Public" which opened on March 22nd 2005. The show took place in Hall
A of the ZKM building, which was formally the ex-munitions factory “Deutsche Waffen
und Munitionsfabriken A.G.” (now the IWKA) during the Second World War. Between
1940-1945 over 4,500 people - including Poles, Russians, French, Italians, Dutch,
Luxembourgers, Norwegians and Czechs were recruited by force for DWM and made
to produce ammunition parts for the German Wehrmacht.
This work was constructed from the original database used by the Nazi administration,
kindly made available by Generallandesarchiv Karlsruhe. We would like to thank the
Generallandesarchiv for providing us with this anonymous data for this project. The
data base containing records of over 57,000 foreign workers was set up in 2000 to help
answer direct enquiries from affected persons and from the foundation "Erinnerung,
Verantwortung und Zukunft" (Recollection, Responsibility and Future) in the Federal
Republic of Germany. Many of the entries have still not been historically reappraised
even to this day, nor have the individual fates of labourers been appropriately
acknowledged.

Please see our web site for further information about our past work:
www.monqrel.orq.uk or phone the Jelliedeel Shed on 01702 460590.

Appendix C: Internet Address of Netmonster

The most recent version of the Netmonster networked visualisation, Rough Trade, can be
explored online.

This visualisation has been made with Netmonster v.0.3

Currently it is hosted at the following URL:
http://netmonster.mongrel.org.uk/embryo/

As Rough Trade is a large navigable space, it is best explored by using a broadband
connection to the internet. However, it is possible to navigate the work (very slowly) via a
dial-up modem connection. The image can be scrolled around on its surface level. By
clicking the user will reach deeper levels, which can also be scrolled around, and clicked
one more time to reach the deepest level. The function which allows users to add and
delete texts is currently turned off.

If the user experiences any problem accessing Rough Trade please contact Francesca
da Rimini on her permanent email address at <dollyoko@thing.net>.
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Appendix D: Details of Roush Trade video art works

Two untitled DVDs of video art works produced as part of the Rough Trade body of work
are attached in End Pocket 1 on the inside back cover of this thesis.

The DVDs should play in either a DVD player or in the DVD drive of a computer by opening
them in a digital media player. These video works were exhibited as loops, along with
digital prints from Rough Trade, in 2 locations in Adelaide as part of the Moving Image
Program of the South Australian Living Artists Festival in August 2005. The videos are
around 2 minutes in length.

The videos were subsequently curated by Experimental Art Foundation Director, Melentie
Pandilovski, in a touring program of Australian new media art.
•

Public Lecture & Presentation of NEW MEDIA ART IN AUSTRALIA
6-8 PM Thursday, 10 November 2005, at 5uper.net in MuseumsQuartier, Vienna.

•

SCREENING OF AUSTRALIAN VIDEO: November 11 - 17, 2005, at 5uper.net in
MuseumsQuartier, Vienna.

Video Credits

Video imagery and editing by Francesca da Rimini, using imagery produced with
Netmonster
Sound by Daniele Salvati
Netmonster software by Mongrel

Note

The Blood Network video (also containing Netmonster imagery) has not been included in
this thesis as it was part of a site-specific media installation created for the Dictionary of
Atmospheres dance production by De Quincy Co. It was made with the intention of being
viewed by looking down at a monitor placed at the bottom of a 44-gallon tin drum. Three
drums containing the video were located in the Todd/Mparntwe riverbed in the Central
Australian Desert at twilight.
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Appendix E: Publicity for Dictionary of Atmospheres

Some of the promotional materials produced by De Quincy Co for their 2005 premiere
production of Dictionary of Atmospheres.

•

Dictionary of Atmospheres flyer

•

Dictionary of Atmospheres program notes
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deQco
De Quincey Co

Dictionary of Atmospheres
shifting climates from the Central Desert
Sun 4 - Wed 7 Sep 6pm
in the Todd / Mparntwe Riverbed

Schwartz Crescent Causeway near the RSL

www.DeQuinceyCo.net

deQco
De Quincey Co
De Quincey Co - is

a dance-performance
company based in Sydney which builds on several
decades of work by dancer-choreographer Tess de
Quincey in Europe, Japan, India and Australia.
The dance work is based in Body Weather which
is a contemporary dance training founded in
Japan by butoh dancer Min Tanaka, melding Asian
and Western practices and thought. De Quincey
Co is the only company in Australia working on
the base of Body Weather.
Founded in principles of dialogue and exchange,
Body Weather is a practice which questions the
relationship between form and sensitivity and
aspires to generate a danced ecology and a
reflective performance environment.
De Quincey Co repertoire includes NO COLD
FEET - a transformative event for families, THE
SCENT TRILOGY - strictly for the late crowd,
FIVE Short Solos for intimate gallery spaces and
NERVE 9, chosen to represent Australia at the
Biennale de danse in Paris in 2002, will tour
nationally as a part of MOBILE
STATES,
September - November, showing at Darwin
Entertainment
2005

Centre

23-24

November

Triple Alice Artists:
TO : Aboriginal Areas Protection
Authority, Alice Desert Festival, Araluen Centre
for the Arts, Paul Cato, Cynthia & Albert de
Quincey, Kerry & Mark Delahunty, Desert Rose
Inn, Gerard Doolin, Paul Dwyer, Russell Emerson,
Laura Ginters, Hamilton Downs Youth Camp,
Jenny & Stephen Harrison, Rani Haywood, Lhere
Artepe, Red Hot Arts Marketing, Meryl Rogers,
Northern Territory Film Office, Ooraminna Bush
Homestead, Freya Sant, Antonia Seymour, Peter
Steidl, Liz Stokes, Territory Metals, Totem
Theatre, Watch This Space and Julia White.
THANKS

Dictionary of Atmospheres

We particularly wish to thank traditional owners
Steve & Gloria McCormack for their generosity
and openness in introducing us to their country
Urepentye and Kaperte Urpole - Hamilton Downs.
This performance has been made possible with
the generosity of many volunteers as well as
extensive support from the Department of
Performance Studies - The University of
Sy dney and with funding from the NSW
Ministry for the Arts, the Australia Council
for the Arts and The Myer Foundation.

www.DeQuinceyCo.net

ft nsw

arts

THE MYER
Foundation

MINISTRY FOR THE

AliCC

ffflivAl M

4-7 September 2005
Todd / Mparntwe Riverbed
Alice Springs

NATIONAL PREMIERE

Triple Alice Artists: Dictionary of Atmospheres
IN THE TODD / MPARNTWE RIVERBED
4-7 SEPTEMBER 2005

The composition is a layering of stories and
places from 3 years of Triple Alice art-labs at
Hamilton Downs 1999-2001. Beyond these three
years we find ourselves continuing the
collaboration with local, national and international
artists as well as scientists focusing on the nature
of the country. We are particularly drawn into the
considerations pinpointed by local artists from
WATCH THIS SPACE and contributions from Scott

Theatre Company, Arena Theatre and La Mama. He recently
returned from studying with Philippe Gaulier in Paris, joining
deQco in their recent FIVE Short Solos.
Tess de Quincey is a choreographer and dancer who has worked
extensively in Europe, japan and Australia as a performer teacher
and director She was a dancer with Min Tanaka and his Mai-juku
Performance Co 1985-91 which has provided the strongest
nfluence on her performance work which is based in the BODY
WEATHER philosophy and methodology founded by Min and his
company.

Campbell-Smith, Dick Kimber, Peter Latz,
Pam Lofts, Anne Mosey, Dorothy Napangardi
and artists from the Nyirripi community:

Jim Denley - wind instruments & electronics
www.newmusicnetwork.com.au/machine
An emphasis on spontaneity, site-specific work and collaboration
has been central to his work. He sees no clear distinctions
between his roles as instrumentalist, improviser and composer He
is working towards a paradigm shift in the notion and perception
of the saxophone: to establish it's relevance to ancient and current
traditions in Australian music.

"It is one thing to keep a place alive in the mind,
another to go back to that place and hold past
and present together."
Kim Mahood, Craft for a Dry Lake

Peter Fraser is a Melbourne-based artist who has performed with
Tess de Quincey in numerous productions since 1991. He has
been involved in solo, group and performance-installation work,
and has trained with Anzu Furukawa, Philippe Gaulier and Sho
Takeuchi amongst others.

These are the themes that emerged:
the performer as the dreamer
shifting planes, impossible leaps
translucence and conductivity
the body broken down into points and dots
meeting swarms and drifts
swarm intelligence
Quartz Flow
Desert Acrobats
Invitations
Silica Tales
Emotive States
Bodies & Beings
Sound & Music: Jim Denley
Video Projections: Sam James
Media Installation: Francesca da Rimini &

Agnese Trocchi - video, Daniele Salvati - sound
Dancers: Tom Davies, Peter Fraser, Kristina
Harrison, Victoria Hunt, Linda Luke
Lighting: Richard Manner
Dramaturgy: Karen Vedel
Choreography: Tess de Quincey
Photography: Mayu Kanamori www.mayu.com.au
Coordination: Diana Knudsen, Mary Anderson
Production Management: Vic McEwan
Stage Management: David Knight, Ursula Lyons
Admin & Management: Virtual Admin Solutions

:rancesca da Rimini http://gashgirl.svsx.org has been making
ilms, videos, texts, artworks since the early I 980s. Much of her
jractice involves collaboration with others and has been widely
exhibited and reviewed whilst her current Rough Trade uses
:ustomised internet search robots to dynamically visualise
elations between between weather warfare systems and free
rade agreements, outputting large scale complex collages.
om Davies has performed in dance and theatre companies
ncluding Yumi Umiumare & Tony Yap's " - ", the Melbourne

Kristina Harrison has been a member of deQco's core ensemble
since 2001, besides developing her solo performance practice. She
has performed in a rich variety of productions from Sydney to
Dubai and contributed to the Triple Alice Labs alongside a 3month company residency in India in 2003.
Victoria Hunt has been a member of deQco's core ensemble
since 2000. She has performed in Australia, New Zealand and
India and contributed to the Triple Alice interdisciplinary art-labs.
As a photomedia artist, she has exhibited in Australia, China,
Germany, Japan and Aorearoa / New Zealand.
Sam James is a New Media Artist who has collaborated with
dance and performance companies throughout Australia. As a
filmmaker, he has always integrated film or video as a major
component of performance design. He studied film at the College
of Fine Arts UNSW and Architecture and Art Theory at the
University of Adelaide.
Linda Luke joined deQco in 2004 bringing a wide variety of
experience as a performer and dramaturg from Circus Solaris,
Culture Lab, Municipal Regional Theatre of Northern Aegean,
Greece and VCA, Melbourne where she also recently performed
with Sense of Place Physical Theatre Co.
Richard Manner is an audio-visual designer with a mam focus on
lighting design and electronic applications in performing arts.
Designing space for numerous performance and installation events
in Sydney he has collaborated with deQco since 2000.
Daniele Salvati is a Roman sound artist who has been involved in
electronic music and eclectic sound research for over ten years.
Agnese Trocchi is an artist, writer and videomaker based in Rome.
She is co-founder of ^Candida TV* http://www.candidatv.tv and is
editor of NewGIobalVision online distribution and video archive
www.ngvison.org, an important tool for the Italian Network of
Independent TVs.
Karen Vedel is a Danish dancer and dance scholar (ph.d.), whose
collaboration with Tess de Quincey began in Copenhagen 1994,
continuing through the Triple Alice exchange. Her artistic
experience includes performance, choreography and dramaturgy
in large scale site specific performance projects such as Memory
Arena, Copenhagen 1996 (artistic director Arnold Dreyblatt).

End Pocket 1

Two untitled DVDs of video art works produced as part of the Rough Trade body of work.
See Appendix D for details.
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End Pocket 2

Promotional material for Rough Trade. The postcard was designed to accompany future
exhibition presentations of the art work.
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Performance installation
Materials moving image, sound,
paper artefacts, objects, performance.
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NetMonster is a generative social software currently in
development by Mongrel, an internationally acclaimed
artist group based in England and Jamaica. It draws on older
analogue traditions of generative art, in so far as a set of rules
or instructions determine how content is input and output; the
artist/maker must necessarily relinquish control after the initial
conceptual and technical stages of visualising and
creating the architecture.
Programmable search strings - key words chosen by the artist interact with the Google search engine in a series of intensive data
mining expeditions. The data gathered is then visually manipulated
by one element of NetMonster and rendered back on the internet
as a vast collage which can then be remotely entered, gleaned,
weeded and farmed by users/audience. Images and texts can be
preserved, discarded, downloaded or rewritten, and search strings
reconfigured, allowing for gradual or rapid evolution of the
monster. Periodically the entire collage can be downloaded and
output by the artist as a large-format digital print, or digitised
slices used as raw material for video animation.
Harwood, Mongrel’s developer/artist, describes NetMonster as
"a suite of programs for the online resourcing and collaborative
construction of the ‘networked image'. A responsive, immediate
and sensuous space for projects based on networked collaboration
- the future of generative social software. The cornerstone of all
the code in the NetMonster is a commitment to the use,
propagation and development of free software - a key collaborative
tool that posits a democratic alternative to proprietary
control over code."
Rough Trade is my own NetMonster in a small meadow,
programmed initially to glean grains of net corn - "free trade",
"IMF” and “HAARP”; seeds which mutated and germinated,
becoming other, becoming Blake’s “dark satanic mills”, becoming
spooky weather warfare systems, becoming toxic metals, becoming
GMO, becoming string theory vibration, becoming the informatics
of genocide, becoming prophecy, becoming witch, becoming
monster, and ultimately, becoming embryo.
Francesca da Rimini acknowledges the generous support of Mongrel, who provided access to the
Netmonster software, server space, bandwidth, outstanding technical support and creative advice
for this project. Thank you to Curtin University - particularly the Faculty of Media, Society and
Culture - for hosting an artist-in-residency in March/April 2005 for the development of Rough Trade
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Soda ash, which is used
in the manufacture of
glass, is a product of
the salt fields projected
on the window.
This landscape has
been adapted to
industrially exploit the
activity of solar energy,
,.
,
„
to produce soda ash as
This work reflects mya consequence of the
interest in theg
solar evaporation of
relationship betweens
the potential solar
energy that falls on the
tinted windows at
Artspace, and the
material content of the
glass itself.

T ree Sw im m in g 2005

Tree swimming is like a feedback loop.
The static image moves and the inanimate animates the stillness of trees through a once fixed moment.
It is a contemplative matter of the play between light, time, the gaze and what a tree may do.
Tree swimming is part of a series of works that engage with perceptions of the environment

In 1991 Francesca (In Rimini co-founded VNS
Matrix, making computer games All New Gen and
Bad Code. Other collaborations produced dollspace,
Los Dias y Las Noches de los Muertos, Liberation
Range, Blood Network, and Warmunger, a data
harvesting engine and poetry generator in
development. Rough Trade uses Mongrel's
Netmonster software to visualise relations between
global financial instruments and weather warfare
systems, creating both a networked image and a
collaborative writing machine. Francesca is a
Masters Candidate at University ofTechnology
Sydney, researching social softwares on the digital
commons. She is also working with identity-runners
to create a media platform for precarious workers.
http://gashgirl.sysx.org
/;</</■w /'//y

Linda lou Murphy is a cross-disciplinary artist
and a Master of Visual Art candidate at the
South Australian School of Art, UniSA.
Her art making process involves testing concepts
and experimenting with materials including moving
image, which is thematically placed to deepen the
experience for the viewer, and is created through
improvisation rather than long hours rendering
on the computer.
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sain aster is a photo-media artist working across
a range of creative and commercial applications.
Her personal work is concerned with issues of
ecological sustainability and applies photography
and film processes to a wide range of work.
www.silvertrace.com

of being inside of nature, suggesting an experience
echoes notions of the contemporary sublime.

Michael Yuen,
/ want to project my
art directly into your
brain 2005.
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Michael men is a composer working in the area
of digital and installation art. He is also an active
new media curator/director and sound engineer.
His work uses sounds in public spaces through
the application of technology and interactive media.
Through sonic means he alters environments both
in public and private spaces. Not limiting himself
to the sonic arts he continues to explore other
contemporary techniques such as video projection.
http://www.yuen.va.com.au

The viewer being transported to have an other-world
experience. Cretchen’s practice seeks to emphasise
the intense experience of life: expressing the
dynamic between ourselves and our sensory world
and the inclusive, if not pre-eminent role of nature
as partner to our cultural world.

Flysheet
Linda Lou Murphy,
Drawing Breath 2005.
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Anna Medlin was born in Adelaide in 1961 but
spent the more exciting parts of her childhood on
a cargo ship and living in Singapore. Once back in
the Adelaide hills she had to content herself with
mudslides, swimming in creeks, fossil hunting and
being in the bush. This led to a B.Sc. from the
University of Adelaide (1984) in Zoology. After a
period of researching frogs and spawning her own
family she followed her other passions in the visual
arts. First doing textiles through TAFE (1998-1999)
and finally with honours in 2005 from the South
Australian School of Art with an interest in sculpture
and glass.

that is proximate, intimate, even poetic, and that

Front Cover
Sam Oster,
Evaporate 2005.

Positive minds attract
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Rough Trade
And she went, and came, and gleaned in the field after the reapers.

The Book of Ruth, Old Testament

Netmonster is a generative social software made by the artist group Mongrel. Graham
Harwood, Mongrel’s software developer/artist, has described Netmonster as “a suite
of programs for the online resourcing and collaborative construction of the ‘networked
image’....The cornerstone of all the code in the Netmonster is a commitment to the
use, propagation and development of free software - a key collaborative tool that
posits a democratic alternative to proprietary control over code.” Roush Trade was
created by Francesca da Rimini in collaboration with Mongrel in 2005. Netmonster was
programmed to construct a network visualisation by gleaning the internet for images
of ‘free trade’, ‘IMF’ and ‘HAARP’. These search seeds mutated over time, becoming
Blake’s ‘dark satanic mills’, becoming spooky weather warfare systems, becoming the
informatics of genocide, and perhaps, becoming prophecy.
Rough Trade
Mongrel
Francesca da Rimini

netmonster.mongrel.org.uk/embryo
www.mongrelx.org
gashgirl.sysx.org/

Francesca da Rimini acknowledges the generous support of Mongrel, who provided access to the Netmonster
software, server space, technical support and advice for Rough Trade. Curtin University in Perth supported the
Rough Trade project by hosting an artist-in-residency in the Faculty of Media, Society and Culture in 2005.
Image: Rough Trade - untitled iteration, da Rimini/Mongrel, 2005.
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